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About This Book

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Purpose and Audience
This book is intended for operators who
use the IBM Displaywriter System and
have completed Starting Your Training.

Data Security

All magnetic media are subject to physical
damage, erasure, and loss for a variety of
reasons, including operator error,
accidental occurrences, and machine
Contents
malfunction. In addition, magnetic media
This book shows how to create documents are subject to theft. Therefore, an integral
from stored text. It also shows some
part of any informational system should
be to establish and implement backup
advanced fl!!lctions tha.t ca.!! be used fo r
many applications.
(duplication) procedures. The customer,
not IBM, is solely responsible for
Related Publications
establishing and implementing all such
procedures.
A description of related publications is
provided in the Operator Guide to
Training .
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his unit is about storing text for later use.
By storing documents that are used
repetitively, you can avoid retyping an
entire document each time you want to
produce it. As you type these repetitive
documents, you assign spaces for the
information that you know will change.
Each time you need the document, you type
on ly the information that changes.
The Displaywriter also allows you to
store parts of documents (paragraphs)
which you can later "mix and match" to
create finished documents.
Lesson 1 shows you how to create
repetitive documents with minimal typing
for personalization.
Lesson 2 shows you how to construct a
paragraph library and put several of the
paragraphs together to create a finished
document. These paragraphs may be
further personalized with information that
changes from document to document.
If you have already completed all or part
of Creating Documents from Stored Text
Using Merge, you will notice many
similarities between that Unit and this one.
Some parts are nearly identical, but the
processes are very different.

..

..

Creating Documents with Stop Codes
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Creating Documents Using Get

This lesson discusses using the
Displaywriter's ability to store text to
create documents with Stop codes.
Suppose you have a document - for
example, a letter - that you must send
to ten people. Most of the text in the letter
is the same for each person, but some
information, such as names, addresses, and
figures, varies in each letter.
Rather than typing individual copies of
the letter, you can type the information that
does not change, called constant text, one
time. Later, you can insert the information
that changes. This information is called
variable information. With the
Displaywriter you can "save" a place for
the variable information in the constant
text. To do this, you type a Stop code
wherever the variable information is to be
inserted. The document that contains the
constant text and Stop codes is called a
shell document .

..

Creating Documents with Stop Codes

In the illustration on the next page, notice the first to create personalized documents with minimal typing.
document, labeled SHELL DOCUMENT. The shell
In Segment 1 of this lesson you will learn to create
document contains mostly constant text, shown by the a shell document with Stop codes. In Segment 2 you
horizontal lines. The small squares represent the Stop will learn to create a reference copy of the shell.
codes - spaces saved for variable information.
Segment 3 teaches you to create the finished document
The second document labeled VARIABLE
by getting a copy of the shell. In Segment 4 you will
INFORMATION represents the variable information learn to complete preprinted forms using Stop codes.
for the Stop codes in that particular letter. The third
There are no training documents for this unit. You
document is the finished document; the first and second will create all the documents you need. Use TRAIN3
document combined. You can insert the variable
as your diskette.
information at the Stop codes in the shell document

..
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SHELL DOCUMENT

•

--.

Mr. Ed .Jenkins
13 Zapa t a Ave .
San Diego, Ca 92 126

..........
,/

----

--;:

---- ----

- - Mr. Jenkins :
Mr. Ed Jenkins
I J Zapata Ave.
San Di e go, Ca 921 26

COMBINE .......
,/

--

---

Mr . Jenkins :
--

$29 . 50

..........
",

VARIABLE INFORMATION
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Creating a Shell with Stop Codes

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lessons ]
and 2, and Lesson 4,
Segment 2, and Diskettes,
Lesson ], Segment]

NAME.
ADDRESS ~

•

1
DATE .

Let's assume you have the same letter to
send to several people. Most of the text
of the letter does not change, but several
items of information (such as the date,
address, salutation, and so on) do change.
Until now, when you had this kind of
repetitive letter to send, you probably had
to retype the entire letter for each person.
Your Displaywriter allows you to type
the constant text once and insert Stop codes
at each point where the text will change,
creating what is called a shell document.
Then, each time you send the letter, all
you do is type the variable information at
the Stop codes.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a shell document with Stop codes.
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Creating a Shell with Stop Codes / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To create a shell document with Stop codes, follow
these steps:
1. Create and name your document, set the document
format as you want the finished document to appear,
then go to the typing area.
2. Set Display Codes to Yes.
3. Type the constant text until you reach the point
where the first piece of variable information goes.
4. Press STOP.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary.
6. When you have completed your document, press
END.

If you have enough information about creating a
shell document with Stop codes, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.

. Creating Documents Using Get
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1·1

HELP
To create a shell document with Stop codes, follow
these steps:
1. Create and name your document, set the document
format as you want the finished document to appear,
then go to the typing area.
The format of the shell document should be the
format of the finished document.
2. Set Display Codes to Yes.
This allows you to see the Stop codes as you type
them.

SCREEN FORMAT

to ITEM
a

Display Cod es

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = Yes

2 = No

When finished wilh Ihis menu, press ENTER .

IType to letter 10 choose ITEM; press ENTER:
3. Type the constant text until you reach the point
where the first piece of variable information goes.
If you must insert a Stop code before you type any
constant text (that is, if the first line in your letter
is variable information) go to the next step.

~

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
Variable information
to go here
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4. Press STOP.

•

The Stop code appears on the screen as a small
green box when you have set Display Codes to Yes.
When you type the variable information later, the
Displaywriter adjusts lines and spacing to
accommodate the information you enter. Be sure
that you include all spacing and punctuation, both
before and after the Stop code in the shell document.
Note: If variable information will take several lines
(an inside address, for example), do not insert the
extra carrier returns in the shell. You will type them
when you type the variable information.

REQutR[O

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXX, •.
Stop Code
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5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary.
After you have typed the first Stop code, continue
typing constant text until you come to the place
for the next Stop code. Insert this Stop code in
the same way, then continue typing.
6. When you have completed your document, press
END.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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Creating a Shell with Stop Codes / Demonstration

DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a shell
document with Stop codes. You will not type the
information in parentheses but will insert a Stop code
at those places. You will use this shell document for
all other Demonstrations throughout the remaining
segments of this lesson.
Create the following document and go to the typing
area:
Document name: New Hours Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Set Display Codes to Yes and return to the typing
area.
Press RETURN three times.
This gives your document the extra spacing before
(date) .
Press STOP.
This inserts the first Stop code for (date) . Do not type
(date) .
Press RETURN four times.
Press STOP to insert the second Stop code for
(address).
Do not type (address) .

-
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'3 RE.T'S
(da t e )

1-/ RET'S
(address)

'2. RE.T'S

,

Dea r (sal u ta t ion):

2- RE.T S.

Tha n k you fo r writin g t o u s .

I a m p leased t o an s we r yo ur qu estio n s .

I apologize fo r t he in co nve n ie nce our in co rr ec t a ddr ess re co rd s hav e
ca use d yo u. Tru s two rth y Sav in gs ' co n s t a nt a im i s t o pr ovi de yo u with
good se r v i ce .
Our ne w bank in g hour s a r e as follo ws :
Mo nday thr ough Th ur s da y -- 9 : 00 AM t o 3 : 30 PM
Friday -- 9 : 00 AM t o 7 : 00 PM
If I ma y be of f u r th e r h el p, p lease fee l f r ee t o co nta ct me .
Sin c e r ely ,

Rob e rt Groves
Cust omer Se rvice

Creating Documents Using Get
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Creating a Shell with Stop Codes / Demonstration

Press RETURN twice.
Type Dear, space once, press STOP to insert a Stop
code for (salutation), then type a colon.
Press RETURN twice.
Type the rest of the letter.

Creating Documents Using Get
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3 RE.T'S.
(da t e)

i./ R.E-T ' S
(add res ~

2 RE.T'5
Dear (salutation):

2. ~ET'S

Thank you for ·. .;riting t o

~3 .

I':'!!l please d tc answe r ynl1 r <plestions .

I a pologize for the inconvenience our incorrect address records have
caused you . Trustworthy Savings' co nstant aim is t o provide you with
good service .
Ou r new banking hour s a re as follows:
Monda y through Thursday -- 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM
Friday -- 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM
If I ma y be of further help, pleas e feel free to con t act me.
Since rely,

Robert Gr oves
Custome r Se rvice

Creating Documents Using Get
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Compare the document on the screen with the
example below. They should be identical. If there are
any errors, correct them now.

Press END.

+-<
+-<
+-<

.+-<
+-<
+-<
+-<

.+-<
+-<
Dear .:+-<
+-<
Tha nk you fo r wri t ing t o us. I am pleased t o a nswer yo ur questions .~
+-<
I apo l og i ze for t he inconvenie n ce ou r incorrec t address reco r ds have ~
caused you . Tr ustworthy Savings ' co nstant aim is t o provide you with ~
good service . +-<
+-<
Our new banking hours are as follows: +-<
-+1
+-<

-+1

-+1 Monday through Thursday -- 9 : 00 AM to 3 : 30 PM +-<

-+I

-+1

-+1 Friday -- 9 : 00 AM to 7:00 PM +-<

If I may be of fur ther hel p, please fee l free t o co n tact me. +-<
Since r ely , +-<
+-<
+-<
+-<
Robe rt Gr oves +-<
Customer Service +-<

When you have finished this Demonstration, go on to
the Self- Test.

-
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SELF-TEST
Create the following document:
Document name: Earnings Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Enter the constant text from the following shell
document. Where you see information in parentheses,
enter a Stop code, not the information itself. When
you have completed your shell, compare the results
on your screen with the Feedback section. Remember,
you will use this Self-Test for other Self-Tests in this
lesson.

(da t e l

(a ddr ess)
Dear (sa lut a t ion ):
Tha nk yo u fo r writin g t o u s .

I a m p l ease d t o a n s we r yo ur q u es ti o n s .

Yo ur sa vin gs account was co nver t e d t o th e n e w ce rtifi ca t e wi th o ut l oss
of ea r ni ng s t o yo u.
Ea rnin gs of $(amo unt) f or thi s q ua rt e r were
comput ed a t a ra t e of (percen t )% t o th e e n d of (mon t h ).
If 1 may be of f urth e r help , please feel free t o contac t me .
Sin ce r e l y ,

(n a me - r e pr ese nt a ti ve ),
Cu s t o me r Se rvi ce Re pr ese nt a t ive

Crea ting Documents Using Get
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Creating a Shell with Stop Codes / Feedback

FEEDBACK
Check your copy to be sure that:

D You typed Stop codes, not the information itself.
D You spaced properly between the Stop codes and
the $, %, and last period in the second paragraph .

...
...
...
....
...
...
...
....
...
Dear .: ...
...
Thank you
...

for writing to us.

Your screen should look similar to the
illustration below. You may not have typed the same
number of carrier returns before and after the Stop
code for the date and inside address.

I a m pleased to answe r yo ur questions ....

You r savings acco unt was converted t o the new certificate witho ut los s ~
of ea rning s to you . Earnings of $. for this quarter were comput ed at a ~
r a t e of . %to the e nd o f . ....

...
If I may be of f u rt h er help, pl ease
...
...Si n cerely ,
...
...
,'"
Customer Service Represen t ative

.

feel free to conta c t me ....

~

If you had any problems, review the segment and try
the Self- Test again.
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Creating a Reference CopV of the Shell

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Segment 1 in this lesson

2
&REAT...
t\JOW I'LL L>'SE THIS
THE. t-JE)(T "TImE.

I SEND L..ElTetO To
-rt4E. NAMES o~
il-i IS UST.

Once you create the shell document and
insert Stop codes for the variable
information, you should create and print
a reference copy for the originator.
This reference copy is used by the
originator of the document to tell you what
variable information to insert at each Stop
code for a particular document. You then
know which shell document to use and
what to put at each Stop code.
Since you do not want to change your
original shell document, you must
duplicate it and make your changes to the
duplicate. Once you have created your
reference copy from the duplicate, you will
then delete the duplicate copy, because it
is of no further use.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create and print a reference copy of the
shell document.
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Creating a Reference Copy of the Shell / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To create and print a reference copy of the shell
document, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Duplicate the shell document.
Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy.
Find the first Stop code.
Type a description of the information to be inserted
in the finished document. Enclose this description
in parentheses.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary, to describe the
remaining Stop codes. Press END when all Stop
codes have been described.
6. Paginate and print the reference copy.
7. Delete the reference copy from the diskette.

If you have enough information about creating and
printing a reference copy of the shell document, go on
to the Demonstration. If you would like more detail,
read the Help that follows.

Creating Documents Using Get
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HELP
To create and print a reference copy of the shell
document, follow these steps:

1. Duplicate the shell document.
You will use the duplicate document to give to the
originator.
2. Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy.
You must enter the descriptions of the variable
information in the duplicate. (If you enter the
descriptions in the original shell, the descriptions
have to be deleted each time you use the shell.)

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT
10 ITEM
a
b

Document Name
Diskette Name

c
d

New Document Name
Diskette Name

YOUR
CHOICE

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID letter to choos~ ITEM; press ENTER: I~
3. Find the first Stop code.
To find the first Stop code, press FIND, then STOP.
This places the cursor directly under the first Stop
code in your duplicate shell.

Creating Documents Using Get
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4. Type a description of the variable information to
be entered in the finished document. Enclose this
description in parentheses.
When the symbol for the Stop code is highlighted,
type the description of the variable information in
parentheses.
5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary, to describe
the remaining Stop codes. Press END when all Stop
codes have been described.
To find the rest of the Stop codes, press FIND and
ENTER. This moves the cursor from one Stop code
directly to the next. When you have described the
last Stop code, press END.
6. Paginate and print the reference copy.
7. Delete the reference copy from your diskette.
Once the reference copy (the duplicate copy) is
printed, you no longer need it on your diskette. If
you have forgotten how to delete a document refer
to the Job Aids, Tab 7, Diskette Tasks.

(date)_

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

DELETE DOCUMENT
ID ITEM
a
b

YOUR
CHOICE

Document Name
Diskette Name

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 leller to choose ITEM ; press ENTER:

~

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a reference
copy of the shell you created in the Demonstration
of Segment 1. Steps to create this sample document
follow:

(date)

( address)

Go to the Work Diskette Tasks menu and duplicate
the following document:
Document name: New Hours Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
New Document name: New Hours Shell Dup
Diskette name: TRAIN3

Dea r (salutatlon):
Tha nk you for vr lt.lng to u.s.

I am pleased co an swer you r questions,

I apologize for the inconvenience our incorrect. address records have
caused you.
Trust ....orthy Savin gs' constant al111 is to provide you with

good service.
Our Dev bank.lng hours are aa fol10",s:
Honday through Thursday - - 9 : 00 AM to 3:30 PH
Friday -- 9:00 AM to 7:00 PH
If 1 may be of further help, please feel free to con tact me .

Return to the Typing Tasks menu.
Choose Revise to access the following document and
go to the typing area:
Document name: New Hours Shell Dup
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Press FIND, STOP, and ENTER to find the first Stop
code.
Now you will type a description, in parentheses, of
the variable information to be inserted at the Stop code.
In this case, the date will be inserted at the first Stop
code in this shell.
Type (date)
Do not type a carrier return after the description.

Creating Documents Using Get

Si ncerely.

Robert Gro v es

Customer Service
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Creating a Reference Copy of the Shell / Demonstration

Now you will find the next Stop code.
Press FIND and ENTER.
Type (address)
Find the last Stop code.
Type (salutation)
Notice that the punctuation is automatically
repositioned. (To see the colon, move the cursor one
space to the right. It is hidden by the Stop code.)
Press END.
Paginate and print the document.
Compare your printed copy with the following example.
Check the printed copy for errors.
Go to the Work Diskette Tasks menu and delete the
duplicate copy of the shell (New Hours Shell Dup)
from your training diskette.

..
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Your finished document should look like this:

(date)
(add ress)
Dear ( salucacion ) :
Thank you fo r writing t o us.

I am pleased to answer yo ur questions.

I apologize for the inconvenience our incorrect address records have
cau sed yo u. Trustwor thy Savings' constant aim is to provide you wich
good se rvice.
Our new banking hours are as follows:
Monda y through Thursday -- 9:00 AM to 3:30 PM
Friday -- 9 : 00 AM to 7:00 PM
If I may be of further help, please feel free to co ntact me .
Sincerely,

Robert Groves
Customer Service

Go on to the Self- Test.

Creating Documents Using Get
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment. Follow the instructions
below, and compare your results with the document
in the Feedback section.
Duplicate the shell document named Earnings Shell,
which you created for the Self-Test in Segment 1 of
this lesson. Name your document Earnings Shell Dup.
Enter the following Stop code descriptions in the
duplicate copy. Paginate and print one copy. Delete
the reference copy from the diskette.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

code
code
code
code
code
code
code

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

(date)
(address)
(salutation)
(amount)
(percent)
(month)
(name-representative)

Hint: Your cursor may be on the first Stop code
in the typing area.

Go on to the Feedback section on the next page.

Creating Documents Using Get
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FEEDBACK

As you compare the document you printed for the
Self-Test with the following document, check these
points:

o
o

o
o
o

Does your document have a space between Dear
and the open parenthesis in the salutation?
Any space after $?
Any space before %?
Space after and before (month)?
Did you delete this reference copy from your
diskette?

(d a t e)
(address)
Dear (sa lut a tion);
Thank you fo r writing t o us.

I am pleased t o answer your questions .

Your savings account was conver t ed t o th e new certificate wi thou t loss
of earnings t o you. Earnings of Seamount) fo r this quarter were
comput ed a t a r a t e of (percent)% t o th e end of (month) .
I f I may be of further h e lp, please fee l free t o con t ac t me .
Sincer e l y ,

(name-repr esen tativ e) ,
Customer Se r vice Representative

If you had any trouble, review the segment and try
the Self- Test again.

..
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Creating the Finished Document

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

3

Now that you have created the shell
document with Stop codes, and printed the
reference copy of the shell with the
descriptions of Stop code contents, you are
ready to put all the pieces together and
create a finished document. In this segment
you will use the Get function to get a copy
of your shell. Then you will type the actual
information (rather than descriptions) at
the Stop codes and prirlt the finished
document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use a shell with Stop codes to create a
finished document.

Creating Documents Using Get
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Creating the Finished Document / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To use a shell with Stop codes to create a finished
document, follow these steps:
1. Create and name a new document.
2. Set up the document format exactly as your shell
document was set up.
3. Press GET. Type the shell and diskette names, if
necessary, and complete the Get menu.
4. Find the Stop codes and type the variable
information at each.
Note: If the shell is to be used only once, skip Steps
5 and 6.
5. Press ~ , REQD PAGE END, then PAGE END.
6. Get another copy of the shell and repeat Steps 4
and 5.
7. After using the last copy of the shell, press END.
8. Paginate and print the document.

If you have enough information about using a shell
with Stop codes to create a finished document, go on
to the Demonstration. If you would like more detail,
read the Help that follows.

Creating Documents Using Get
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HELP
To use a shell with Stop codes to create a finished
document, follow these steps:
1. Create and name a new document.
2. Set up the finished document format exactly as your
shell document was set up.
If you have been using different margins, spacing,
and so on, change the format to the settings you
used to type the shell. If you use two different
formats, your results, when you print your
document, will be unreliable, because a document
accessed thro ugh GET takes on the fOilIiat of the
new document.

FORMAT SELECTION
10

ITEM

a

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change

b

c
d

e
f
g

Line Format
Margins and Tabs
Page Format
Header and Footer
Alternating Headers and Footers
Footnote Format
Oulline Level Formats

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM ; press ENTER: I~

3. P ress GET. Type the shell and diskette names, if
necessary, and complete the Get menu.
This tells the Displaywriter which document you
want to use, and where to find it. You will get and
use a copy of your shell, not the shell itself. This
allows the original shell to remain unchanged, and
to be reused as often as necessary.

GET
ID

ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

Document Name
Diskette Name
System Page Number (s)

Shell
TRAIN 3

Insert Included Text

2

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1 = Yes 2 = No

II no pa9.es are specified, the entire document will be included.
To speCify multiple pages, separate page numbers with spaces.
When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

I Type ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTER] ~

Creating Documents Using Get
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4. Find the Stop codes and type the variable
information at each.
To find the first Stop code, press FIND, STOP,
and ENTER. To find the rest, press FIND and
ENTER. Type the variable information at each Stop
code.
Note: If the shell is to be used only once, skip Steps
5 and 6.

Aug. 5, 1982 •

xxxxxxxxx

5. Press ~ , REQD PAGE END, then PAGE END.
This moves the cursor to the end of the page, and
tells the Displaywriter to end the page, not the
document. It also brings a new page to the screen.
6. Get another copy of the shell and repeat Steps 4
and 5.
Do this as many times as necessary.
7. After using the last copy of the shell, press END.
8. Paginate and print the document.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will again use the New
Hours Shell you created for the Demonstration in
Segment 1.
Create the following document and go to the typing
area:
Document name: Trustworthy
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Press GET. Type the shell document name, New Hours
Sheil, and the diskette name, TRAIN3.
Fress Er-..ER to retui'il to thE typing <iae<i
document.

~f

your

Press FIND and ENTER.
This moves the cursor to the first Stop code.
Type the following information at the first Stop
code: September 24, 1982
Press FIND and ENTER.
This moves the cursor to the next Stop code.
Type the following information at the second Stop
code:
Mr. J. B. Goode
1984 Future Ave.
Show Low, AZ 85235
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Remember to press RETURN after each line but the
last.
Press FIND and ENTER.
This moves the cursor to the next Stop code.
Type the following information at the third Stop
code: Mr. Goode
Move the cursor to the right one space to see that
the colon (:) has been automatically adjusted.
Press FIND and ENTER.
You will see the message "Characters not found from
cursor to end of document." The message indicates
that there are no more Stop codes in the document.
The first document is finished. Now you are ready to
complete a second.
Press

~,REQD

PAGE END, then PAGE END.

Press GET.
You don't have to type the document or diskette names
because they have already been entered.
Press ENTER to go to the typing area.
Press FIND and ENTER.
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Type the following information at the first Stop
code: November 2, 1982
Press FIND and ENTER.
Type the following information at the second Stop
code:
Dr. W. R. Ha thaway
421 S. Howes St.
Ft. Collins, CO 89302
Press FIND and ENTER.
Type the following information at the third Stop
code: Dr. Hathaway
Press FIND and ENTER.
Press END.
Paginate and print one copy of this document.
Compare your printed pages with the pages that follow.
Make sure you did not type directly on your original
shell document.
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Se pt e mb e r 24, 198 2

Mr. J. B. Good e
1984 Futur e Av.
Show Low, AZ 85 235
Dea r Mr. Good e :
Thank yo u fo r wr i t i n g t o u s .

I a m pl ease d t o a n s we r yo ur qu e s ti o n s.

I apol og i ze f o r th e i n co nv e ni e n ce o ur in co rr ec t a ddr ess r eco r ds have
cau se d y ou . Tru s tworth y Sa v in gs ' co n s t a nt aim i s t o pr o vid e yo u with
g oo d se rvi ce .
Our n e w bankin g ho ur s a r e a s f o ll ows :
Mo nd ay th ro u g h Thur s da y -- 9:00 AM t o 3: 30 PM
Fr i day -- 9 :00 AM t o 7 :00 PM
If I may b e of furth e r h e lp, pl e a se f ee l f r ee t o cont act me .
Si n ce r e l y ,

Ro b e rt Gr o v es
Cu s t o me r Se rvi ce

-

m
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Nov embe r 2 , 198 2

Dr . W. R. Ha t haway
42 1 S. Howes St .
Ft . Col lin s , CO 89302
Dea r Dr. Ha th a way ::
TLdll!\. yo u.

f c -r ·..:-r

: t.i~b

!: 8 '..! s.

T ~m

r l p;::.c:;pt1 t o An s we r vo ur qu es ti on s .

I a po l og iz e f o r th e in co nve n ie nce ou r incor r ec t a dd r ess r eco r ds have
c a u s ed you . Tru s two r t hy Saving s ' co n s t ant a im i s t o p r ovi de yo u with
goo d se r v i ce .
Our new ba nking hour s a r e as fo l lows :
Mond ay th rough Thur sday -- 9 : 00 AM t o 3 : 30 PM
Fri day -- 9 : 00 AM t o 7 : 00 PM
I f T may be of f u r th e r he l p , pl ease f ee l f r ee t o co nt ac t me .
Sin ce r e l y ,

Robe rt Gr oves
Cu s t ome r Se r vi ce

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
In this Self-Test you will create the following
document:
Document name: Conversion Letters
Diskette name: TRAIN3
To create this document, get a copy of Earnings
Shell for each page of the document. Use the
information on the next page for the Stop codes. Print
a copy of the document and compare the pages with
the pages in the Feedback section.
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Page 1

Page 2

Get:

Earnings Shell

Earnings Shell

From diskette:

TRAIN3

TRAIN3

STOP 1:

September 29, 1982

September 30, 1982

STOP 2:

Mr. C. Farley
28 Grain Lane
Poway, CA 92138

Ms. Jane Wileman
320 Cucumber Circle
Chapel Hill, NC 27592

STOP 3:

Mr. Farley

Ms. Wileman

STOP 4:

96.35

63.50

STOP 5:

11. 96

11. 96

STOP 6:

September

September

STOP 7:

D. W Bergman

D. W Bergman
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FEEDBACK
The first page should look like this :

Se ptember 29 , 19 82

Mr. C. Farle y
28 Grain Lan e
Poway, CA 9 2 138
De ar Mr. Fa rley:
Thank yo u for writing to us .

I am please d t o answer your qu es ti on s .

Your saving s account wa s converted t o the n ew ce rtific a te without loss
o f ea rning s to you. Earnin gs o f $96 . 35 for thi s qu a rt er we r e computed
a t a rate of I l.96 % t o th e e nd of Septemb e r .
If

ma y be o f further hel p, pl ease feel f r ee to contac t me.

S in ce r e l y ,

D. W. Bergman ,
Cu s t ome r Se rvi ce Representative
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The second page should look like this :

September 30, 1982

Ms . Jane Wileman
320 Cucumber Circle
Chapel Hl11 , ~ 27592
Dear Ms . Wileman:
Thank you for writing t o us.

I am pleased to answer yo ur questions .

Your savings acco unt was converted to the new certificate without loss
of earnings to you . Earnings of $63 . 50 for this quarter were co mputed
a t a rate of 11 . 96% t o the end of September .
If

may be of further help , please f ee l free to con t act me .

Sincerely .

D. hI. Bergman ,
Customer Service Representative

Check for:

o
o

Proper spacing or punctuation at Stop codes.
Proper number of carrier returns before and after
the inside address.
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If you had any problems. review the segment and try
th e Self- Test again.

Completing Preprinted Forms Using Stop Codes

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lesson 2,
Segment 5 and all previous
segments in this lesson

The Displaywriter can be used with
preprinted forms. You create a shell
document to match the form, and type Stop
codes where the variable information will
be inserted. Then you can create finished
forms.
Before you attempt to print any forms,
refer to Appendix G of the Printer Guide.
It contains procedures for multipart forms
you must ha.ve in order to print forms
successfully.

4
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Your goal for this segment is to be able
to complete a preprinted form using Stop
codes .
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MAIN IDEA
Measuring the Form
To measure the form, use the IBM conversion ruler
and follow these steps:
1. Measure the form horizontally for margins and tabs
and write the measurements on a copy of the form.
2. Measure the form vertically for the line positions,
including the first and last typing lines, and write
the measurements on a copy of the form .
3. Measure the form vertically and horizontally using
the millimeter (mm) scale for the paper size. Write
the measurements on a copy of the form.
Creating the Shell Document
To create a shell document, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and go to the Create or Revise
Document menu.
2. Set up the document format using the measurements
you made earlier.
3. Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to
Yes.
4. Press CHG FMT on the first typing line and set
the tab positions for the first line.
5. Tab to each position for variable information on
the line and type a Stop code.
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6. Press RETURN the appropriate number of times
to go to the next typing line.
7. Repeat Steps 4 through 6 for each line of
information on the form. Press RETURN after the
last line on the form .
8. Press CHG FMT and return to the original format.
9. Press END.
10. Do not paginate the document.
Creating the Finished Document
To create the finished form , foHow these steps:
1. Create another document and set up the document
format exactly as you did for the shell document.
2. Go to the typing area.
3. Get a copy of the shell document.
4. Find the Stop codes and type the variable
information. If you are filling out only one form ,
skip to Step 7.
5. Press ~ , REQD PAGE END, then PAGE END.
6. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 until you have filled out
all of the forms.
7. Press END.
8. Print the document.

To learn more about completing preprinted forms using
Stop codes, go on to the Help on the next page.
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HELP
Measuring the Form

To measure the form, use the IBM conversion ruler
and follow these steps:
1. Measure the form horizontally for margins and tabs.
Use the Pica (10) or Elite (12) scale to determine
the left and right margin positions. Use the same
scale to determine tab settings for each line of the
form. Write the measurements on a copy of the
form.

-
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2. Measure the form vertically for the line positions,
including the first and last typing lines, and write
the measurements on a copy of the form.
Use one of the vertical spacing scales on the
conversion ruler to measure the line positions.
If you have a 5215 Selectric Element Printer, use
the Proportional Vertical Spacing (6) scale.
Either the Proportional Vertical Spacing (6),
Vertical Spacing (8), or Vertical Spacing (24) scale
can be used if you have a 5218 or 5228 Printwheel
Printer. The Vertical Spacing (24) scale allows for
the most accurate positioning of ty ed information.
Write the measurements on a copy of the form.
3. Measure the form vertically and horizontally using
the millimeter (mm) scale for the paper size. Write
the measurements on a copy of the form.
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Creating the Shell Document
To create the shell document of the form , follow these
steps:
1. Create a document and go to the Create or Revise
Document menu.
2. Set up the document format using the measurements
you made earlier.
• Set line spacing to single spacing.
• Set margins.
• Set first and last typing lines.
Set the last typing line one whole number greater
than the last line on the form to allow for a Footnote
Return code.
• Set paper or envelope size.
• Set lines/cm. or in. to match the vertical spacing
scale you used to measure the form.
• Set Adjust Line Endings to No.
• Set printing paper source to manual feed.
3. Go to the typing area.
4. Press CHG FMT on the first typing line and set
the tab positions for the first line.
After the tabs are set, return to the typing area.
5. Tab to each position for variable information and
type a Stop code.
When you create the final document, you will find
the Stop codes and type the variable information.
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6. Press RETURN the appropriate number of times
to go to the next typing line.
Watch the scale line to determine when you are
on the next typing line. Refer to the measurements
you made earlier for line positions.
If a line has the same tab positions as the previous
line, do not press CHG FMT. Tab to the correct
positions and type the Stop codes. For lines with
different tab positions, always press CHG FMT and
set the new tab positions. Then tab and type the
Stop codes.
Note: If the vertical measurement for a line is
between two lines, press ~ in the typing area to
move the cursor one-half line down.
7. Repeat Steps 4 through 6 for each line of
information on the form. Press RETURN after the
last line on the form.
8. Press CHG FMT and return to the original format.
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9. Press END.
10. Do not paginate the document.
Creating the Finished Document
To create the finished document, follow these steps:
1. Create another document and set up the document
format exactly as you did for the shell document.
The format must be the same for both the shell
and finished documents. Otherwise, when you get
a copy of the shell, your margins will not be correct.
2. Go to the typing area.
3. Get a copy of the shell document.
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4. Find the Stop codes and type the variable
information. If you are filling out only one form,
skip to Step 7.
Be sure that the variable information you type does
not extend into the next Stop code on the line. If
you have only one form, skip to Step 7.
5. Press J(, REQD PAGE END, then PAGE END.
This moves the cursor to the end of the page, and
creates a new page for the next form to be typed.
6. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 until you have filled out
an of the forms.
7. Press END.
8. Print the document.
Print the forms using manual feed . For more
information on printing manually, see the Printer
Guide.

Go on to the Demonstration on the next page.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will use a premeasured
form . The form was measured with the Proportional
Vertical Spacing (6) scale and the Elite (12) scale. Make
several copies of the blank New Employee Data Sheet.
Do not make a copy of a copy. Always copy the form
provided. Cut the forms out and use them instead of
plain paper when you print this demonstration.

Note: Because copying an original always distorts the
size of the copy, the forms you print may not appear
to be aligned correctly. The small percentage of
distortion will probably be apparent towards the
bottom of the form. When you do your own real work,
always work with originals of the forms. Do not make
copies.
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NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

NAME

--~LA~ST~--------------~F~I~R~S~T--------------------~
M=I~D~D~L=E-----------

ADDRESS
STREET

CITY/STATE

HOME PHONE

------------------------------

DATE OF BIRTH

ZIP CODE

SOCIAL SECURITY

MARITAL STATUS

--------------------

NAME OF SPOUSE

-------------------------

----------------

------------------------

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

-------------

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:
RELATIONSHIP

--------------------------

PHONE /I

-------------------------

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)

EMPLOYMENT DATE
JOB TITLE

-----------------------

-----------------------------
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Use the information on the premeasured New
Employee Data Sheet on the following page. You will
type the shell document, then create the finished
document.
Create the following document:
Document name: Employee Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the Create or Revise Document menu and choose
Change Document Format.
Choose Change Line Format and change Adjust Line
Endings to No.
Return to the Format Selection menu.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs and set the margins.
The left margin is 4 and the right margin is 78.
Delete all tabs.
Choose Change Page Format and set the first and last
typing lines.
The first typing line is 8. The actual last typing line
is 36. However, you must set the last typing line to
37 to allow for a Format Return code at the end of
the document.
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PAPER {'ENGTH -192 mm
PAPER WIDTH - 176 mm
NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

<?

NAME

61

/2

--~~--------------~~~------------------~~~~---------

LAST

12

ADDRESS

FIRST

MIDDLE

63

J../I

/4

~
S=
TR
=E
~E
~T
~----------------~
C=
I=
Ty
~/
7S
~T
~
A~
T=
E~--------=
Z~
IP
~C~O=
D~
E~------

16

HOME PHONE__

:q

DA'i'E OF BIRTH '7 ()

22

NAME OF SPOUSE

25

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:

2<6

RELATIONSHIP

'_7___________

SOCIAL SECURITY

56
----------------------

HARITAL STATUS

------------------

21
----------------------

_6_3___________

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

177

--- - - - -

35"
----------------------------------------

20

------------------------

PHONE 1/

sL/

-----------------------

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)

3L{

EMPLOYMENT DATE

36 JOB

TITLE

/6
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---------------

----------------------
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Choose Printing Paper Source and set to Manual Feed.
You must load the forms manually to print.
Choose Paper or Envelope Size and set to Other.
The width is 182 mm and the length is 176 mm.
Go to the typing area.
Press CHG FMT on the first typing line.
Look at the scale line for the line number.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs and set the tabs
for the first line.
The tabs are 12, 34, and 61. Set flush left tabs.
Return to the typing area. Tab to the positions for
variable information and type Stop codes at each tab.
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NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

~ NAME

61

12

--~LA~S~T~--------------~F~I~R~S=T--------------------7M~I~D~D~L~E-----------

/2 ADDRESS /4

63

4-1

~
S~
TR
~E
~E
~T
~------------------~
C~
I=
TY
~
/S~T
~A
~T~E~--------~Z~I~P~C~O~D~E--------

16

HOME PHONE 17

SOCIAL SECURITY

-----------------------------

ivr.... DATI'.: OF BIRTH "//'l
--..-

--------------------HARITAL

22 NAME

OF SPOUSE '2/

------------------------

25

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:

~~

RELATIONSHIP

STATUS

63
----------------

-----------------------

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

b7

------------

3S
-------------------------------------------

~
-------------------------

PHONE #

~~
------------------------

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)

3lf

EMPLOYMENT DATE 22

----------------------

~ JOB TITLE /6

----------------------------
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If you desire, you can set Display Codes to Yes to
see the Stop codes.
Press RETURN enough times to go to the next typing
line.
The next typing line is 12. Watch the scale line to
determine when you are on the correct line.
Press CHG FMT to delete all tabs and set the new
tabs as indicated on the premeasured form.
For the second typing line, set your tabs at 14, 41,
and 63.
Return to the typing area and type a Stop code at
each tab position.
Continue with the steps to move to the remaining lines
on the form, set the tabs, and type Stop codes at each
position.
Refer to the premeasured form to determine the tab
settings and line numbers for each line. When you
have typed the Stop codes for line 36, press RETURN.
Press CHG FMT and return to the original format.
Press END.
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PAPER LENGTH -192 mm
PAPER WIDTH -

l76

mm
NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

~

NAME

61

/2-

----------------------------------------------~-=-----------

LAST

12

ADDRESS

FIRST

MIDDLE

14-

63

41

~
S=
TR
~E
~E
=T~----------------~
C7
I=
TY
~/~S=T~
A~
T~E~--------Z~I=P
~C~O~D~E--------

/6

iq

HOME PHONE

DATE OF .i311{TH

.22 NAME
2S
2<:::t

17

-----------------------?

0

HARITAL STATUS

------------------

OF SPOUS E

_2_'________________ NUMBER

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:

RELATIONSHIP

SOCIAL SECURITY

_b_3______

06
-----------------OF CH ILDREN

_6_7_ _ _ __

35"
------------------------------------

'20

--------------------

PHONE If

s'f

- - -- --------------

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only )

3'-1

EMPLOYMENT DATE

36 JOB

TITLE

22
------------

/6
-------------------------
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Now you will create the finished form.
Create and name a document using the following
information:
Document name: Employee Form
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Set up the document format the same way the shell
document format was set up.
Look at the premeasured form for the measurements.
Be sure to set Adjust Line Endings to No. Set the
margins, first typing lines for the first and all following
pages, last typing line, printing paper source, and paper
or envelope size.
Go to the typing area.
Set Display Codes to Yes.
Press GET and type the document name and diskette
name for the shell document.
The system gets a copy of the shell and returns to
the typing area.
Find the Stop codes and type the variahle information.
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Look at a copy of the form to determine which
information goes at each Stop code.
Name: Barnes, Wanda Jean
Address: 28 Howse Street
Dallas, Texas 76023
Home Phone: (816) 293-1709
Social Security: 123-45-6789
Date of Birth: 1/ 11/ 43
Marital Status: Married
Name of Spouse: Franklin
Number of Children: 2
In case of emergency notify :
Franklin Barnes
Relationship : Husband
Phone #: (816) 684-2993
Employment Date: 9/ 22/ 82
Starting Salary: $13,928.50
Job title: Displaywriter Operator
Division: Word Processing
Press END.
You are filling out only one form.
Do not paginate the document.
Print the document.
Load the form manually at the paper alignment mark.
If you have a sheet-feed paper handler, be sure the
paper insertion gate is in the manual-feed position.
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Your document should look like this:

Go on to the Self-Test on page 68.
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NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

NAME

Barnes

Wanda

Jean

--L
~A
~S
~T
~--------------~
F~
I~
R~S~T--------------------~M=I=D=DL=
E -----------

Dallas, Texas
CITY/STATE

ADDRESS 28 Howse Str ee t
STREET
HOME PHONE (816) 293 - 1709

76023
ZI P CODE

SOCIAL SECURITY 123-45-67 89

DATE OF BIRTH 1/11/43

--------------------

MAR ITAL STATUS

NAME OF SPOUSE Franklin

-------------------------

M:l ~~i e d

------------------------

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

2

-------------

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY: Frankl in Barnes

--------------------------------------------

RELATIONSHIP

Husband

PHONE # (816) 684 - 2993

******************************* ******************************************
(for Personnel use only)
EMPLOYHENT DATE 9/22/82

STARTING SALARY $13 ,92 8 . 50

JOB TI TLE Displaywriter Opera t or

DIVISION Word Processin g
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SELF-TEST
Make photocopies of the blank Patient Information
form and cut the photocopies out.
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PATIENT INFORMATION

Last Name
Street
Social Security Number
Sex

/Firs t Name

/ Middle Initial

/
/

/
/

/City

/State

/Zip Code

/
/

/
/

/
/

/ Telephone Number

/

Marital Status

/
/

/
/

/Age

/Weight

!He ight

/
/

/
/

/
/

Emergency Con t act
Physician

In s urance Company

/ Relationship

/Telephone Number

/
/

/
/

/Physician Number

/Telephone Number

/
/

/
/
/Address

/
/
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Using Stop Codes / Self-Test

Create the shell document and name it Patient Shell.
Refer to the premeasured form when you set up
the shell document format. The form was measured
with the Elite (12) scale and the Proportional Vertical
Spacing (6) scale on the conversion ruler.
Name: Turner, Robert T.
Address: 342 First Ave.
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
So.Sec. Number: 987-65-4321
Telephone Number: 774-0019
Marital Status: single
Sex: male
Age: 38
Weight: 160
Height: 5 ]Oil
Emergency Contact: J. B. Turner
Relationship: father
Telephone Number: 774-9392
Physician: A. Israel
Physician Number: AZ12-986
Number: 774-1384
Insurance Company: Grey Cross
Address: 22 Sitgreaves Rd.
I

Create the finished document and name it Patient
Form. Print the form on the blank you cut out.

Go on to the Feedback.
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PAPER ~ENGTH -1<62 mm
PAPER WIDTH -

176 mm

PATIENT INFORMATION

Last Name

12 6
Street

IS
Social Security Number

1&
21

1
1 32

1
1
I bi
152
1 Marital Status
1
1 52

I Telephone Number
IWeight

1
1
1 1./21 57
ITelephone Number
1 Relationship
1
1
1 ~2.
1 1./2-

'2-7
Insurance Company
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/Height

IAge

1
1 27-

Physician

30

IZip Code

ISta t e

Emergency Contact

2'1

1 ~2.

ICity

1
132
Sex

1 Middle Initial
1

IFirst Name

1
1 32

IPhysician Number

ITelephone Number

1
132

1
1 57
IAddress

1
1 42
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FEEDBACK
Your finished document should look like this:
If not:
D Did you set up the document format for the finished
document the same as for the shell document?
D Did you press CHG FMT and reset the tabs for
each typing line on the form?
D Did you type the Format Change codes on the
correct lines?
D Did you type Stop codes at each tab position on
each line?
D Did you manually load the form in the printer?
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PATIENT INFORMATION

1
1 Robert

Turner
Street
342 First Ave .
Social Security Number
98 7-65 - 4321
Sex

IAge

ICity
IState
IZip Code
I I I
1 Flagstaff
IAZ
186001
ITelephone Number
1 Marital Status
1
1
1774 - 0019
Isingle
----~--~~--~----~--------------------IWeight
IHe ight

1

1

male
1 38
Emergency Contact

1160

1 father
IPhysician Number

A.Isreal

1
1 AZ12 - 986

Insurance Company
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1

1 5 '10"

1 Relationship
1

J.B . Turner
Physician

Grey Cross

1 Middle Initial
1
1 T.

IFirst Name

Last Name

ITelephone Number

1

1774-9392

ITelephone Number

1

1774 - 1384

IAddress

1

122 Sitgreaves Rd.

Building Documents from Stored Paragraphs

2
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You already know that the Displaywriter
is capable of storing text for later use, a
feature that allows you to create documents
with minimal additional typing. Now you
are about to learn how to store paragraphs,
then "mix and match" them to create
finished documents.
Many documents you create are similar
- letters in response to questions about
charge accounts, for example. Each letter
must respond to specific questions, and
therefore is highly personalized. But over
a period of time you may discover that
there are twenty answers that are common
to most such letters. You can create a
paragraph library of twenty paragraphs
that answer the common questions. Then,
instead of typing the same paragraphs every
time for each letter, you can get the
paragraphs from the library in the order
you want them included in each document.
See the paragraph library in the following
illustration. The constant text in the
illustration is indicated by horizontal lines.
The paragraphs you store will consist
mostly of information or text that

Building Documents from Stored Paragraphs

does not change when it is used in different documents.
This type of text is called constant text. Some
information in your paragraphs may change from
document to document. This type of information is
called variable information. Within a paragraph, you
can insert a Stop code to mark a place for variable
information that you plan to insert later. The small
squares in the paragraph library illustrated represent
Stop codes.
By using Stop codes to mark the places for variable
information, you only have to type the constant text
once.

The three finished documents in the illustration each
contain a different combination of paragraphs from
the paragraph library. The Stop codes have been
replaced with the variable information.
The three segments that make up this lesson will
take you through the process of creating a paragraph
library, printing a reference copy of the library for
the originator of the document, getting individual
paragraphs for your document, inserting variable
information at Stop codes, and printing a copy of your
finished document.
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all previous segments in
this unit
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To create a document using stored
paragraphs, you must first decide what
information will go in the paragraphs, how
many paragraphs you will need, how they
will be formatted, and if you will need Stop
codes. Then you can begin typing and
storing your text to build a paragraph
library.
Your goal fo this segment is to be able
to store paragraphs in a paragraph library.

2·1

Creating a Librarv of Paragraphs with Stop Codes / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To store paragraphs with Stop codes in a paragraph
library, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and set Preserve Page Numbers
and Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type constant text until you reach the point where
the first piece of variable information is to go.
3. Press STOP to insert a Stop code.
Note: Be sure to include all punctuation and
spacing both before and after the Stop code.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until you have finished the
paragraph.
5. Press RETURN to insert the number of carrier
returns you want to follow the paragraph in the
finished document.
6. Press PAGE END.
7. Type the remaining paragraphs using Steps 2
through 6.
8. After typing the last paragraph, press END.

If you have enough information about storing
paragraphs in a library, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.
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HELP
To store paragraphs with Stop codes in a paragraph
library, follow these steps:

1. Create a document and set Preserve Page Numbers
and Display Codes to Yes.
Set Preserve Page Numbers to Yes in the Create
or Revise Document menu so that you can not
accidentally paginate your paragraph library. Set
Display Codes to Yes in the Screen Format menu.
By setting Display Codes to Yes, you can see where
you are inserting Stop codes.

CREATE OR REVISE DOCUMENT
YOUR
CHOICE

10 ITEM
Document Comment
Change Document Format
Change Alternate Format
Preserve Page Numbers

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1 = Yes 2 = No

When finished with this menu . press ENTER .

I Type to letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: 11$

SCREEN FORMAT

to ITEM
a

Display Code s

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = Yes

When finished with this menu. press ENTER .

1Type 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: 11$
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2. Type constant text until you reach the point where
the first piece of variable information is to go.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXX

I

Variable I,'ormati"

To Go Here

3. Press STOP to insert a Stop code.
When the cursor is located at the point where you
want to insert the Stop code, press the CODE and
STOP keys. Since you have set Display Codes to
Yes, your Stop code appears on the screen as a
small green box. Even though the Stop code takes
up only one space, the Displaywriter will adjust
lines and spacing to accommodate all of the
information you later insert at the Stop code.
Note: Be sure to include all spacing and
punctuation both before and after the Stop code.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX

•
I

Stop Code
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4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until you have finished the
paragraph.
After you have typed your first Stop code, continue
typing constant text until you come to the place
for the next Stop code. Insert it in the same way,
then continue typing constant text.
S. Press RETURN to insert the number of carrier
returns you want to follow the paragraph in the
finished document.
The Displaywriter stores the carrier returns, along
with the contents of the paragraph. Typing the
carrier returns as part of the paragraph saves you
from having to type them in the finished document.
6. Press PAGE END.
This takes you to the next page on the screen to
type the next paragraph. You put each paragraph
on a separate page because the Get menu requires
you to specify which page numbers (paragraphs)
you want to include.
7. Type the remaining paragraphs using Steps 2
through 6.
8. After typing the last paragraph, press END.
When you have finished typing everything that you
want to be included in your paragraph library, press
END. Do not press PAGE END after the last
paragraph.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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xxxxxxxxxmxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XX

,PeG)
END
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a paragraph
library on your TRAIN3 diskette. You will use this
paragraph library throughout the remaining segments
of this lesson.
Create the following document and stop at the Create
or Revise Document menu:
Document name: Bank Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Set Preserve Page Numbers to Yes in the Create or
Revise Document menu.
Go to the typing area.

Tha nk you (or .... riting to us.

t am plea se d to ans wer you r questions.

Thank you for authorizing us t o (action) .
I apologize for th e in convenience o ur incorrect add r ess r ecords have
c a u sed you . Tru st wo rthy Savings ' constant aim Is to provide you with
good service.

We regret t hat yo ur earnings c hec k ha s be e n l os t.
We immediatel y
stopped payment on it . and are se nding you a ne .... chec k.

You r savi ng s a ccount .... as conve r ted to th e new ce rtifi ca te loI itho u t
of earnings to yo u .
Earnings of Sea mount) f o r thi s quarter we r e
comput e d at a rate o f (percent)% t o the end of (mo nth).

l oss

Our nelol bank.ing hours are as £ollolols :
Mond ay th r ough Thur s da y -- 9 AM to 3 PM
Fri day -- 9 AM to 7 PH
If I may be of fUTCh e r help, please feel f r ee t o con ta ct me .

Set Display Codes to Yes.
Type the first illustrated paragraph. Do not type the
paragraph number.
Press RETURN twice after . . . your questions.
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Press PAGE END.
The status line now reads Pg. 2.

Press
J Thank
Page End~J-------

you for writing to us.

I am pleased to answer your questions.

~Thank you for a uth orizing us t o (action) .

Type the second illustrated paragraph.
Insert a Stop code after us to. Do not type the
parentheses or the word action.
Each time you see a word in parentheses, insert a Stop
code, not the parentheses or the word. These words
are inserted to show you where to type Stop codes,
and to tell you what sort of variable information will
go there later. Be sure to include all spaces and
punctuation before and after Stop codes.
Type a period and press RETURN twice.
Press PAGE END.

Creating Documents Using Get
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Continue typing the remaining paragraphs.
Remember to insert Stop codes where you see a word
in parentheses.
Press PAGE END after you type the two carrier
returns at the end of each paragraph.
Do not press PAGE END after the last paragraph.
You will not print this Demonstration.

I i

2

T

23

L/

k you for writing to us.

I am pleased to answer your questions.

PE.
k you for auth orizing us to (action).

2-~~'-'~

2 RET $

I apologize for th e inconvenience our incorrect add re ss r eco rds have
ca used you . Trustworthy Savings ' constant aim is to prov ide you with
~ service. 2.. RE..T'S

~
We regret that your earnings check has been lost.

We immedia ~

~ ed payment on it, and are sending you a new check. ~ ~~I'5)

~ Your savings account was converted to the new certificate without lo ss
of earnings to you.

6

Our new banking hour s are as follows:

7~

Frid ay -- 9 AM t o 7 PM

21<EI "='

2. REf'S

Monday through Thu r s day -- 9 AM to 3 PM

Cpa

we ~

Earnings o f $(amount) for thi s quarter

~uted at a rate of (percent) % to the end of (month).

:2- ~E:1r/~

2. RET'S

may be of further help, please feel free to contact me.

~
~

~ ~e;,-/~
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When you have finished typing the last paragraph (If
I .. . contact me.), check to make sure that each
paragraph was followed by two carrier returns and
was placed on a separate page using PAGE END,
not REQ PAGE END. To do this:
Press GO TO.
Type 1 and press ENTER.
Continue to press GO TO and ENTER. Your
paragraphs should be stored in seven separate pages.
Pre sEND.

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
Type the paragraphs on the next page and store them
on your training diskette.
Document name: Diamond Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
You will use this document in the following
segments in this lesson. Insert Stop codes where you
see the words in parentheses. Do not type the words
themselves. Since you will not print the document,
check the document to see that you have typed each
paragraph correctly using GO TO.
You will have printed feedback to check when you
complete the next segment.
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Thank you for your letter of (date) concerning employment opportunities
with the Diamond Corporation.
~

~

Thank you for your recent telephone call concerning employment
opportunities with the (division) Division of the Diamond Corporation.
We have received your letter requesting an interview when our recruiter
comes to (university) .
Our recruiter, (name), will be available during the following times:
Monday -- 9 AM to (man/time) PM
Tuesday -- (tue/time) AM to 3 PM
Wednesday -- 8 AM to 2 PM

~

{

7
~

At the present time we have no openings, and we cannot be encouraging
about employment opportunities in the near futu r e . However, if you are
still interested, please feel free to contact us again in six months.
Please complete the enclosed application and return it wi t h a c u rrent
resume. As soon as we receive these documents, we will forward them to
the head of the (division) Division for review .
We wish you success in the future.
Your interest in the Diamond Corporation is appreciated .
fo rward to hearing from you soon.

Go on to the Feedback section on the next page.
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F~El>BACK

If yom: document does not look like the one illustrated,
did you remember to:

o
o
o
o

o

Set Preserve Page Numbers to Yes in the Create
or Revise Document menu?
Bress RETURN twice after each paragraph?
Press PAGE END after you type the two carrier
returns at the end of each paragraph but the last?
Pr,ess END after the last paragraph?
Insert Stop codes for the words in parentheses (and
not type the parentheses)?
Use GO TO to verify each paragraph is stored on
a separate page?

1/ you had trouble, review the segment and try the Self'Pest again.
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all previous segments in
this unit
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Once you have created the paragraph
library, you should create and print a
reference copy of the library.
The reference copy is necessary so that
the originator of a document can tell you
which paragraphs to insert in that
document, and what information is to be
inserted at each Stop code .
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create and print a reference copy of the
paragraph library.

2·2

Creating a Reference Copy / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To create and print a reference copy of the paragraph
library, follow these steps:
1. Duplicate the paragraph library.
2. Set Preserve Page Numbers to No in the duplicate
copy.
3. Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy.
4. Find the first Stop code.
5. Type a description of the information to be inserted
in the finished document. Enclose this description
in parentheses.
6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 as necessary.
7. Press END when all Stop codes have been
described.
8. Paginate and print the reference copy.
9. Delete the reference copy from your diskette.
10. Hand-number the paragraphs on your printed
reference copy.

If you have enough information about creating and
printing a reference copy of the paragraph library, go
on to the Demonstration. If you would like more detail,
read the Help that follows.

ID
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HELP
To create and print a reference copy of the paragraph
library, follow these steps:
1. Duplicate the paragraph library.
G o to the Work D iskette Tasks menu and choose
Duplicate Document. Because the modifications you
make to the library are not permanent, you must
duplicate the library and make the changes to the
duplicate.
2. Set P reserve Page Numbers to No in the duplicate
copy.
his allows you to properly pagina te your refer nee
copy so that the paragraphs will not print on
separate pages.
3. Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy.

CREATE OR REVISE DOCUMENT
ID ITEM
a
b

Document Comment
Change Document Format
Change Alternate Format
Preserve Page Numbers

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

2

1 = Yes 2 = No

When finished with this menu , press ENTER.

IType ID leHer to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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4. Find the first Stop code.
Press FIND, STOP, then ENTER. The cursor
moves to the first Stop code.

AEQutREO

5. Type a description of the information to be inserted
in the finished document. Enclose this description
in parentheses.

,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
(date) - XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5, as necessary.
For the rest of the Stop codes, press FIND and
ENTER. The cursor moves from one Stop code
to the next.
7. Press END when all Stop codes have been
described.
When you have typed the last Stop code description,
press END.
8. Paginate and print the reference copy.
9. Delete the reference copy from your diskette.
Once you have printed the referen
opy, you no
longer need it on your diskette. Delete the
duplicated document. If you have forgotten how
to delete, refer to the Job Aids, Tab 7, Diskette
Tasks.
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10. Hand-number the paragraphs on your printed
reference copy.
The paragraphs in your library are now printed
one after the other on the paper. On the diskette,
however, each paragraph is still on a separate page.
By numbering the paragraphs on your reference
copy, you identify the page each is on. This makes
it easier for an author to tell you which paragraphs
to include in the document, because they can
identify the paragraphs by number. Also, the Get
menu requires you to specify the page (paragraph)
numbers to include in your documents.

REFERENCE COPY

I.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)OtXXXXJOO(lotxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXx,xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXX)(X)(XXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)(X)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXltXX)(XXXXX)(XXX

2. .

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXIlXXX
XXXXXXX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)(XXXX)(XXXXXXXXX
xxxxx xxx XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxx XXXXX xxx XXXXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXX

(X xx x XXXX xxx XXXX xx )

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
(XXXXXXXXXXX)

3.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXKKKXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXX1
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Go on to the Demonstration on the next page.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration, you will create a reference
copy of the paragraph library you created for the
Demonstration in Segment 1. It is stored on the
TRAIN3 diskette under the name Bank Library.
Go to the Work Diskette Tasks menu and duplicate
the following document.
Document name: Bank Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
New Document name: Bank Dup
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Return to the Typing Tasks menu.
Choose Revise to access Bank Dup.
In the Create or Revise Document menu, set Preserve
Page Numbers to No.
Go to the typing area.
Press FIND, STOP, and ENTER to find the first Stop
code at the end of the second paragraph.
Type (action), including the parentheses.

Creating Documents Using Get

I

Thank yo u for IJ rittng to us .

r

2

Thank you for autho riz ing u s

[ 0

am pleased t o answer

yOUf

questi o n s .

(ac t i o n ) .

~1

apologize fo r the Inconvenience our incorrect address re co rd s have
caused you . Trus two rt hy Sav ings' constant aim is to p r ovide you ... tth
good service .

Jj \ole

regret that you r earnings check has been lost.

lJe immediately

s topped paYtllent on it , and are sendi ng you a ne w check .

S

6

Your savings account was converte d to the ne"" ce rtifi ca t e .... Ithout loss
of ea rning s to you . Earnings of S(amount) f or this qU.1rter \Jere
computed at a rate of (perce nt) % to tho?: end of ( month ) .
Our neIJ banking hours a r e as follows:
Monday thr ough Thur s day -- 9 N1 t o 3 PM
rriJ •• ), -- ., ;':'\

7

lu

;

j::

If I m.1Y be o f further help . please feel free to con ta c t me .

2·2
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Move the cursor one space to the right to see the
punctuation.
Press FIND and ENTER.
This takes you to the next Stop code, which follows
the dollar sign ($) in the fifth paragraph.
Type (amount), including the parentheses.
Press FIND and ENTER.
This takes you to the next Stop code, which precedes
the percent sign (%).
Type (percent), including the parentheses.
Find the last Stop code and type (month), including
the parentheses.
You have described all of your Stop codes. The Typing
Tasks menu appears.
Press END.
Paginate and print your reference copy.
Select Work Diskette Tasks in the Task Selection
menu.

-
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Select Delete Document in the Work Diskette Tasks
menu.

Keep this hand-numbered copy. You will refer to it
later.

Delete the document named Bank Dup.

Compare your hand-numbered copy with the following
example.

Hand-number the paragraphs on the printed copy.

I

Thank you for writing to us.

~

Thank you for authorizing us to (action).

~

I apologize for the inconvenien ce our incorrect address records have
caused you. Trustworthy Savings' constant aim is to provide you with
good service.

L{
5

6

I am pleased t o answer your questions.

We regret that your earnings check has been lost. We immediately
s t opped payment on it, and are sending you a new check .
Your savings account was converted to the new certificate without loss
of ea rnings to you. Earnings of $(amo unt) for this quarter were
computed at a rate of (percent) % to the end of (month).
Our new banking hours are as follows:
Monday through Thursday -- 9 AM to 3 PM
Friday -- 9 AM to 7 PM

7

Go on to the Self-Test.
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If I may be of further help, please feel f re e t o conta ct me .
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SELF-TEST
Use the information below to create and print a
reference copy of the paragraph library. Name your
document Diamond Dup.
Document name: Diamond Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
New Document name: Diamond Dup
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

(date)
(division)
(university)
(name)
(mon/time)
(tue/time)
(division)

Print one copy and compare it to the one in the
Feedback.
Delete Diamond Dup from your TRAIN3 diskette.

Go on to the Feedback section on the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Did you remember to set Preserve Page Numbers to
No? Did you paginate before printing?
Your reference copy should look like this:

I

Thank you for your letter of (date) concerning employment opportunities
with the Diamond Corporation .

~

Thank you for your recent telephone call concerning employment
opportunities with the (division) Division of the Diamond Corporation.

:3

We have received your letter requesting an interview when our recruiter
comes to (university).

~

Our recruiter, (name), will be available during the following times:
Monday -- 9 AM to (mon/time) PM
Tuesday -- (tue/time) AM to 3 PM
Wednesday -- 8 AM to 2 PM

~ At the present time we have no openings, and we cannot be encouraging

about employment opportunities in the near future. However, if you are
still interested, please feel free to contact us again in six months.
~

Please complete the enclosed application and return it with a current
resume. As soon as we receive these documents, we will forward them to
the head of the (division) Division for review.

'1

We wish you success in the future .

~

Your interest in the Diamond Corporation is appreciated.
forward to hearing from you soon.

We look

If you had any problems, review the segment and try
the Self- Test again.
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Now that you have created the paragraph
library with Stop codes and printed a
reference copy, you are ready to use the
Get function to get your paragraphs, insert
variable information at the Stop codes, and
print a finished document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use stored paragraphs with Stop codes
to create a finished document.

2·3

Creating the Finished Document / Main Idea

MAIN IDEA
To use stored paragraphs with Stop codes to create a
finished document, follow these steps:
1. Create and name a new document.
2. Set up the document format to match the format
of the paragraph library.
3. Type any text that appears before the first stored
paragraph.
4. Get the stored paragraph or paragraphs.
5. Find any Stop codes and type the variable
information.
6. Press ~ and type the rest of the document. Get
other paragraphs, if appropriate.
Note: If you are creating only one finished
document, skip Steps 7 and 8.
7. Press REQD PAGE END, then press PAGE
END.
8. Repeat Steps 3 through 7, as necessary.
9. When you have completed the document, press
END.
10. Paginate and print your document.

If you have enough information about using stored
paragraphs with Stop codes to create a finished
document, go on to the Demonstration. If you would
like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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H ELP
To use stored paragraphs with Stop codes to create a
finished document, follow these steps:
1. Create and name a new document.
2. Set up the document format to match the format
of the paragraph library.
If the paragraph library was created with a different
format, change the new document format to match
the format of the paragraph library. If you do not,
your printing results will be unreliable.
3. Type any text that appears before the first stored
paragraph.
This could include such items as the date or inside
address.

FORMAT SELECTION
10

ITEM

a

Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change
Change

b

c

d

e

I
g

line Formal
Margins and Tabs
Page Format
Header and Fooler
Alternating Headers and Footers
Footnole Format
Oulline Level Formats

When linished with Ihis menu , press ENTER.

, Type ID leller 10 choose ITEM; press ENTER : J ~

4. Get the stored paragraph or paragraphs.
In the Get menu, specify which system pages
(paragraph numbers) you want and the order in
which you want the Displaywriter to arrange them.
(Look at the reference copy to determine the
appropriate page numbers.) Separate the system
page numbers by a space as you type them in the
menu. After the Displaywriter gets the paragraphs,
the cursor returns to the point in the text where
you pressed GET.

GET
10

ITEM
Documenl Name
Diskelle Name
Syslem Page Number (s)

YOUR
CHOICE
Paragraphs
TRAIN 3

1368
1 = Yes 2 = No

Insert Included Text

" no pages are specified, the entire documenl will be included .
To specify multiple pages, separate page numbers with spaces.
When tinlshed with Ihis menu , press ENTER .

I

; Type I~O leller 10 choose ITEM; press ENTER: ~

Crea ting Documents Using Get
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CHOICES
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5. Find the Stop codes and type the variable
information for each.
To find the first Stop code, press FIND, STOP,
and ENTER. To find the rest, press FIND and
ENTER. Insert the variable information at each
Stop code.
6. Press K: and type the rest of the document.
After you have typed all variable information, type
whatever text is needed to complete the document.
If you wish to insert additional paragraphs, repeat
Steps 4 and 5.
Note: If you are creating only one finished
document, skip Steps 7 and 8.
7. Press REQD PAGE END, then press PAGE END.
This ends the page and takes you to the next one.
You can now create another version using
paragraphs from the library.

Note: If you do not press REQD PAGE END,
you will print several letters on one page. REQD
PAGE END guarantees one letter per page.

,";Gi'
END
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8. Repeat Steps 3 through 7, as necessary.
9. When you have completed the document, press
END.
10. Paginate and print your document.
Each "page" of the document will have different
information, depending upon which paragraphs
you used and what variable information you
inserted at the Stop codes.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will use the paragraph
library you created for the Demonstration in Segment
1 (Bank Library) to create the finished document.
Create the following document:
Document name: Bank Finish
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area.
Type the date, inside address, and salutation, as shown.

September 29 , 1982

3 RET'S

Mr . Ed Jen ken s

P. O. Box 49
Pit tsb oro . NC

'2 ~E.T'S
2 RET'S

27510

Dear Mr. Jenkens:
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Now you will get three of the stored paragraphs from
the paragraph library.
Press GET.
In the Get menu, type the document name, Bank
Library. Type the diskette name, if necessary, and
choose System Page Numbers 1 5 7.
Be sure you space once after each of the numbers.
Press ENTER.
Your paragraphs appear on the screen. The cursor is
on the first line of the fi st a agraph.
You will add the variable information for each Stop
code.
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Press FIND, STOP, and ENTER.
This places the cursor at the first Stop code (Earnings
o f $ _ ).
Type 93.50
Press FIND and ENTER.
The cursor moves to the second Stop code ( ... rate of
- - - %).
Type 10.62
Press FIND and ENTER.
The cursor moves to the last Stop code ( ... end of
---.).
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Type August
Press .11( .
The cursor moves to the Page End code at the end
of the last paragraph.
Type the closing as shown.
Press REQD PAGE END then PAGE END.

Sincerely ,

C. F. Lawso n
Customer Relations
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Now you will create a second letter using the same
paragraph library.
Type the date, inside address, and salutation for the
second letter as shown:

February 16 , 1982

3 RET'S

Ms . Susan Ta l a r o
28 Sycamore Canyon Rd .
Poway, Ca 92 139 2- RET'S
Dear Ms. Ta l aro :

2- RET'S
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Press GET.
The Get menu is already filled out for you. The only
information you must enter is the System Page
Numbers.
For System Page Numbers, type 23 7, separating
each number with a space.
Press ENTER.
You will now find the Stop codes the same way you
did for the first letter, and enter variable information
at each one.
Press FIND and ENTER.
This takes you to the first Stop code (us to .).
Type open your account
Press FIND and ENTER.
There are no additional Stop codes in these paragraphs.
Press j( .
The cursor moves to the Page End code at the end
of the last paragraph.
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Type the same closing you used in the first letter as
shown.
,----------------------------------------------------------------~
If I ma y be of further help, please feel free to contact me.

Since r ely,

C. F. Lawson
Cus t omer Relations
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Press END.
Paginate and print one copy of each of your finished
documents.
Compare your copies with the following examples.
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.

Your documents should look like this:

September 29, 1982

Mr. Ed Jenkens
P.O . Box 49
Pittsboro, NC 27510
Dear Mr . Jenkens:
Thank yo u f or writing to u s .

I am pleased to answer your questions.

Your savings account was co nverted to the new ce rtifi ca t e without loss
of earnings to yo u. Earnings of $93 . 50 for this quarter wer e compute d
at a r a t e of 10 . 62% to th e end of August.
If

may be of further hel p, please feel f re e t o contac t me.

Sincerely ,

C. F . Lawson
Customer Relations
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Februa r y 16 , 198 3

Ms . Su sa n Ta l a r o
28 Syca mo r e Ca nyon Rd.
Poway , CA 92139
De a r Ms . Ta lar o :
Thank yo u f o r a uth o riz i n g u s t o op e n yo ur a c co un t ..
I a po l og i ze fo r th e in co nv e ni e n ce o ur in co rr ec t a ddr ess r eco rd s have
ca u sed yo u. Tr us tw o rt hy Savi ngs ' consta nt a im i s t o pr ovi de yo u with
good se rv ice .
Tf T may be of f urth e r he lp , p lease fee l f r ee t o co nt ac t me .
Si nce r ely ,

C. F. La wso n
Cu s t ome r Relat i on s

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
Use the information on the next page and print a
document from stored paragraphs. The document
contains two letters. Each letter will be placed on a
separate page. Name your document Diamond Finish.
In addition to the stored paragraphs you will use
in each letter, you must type some constant text for
each, such as the date, address, salutation, and closing.
These are provided for each document you are to
create.
Notice that in Document 1 you will get paragraphs
3, 4, and 8, and will fill in four Stop codes. In Document
2 you will get paragraphs 2, 5, and 7, but you will
have only one Stop code to fill in.
Notice that, even though you will create two very
different letters, you will use the same paragraph library
you created in a previous segment for both.
Print your finished document and compare the pages
with those in the Feedback section.
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Date:

September 9 , 1982

September 23, 1982

Address:

Mr. Charles Franklin

Ms. Ellen Fitzgerald

1984 Ponderosa Ave.

320 Courtland Drive

Flagstaff, AZ

Chapel Hill, NC

8609l

27514

Salutation:

Mr. Franklin

Ms . Fitzgerald

Library:

Diamond Library

Diamond Library

Diskette :

TRAIN3

TRAIN3

Paragraphs:

3, 4, 8

2 , 5, 7

Stop codes :

l- Northern Arizona Universi t y

l - Research an d Developmen t

2-Mr . K. Mangum
3-4
4-9 : 30
Closing:

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK
The first page of the document should look like this:

Sep t ember 9, 1982

Mr . Ch arles Franklin
1984 Ponderosa Ave.
Flagstaff , AZ 86091
Dear Mr. Franklin:
We h ave rec eived you r l etter r eques tin g an interview when our recruiter
come s t o Northern Arizona University .
Our recr u iter, Mr. K. Man gum , will be avai labl e during the following
times :
Monday -- 9 AM to 4 PM
Tuesday -- 9:30 AM to 3 PM
Wednesday - - 8 AM to 2 PM
Your interest in the Diamond Corporation is appreciated .
forward to hearing from you soo n.

We look

Si n cere ly ,

J. Nicholson
Recruitment
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The second page of the document should look like
this:

Se pt embe r 23 , 198 2

fls . Ell e n Fitz ge r a ld
3: 0 CUUl tlell"-.! 8r 1 -·./ 2
Cha pe l Hi ll , NC 275 14
De ,n

fls . Fi t zge r a ld :

Thank yo u fo r yo ur r e c e nt t e l e pho ne ca l l co n ce rning e mp loyme nt
o ppo rtuniti es wit h th e Rese ar ch a nd Develo pme nt Divi s i on of th e Di a mond
Co r po ra t i o n .

At t he presen t t ime we have no o pe n i n gs , a nd we ca nn o t be en co ur a g i ng
about em pl oyme nt oppo rtuniti es in t he ne ar f utur e . Howe v e r , i f yo u a r e
st i ll int e r es t e d , plea se f ee l f r ee t o co nt ac t u s a ga in in si x mo nth s .
We wis h

~o u

s u ccess in th e f utur e .

Sin ce r e l y ,

C. F . LAwso n
Pe rs o nn e l Offi ce r

If you had any trouble, review this segment and try
the Self-Test again.
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T

Crea ting Documents Using Merge

his unit deals with the Displaywriter's
ability to store text and combine (or merge)
the stored text to create finished
documents. This Merge function allows
you to create repetitive documents from
information typed once and stored on a
diskette.
Lesson 1 shows you how to create
repetitive documents composed of
information that does not change, leaving
spaces for the information that does
change. You will then fill in the spaces to
create a finished document.
Lesson 2 shows you how to create
paragraphs composed mostly of
information that does not change. You will
also learn to create lists of information that
do change to be inserted in the
paragraphs. You then learn to tell the
Displaywriter what changeable
information to merge with which
paragraphs.
If you have completed Lesson One in
Creating Documents from Stored Text
Using Get , you will notice similarities
between these two units. The concept of
storing constant text for later use is the
same, but the process of Merge is very
different from the process of Get.

..

..
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1
---- -

I

- ----

-

'tADDRESS"t

DEAR"tNAM ~ "t

VADDRE,,'; 't MR. JOHN S MITH

THE AMOliNT DU~
ON YOUR ACCOUNT
IS $ 't AMOUNT ...

"'NAM~'" MR.SMITH

10.10 HILL STReE.T
DENv ~R ,

CO S 5463

¥ AMoUNT ... 2 ~.oo

--- -
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This lesson discusses the concept of
Merge, which is combining one unfinished
document with another to create a finished
document. In this lesson you will learn how
to create documents composed of
information that does not change, and
merge them with other documents
composed of information that does change.
With Merge you can personalize the
information that does not change without
typing each document individually.

- --- -

..
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Suppose you have a document - a letter, for example
- that you must send to fifty people. Most of the
text in the letter does not change. To personalize each
letter, some information, such as names, addresses, or
monetary amounts, must be different for each one.
Rather than typing fifty individual copies of the
letter, you can type the information that will not
change, called constant text. The constant text is shown
as horizontal lines in the illustrations.
You also tell the Displaywriter to save a place for
variable information in the constant text. Variable
information is the information which personalizes the
letter, like names and amounts. To do this, you type
the name of the variable information to be inserted.
This is called a variable name. Variable names are
enclosed in 1f in the illustration. The document that
contains the constant text and variable names is called
a shell document. You type the shell once and store
it. Refer to the shell document in the following
illustration.
Then, you can type a document containing the
variable information that personalizes the shell. The
document that contains the variable information is
called a fill-in document. Refer to the fill-in documents
in the following illustration.
Later, you can have the Displaywriter combine the
shell (constant text) with the fill-in (variable
information) to create a finished document. Refer to
the finished documents in the following illustration .

SHEll DOCUMENT

..

Vaddress V
De a r Vna me V,
--------~--~

~==_~ V a m o u ntV =_-~~

=====_~ V dateV = V r a t e V -~-_

Vse nd e rV
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Fill-IN DOCUMENT #1

FINISHED DOCUMENT #1

¥address¥Mr. Tom Smith
29 River St.
Ajo , AZ 86013
¥n ame ¥T om
¥amou nt¥ $50 . 00
¥d a te¥ Augus t

Mr. Tom Smith
29 River St.
Ajo , AZ 86013
Dear Tom ,

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ------------=====-_--==--=-= $50 . 00 _

¥rate-j:ii.-l_IN DOCUMENT #2
¥addr ess ¥M s . May Poole
32 Gr ain La ne
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
¥na meVMay
Vamoun t¥$75 . 00
¥date ¥June
¥r a te¥ 9%
¥se nd er¥C. F. Lawson

H.

Ms . May Poole
32 Grain Lane
Chapel Hill, NC
Dear May ,

27514

----=-====
==-_==_-----=
$ 7 5. OO =: -------

-------

Fill-IN DOCUMENT #3

Mr. J. Myer
Box 6824
Flags t aff, AZ 86001
Dear Mr . Mye r,
-

--------.==- $62 .00

===

==-~ April

D. Bergman
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FINISHED DOCUMENT #3
C.F . Law

¥a ddr ess VMr. J. Myer
Box 6824
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
¥na me ¥Mr. Myer
¥amoun t ¥$62.00
¥d a t e ¥April
¥r a t e ¥8%
¥sende r¥D . Bergman

-=_

FINISHED DOCUMENT #2

¥send

8%
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In the preceding illustration, notice that the shell
document contains both variable names and constant
text. One shell can be combined with as many fill-in
documents as necessary. Each time a shell and a
fill-in are combined, a finished document results.
Notice that the fill-in documents contain the same
list of variable names that appear in the shell. However,
the information following each variable name differs
from fill-in to fill-in. Combining (merging) one shell
with different fill-ins results in personalized finished
documents. To get these finished documents, you type
the shell once, type each fill-in once, and instruct the
Displaywriter to merge.
This lesson takes you through creating a shell,
creating a fill-in, and merging a shell and a fill-in. You
will also learn a shortcut for creating a multipage
fill-in.
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1
--

.-

--

DEAR ¥NAME¥
PLEASE. cor-E TO

- -- V NAME"f
¥ DATE.¥

AMEfTfN6
ON 'f DInE V'

---- -----

In order to create a document from stored
text using Merge, you must have two kinds
of information. The first is information that
does not change, called constant text. The
other kind of information is information
that does change from copy to copy, called
variable information.
This segment shows you how to create
a document with constant text, leaving
spaces for your variable info ation. You
assign names to each space. The names are
called variable names. Later you will supply
the Displaywriter with the information that
goes with each name, called variable
information. The document that contains
the constant text and variable names is
called a shell document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a shell document.
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MAIN IDEA
Before you learn the procedure for typing variable
names in a shell, you must know some rules about
choosing names for variable information.
Variable Names:
• Must be unique.
• Should be descriptive.
• Can be no longer than 16 characters, including
spaces.
• Can contain no punctuation marks.
• May contain letters, numbers, spaces, symbols on
your keyboard module ($, for example), or
underlines.
• Must start with a letter.
• Are uppercase and lowercase sensitive.
• May be used several times in the document if variable
information is identical.
The system prompts you if you type an improper
name. You must then correct the name.
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To type constant text and variable names in a shell,
follow these steps:
1. Create the document and set the document format
as you want the finished document to appear.
2. Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to
Yes.
3. Type constant text until you reach the place where
the first piece of variable information will be
inserted.
4. Press VARIABL and type the variable name.
5. Continue typing constant text until you come to
the next place where variable information will be
inserted.
6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5, as necessary.
7. Press END when you have finished your shell
document.
8. Print the document for reference.
To revise a variable name, follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor under the Variable code.
2. Press ENTER to display the Variable menu.
3. Choose Variable Name, type your choice, and press
ENTER.

If you have enough information on typing constant text
and variable names in the shell, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.
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HELP
Variable Names:
• Must be unique.
For example, if you have several different dates to
use within your shell, do not name them all date .
For the Displaywriter to know which date to use,
each must have a unique name, such as shipment
date, contract date , and so on.
• Should be descriptive.
Select a name that describes the type of information
that will be added to the shell.
• Can be no longer than 16 characters, including
spaces.
• Can contain no punctuation marks.
The name cannot contain punctuation marks.
However, it can contain alphabetic characters,
numeric characters, spaces, symbols on your
keyboard module ($, for example), or underlines.
• Must start with a letter.
The name may contain numbers, spaces, symbols,
or underlines, but it must start with a letter.
• Are uppercase and lowercase sensitive.
If you use both uppercase and lowercase letters in
your variable name, you must type it exactly that
way whenever you use it.
• May be used several times in the document if
variable information is identical.
If you use the same variable information several
places in the document, you may use the same
variable name. For example, if you want the date
May 1, 1984, six places in your finished document,
you use the same variable name six times.
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To type constant text and variable names in a shell,
fo llow these steps:
1. Create the document and set the document format
as you want the finished document to appear.
Choose Create Document in the Typing Tasks
menu. Type the name you have chosen for your
shell document.
The shell document controls the format of the
finished document.
2. Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to
Yes.

SCREEN FORMAT
!O !TEM
a

Display Codes

YOUR
r.Jjoll:e

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 =Yes 2 = No

When linished with Ihis menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter 10 choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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3. Type constant text until you reach the place where
the first piece of variable information will be
inserted.
Type the information that does not change (the
constant text) until you come to the first piece of
information that will change from copy to copy
(variable information). Be sure to include all spacing
and punctuation before you type the variable name.
4. Press VARIABL and type the variable name.
Press VARIABL. The prompt "Type variable name;
press ENTER" appears. Type your variable name
and press ENTER. The Variable code ( tt- )
surrounds the variable name on the screen.

.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XX, VARIABLE

VARIABLE NAMES
• UNIQUE
• DESCRIPTIVE
• 16 CHARACTERS
• NO PUNCTUATION
.START WITH LEITER
• CASE SENSITIVE
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5. Continue typing constant text until you come to
the next place where variable information will be
inserted.
After you have typed your first variable name, type
constant text until you get to the next variable name.
Be sure to include any punctuation and spaces that
follow the variable name.
Remember that the variable information may be
longer than the variable name. This is because the
system considers the variable name to be only one
character as it appears when you set Display Codes
to No. hiS may affect your format, particularly
if you are using tabs following the variable
information. Consider setting individual tabs rather
than using a tab grid when you plan your format.
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6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5, as necessary.
Type your variable names and constant text until
you have completed your shell document.
7. Press END when you have finished your shell
document.
8. Print the document for reference.
The printed document may look very strange (lines
of type running off the paper, short lines, incomplete
words, and so on). Don't be concerned. When you
merge, the Displaywriter adjusts the lines properly.
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To revise a variable name, follow these steps:
1. Place the cursor under the Variable code.
That Variable code is highlighted.
2. Press ENTER to display the Variable menu.
You also get this menu if you accidentally press
ENTER when you are typing a variable name. If
you do, see Step 3.
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3. Choose Variable Name, type your choice, and press
ENTER.
The first item in this menu is Variable Name. (The
other choice, Output Format, applies to the
Reportpack feature.) Choose Variable Name, type
the correct variable name, and press ENTER. The
system returns to the typing area, and the correct
variable name is inserted.

VARIABLE
YOUR POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES
a

Variable Name

b

Output Formal

dale

Variable Name,
Field Name or Field Number

0 =Active Formal for math answers
or No Formal for field values
1·4 =Format Number

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXXXXX -t;tdate-t;t XXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a shell
document with variable names and use this shell for
the remainder of the Demonstrations in this lesson.
Steps to create this sample document follow.
Create the following document:
Document name: Adoption Order Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Change the line format to double spacing.

1/\

TlI~

MATHN OF TIlE ADOPTION ot

;'>0. ¥nur.lber l,l

Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
This m.Hler coming on for hc.lring upon the pl'tltinn (,f 1,l hushand lO and . ... if e l; , I

wife . saying that I,t hospit.Ji \oi' Hospital la- dircru::d to su r render cU.'ltody of t he

.1hovc-m .. ntiC'lIlCd minor to lIlt' petitioners ilnd the an!', wer 01 Vho.c;pital l,l Ilosp il al
from

0111

01

which the Court doth I ind that I,I moth"r loo'

,>urrend ... f ctl!-otodv .If th ..

,lhovt.'-m~·ntion~·d

IT IS , TH r RFFORF , HY Tllf COl'NT , COr.:S]IH.RUl

\I .md I;wife l,l,

his

wife , nr th ..·ir ,ltt,lrncV , l,i attorncv ¥.

Il'!)CF :
nATE :
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Type the constant text of the shell, through the word
Baby.
Following Baby the word gender appears in
parentheses. The baby's gender will appear in the
finished document. You type the variable name gender
in the shell to mark the place where the variable
information will be inserted later.
Space once after Baby and press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.
Type the variable name gender and press ENTER.
Look at the screen. The variable name appears,
surrounded by the Variable code ( tt- ).
Space once.
Press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.
The baby's last name will appear in the finished
document. You type the variable name.
Type last name and press ENTER.
Look at the screen. The variable name appears,
surrounded by the Variable code.
Type a comma, space, and then the remainder of the
constant text and variable names.
The line endings of text on the screen may be very
different from the example you type from. This is
because you set Display Codes to Yes.
Press END.
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I N THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby (gender) (last name), a Minor
1\0 .

(number)

ORDER
This matter corni ng on fo r hearing upon the peti t ion of (husba nd)
and (wife) , his wife, saying that (hospital) Hospital be directed to
surrender cus tod y of th e above - mentioned minor t o the petitioners and
the answer of (hospital) Hospital from all of which the Court doth find
that (mother) should be ordered to surrender custody of the
above - mentioned minor to the petitioners .
IT IS, THEREFORE , BY THE COURT, CONSIDERED AND ORDERED t hat
(hospi t al) Hospital su r render cus t ody of Baby (gender) (last name) to
t he petitione r s , (husband) and (wife) , his wife, or their attorney,
(attorney) .

JU DGE:
DATE:
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Print one copy and compare it with the copy on the
next page. Keep the printed copy, as you will use it
again in the next segment.
Note that the Variable codes print around the variable
names, and that there are some long lines and
incomplete words. Disregard this. When the document
is merged, the Displaywriter adjusts the lines correctly.
Your finished document should look like this:

Go on to the Self- Test.
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby VgenderV Vlast_nameV, a Minor
No. VnumberV

ORDER
This matter coming on for hearing upon the petition of VhusbandV and VwifeV, I
s

wife, saying that VhospitalV Hospital be directed to s urrend er custody of the
above -mentioned minor to the petitioners and the answer of VhospitalV Hospital
from all of which the Court doth find that VmotherV should be ordered to
surrender custody of the above -mentioned minor t o the petitioners.
IT IS, THEREFORE, BY THE COURT, CONSIDERED AND ORDERED that VhospitalV
Hospital s ur render cus t ody of Baby VgenderV Vlast nameV to the petitioners, Vhusbar
V and VwifeV, his
wife, or their atto rn ey, VattorneyV.

JUDGE:
DATE:
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment.
Create the following document:
Document name: Final Decree Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Type the constant text and variable names (indicated
within parentheses) shown in the illustration. Note that
the document is double-spaced. You will use the
document for all the Self-Tests in the rest of this lesson.
Print one copy of the document and compare your
copy with the copy in the Feedback section. Keep the
printed copy. You will use it in the next segment.
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[[ 8 24- 16-A] ]

IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby (gender) (last name), a Minor
No. (number)
FINAL DECREE
This cause comes on for hearing, the petitioners, (husband) and
(wife), his wife, appearing in person and by their attorneys, Jones,
Anderson & Jones, with the child to be adopted pre se nt in Court and this
cause is submitted to the Court upon application for final decree of
adoption.
Upon testimony taken ore tenus, the Court doth find that a
temporary decree of adop t ion, whereby Baby (gender) (last name) was
adopted by t he petitioners, was entered in this cause more than six
mon t hs pr ior to this da t e.
IT IS, THEREFORE, CONSIDERED, ORDERED AND DECREED that the child
named i n t he pe tit ion as Baby (gend er) (last name) shall , to all l egal
i nten t s and pur pose s , be th e ch ild of t he pe titi one r s ; th a t th e name of
t he said child be (new name) .

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your final printed document should look like this.
If your document does not look like the one shown,
did you remember to:
D Change the Document format to Double Space?
D Space once before each variable name?
D Type proper punctuation and spaces after each
variable name?
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby VgenderV Vlast_nameV, a Minor
No. VnumberV
FINAL DECREE
This cause comes on for hearing, the petitioners, Vhusband V and VwifeV, his w
e,

appearing in person and by their at torne ys, Jones, Anderson & Jones,
with the child to be adop ted present in Court, and thi s ca use is
submitted to the Cour t upon applica tion for final decree of adoption.
Upon testimony taken ore tenus, the Court doth find that a
temporary decree of adop tion, whereby Baby VgenderV Vlast nameV was adopted by the
petitioners, was entered in this cause more than six months prior to
this date.
IT IS, THEREFORE, CONSIDERED, ORDERED AND DECREED that the child
named in the petition as Baby VgenderV Vlast_ nameV shall, to all legal intents and
purposes, be the child of the petitioners; tha t the name of the said
child shall be Vnew nameV.

JUDGE:
DATE:
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In Segment 1 of this lesson you created a
shell document containing several variable
names. You must now create a document
that tells the D isplaywriter what
information goes with each variable name.
This document, called a fill-in document,
does just what its name suggests: it "fills
in" the empty spaces in your shell.
Recall that when you inserted variable
names in your shell, you chose names that
specified the kind of information to be filled
in. You will now repeat those variable
names in the fill-in document and add the
variable information that goes with each
variable name. The purpose of your fill-in
document, then, is to fill in variable
information in your shell document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a fill-in document for the shell
you created in Segment 1.
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MAIN IDEA
To create a fill-in document, follow these steps :
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the first variable name exactly as it appears
in the shell.
3. Type the variable information for that variable
name.
4. Continue typing variable names and variable
information until you have typed variable
information for all variable names in the shell.
5. Press PAGE END, if you are creating more than
one fill-in. Otherwise, go to Step 7.
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 5 for each set of variable
information.
7. Press END. Do not Paginate.

If you have enough information about creating a fillin document, go on to the Demonstration. If you would
like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
To create a fill-in document, follow these steps:

1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
Set Display Codes to Yes so that when you type
variable names in the next step, the entire name
will appear on the screen, rather than just the
Variable code.

SCREEN FORMAT
10 ITEM
a

YOUR
CHOICE

Display Codes

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1 = Yes 2 = No

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER.:.. ~

2. Type the first variable name exactly as it appears
in the shell.
Type the variable name and press ENTER.
Remember that variable names must be typed
exactly the same as in the shell. If necessary, refer
to a printed copy of the shell. The Displaywriter
recognizes only identical variable names. If variable
names differ in any way from shell to fill-in, your
merge operation will not be completed.
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3. Type the variable information for that variable
name.
Do not space between the variable name and the
variable information unless you want your
document to contain an extra space when it is
printed.
If the variable information must appear on separate
lines, such as an inside address, press RETURN
after each line.
4. Continue typing variable names and variable
information until you have typed variable
information for all variable names in the shell.
As you type the variable names and the information
to go with those names, press RETURN after each
piece of variable information so that each variable
name has its own line.
If you are using a variable name several times in
your shell document, you type it only once in the
fill-in. The Displaywriter inserts it each time it is
needed.

m

tt-datett-December 7, 1981
tt-namett-George Smith
tt-addresstt-1623 Rose Court ~
San Antonio, Texas
tt-amounttt-$376.98
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5. Press PAGE END if you are creating more than
one fill-in. Otherwise go to Step 7.
This tells the Displaywriter that you have finished
this page of the fill -in document and are ready to
begin the next one. Each page of the fill-in represents
a separate finished document.
6. Repeat Steps 2 through 5 for each set of variable
information.
You can create as many pages for the fill-in
document as you wish by repeating Steps 2 through
5 for each fill-in .
7. Press END.
When you have finished with your last fill-in , press
END rather than PAGE END. Do not Paginate.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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Creating a Fill-In Document / Demonstration

DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a fill-in
document for the shell you created in Segment 1. You
will use this fill-in for all other Demonstrations in this
lesson.
Create the following document:
Document name: Adoption Order Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Look at the first variable name in your printed shell.
Use the printed copy from Segment 1. Notice that the
first variable name follows the word Baby in the second
line. Your first variable name is gender. You repeat
the variable name from the shell in the fill-in document.
Press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.
Type gender and press ENTER.
Look at the screen. If should appear as illustrated.
Without spacing, type the word girl.

-t;tgender-t;t
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Press RETURN.
Press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.
The second variable name in the shell is last name .
You repeat this in the fill-in.
Type last name and press ENTER.
Look at the screen. It should appear as illustrated.
Without spacing, type the word Williams.
Press RETURN.
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For the rest of the variable names, type the following
information:
Variable Name
number
husband
wife
hospital
mother
attorney

Variable Information

12,234
John Smith
Elizabeth
St. Mary's
Charlotte Williams
Charles Wallace

Press PAGE END.
You will now create a second page for your fill-in the
same way that you created the first.
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Type the variable names and variable information
below.
Variable Name
gender
last name
number
husband
wife
hospital
mother
attorney

Variable Information
boy
Pippin
17,008
James Worthy
Beverly
General
Mary Pippin
C. A. Darrow

Press END. Do not paginate.
Print one copy of each page of your fill-in.
Compare them with your shell document to make sure
that your variable names match exactly.
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Then compare your fill-ins with the examples shown
on the right.
Proofread your documents carefully. The variable
names must match exactly so you can create the
finished document in the next segment.

r----------------------------- ______-L____,

II gende rli boy
IIl ast nameliPi pp i n
IInumb;rIl17,008
IIhu sbandli James Wo rth y
IIwif eliBe ve rly
IIh os pitalliGe ne ral
IImot herliMary Pi pp in
lI a ttorneyliC . A. Darrow

r,l gende rr,l girl
r,llast nameVWilliams
r,lnumb; rr,l12, 234
r,lhusb a ndr,lJohn Smith
r,lwif er,l Elizabe th
r,lhospitalr,lSt. Mary ' s
r,lmotherr,l Charlo t te Willi ams
r,la tt or ney r,lCh ar l es Wal la ce

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment. As in the Demonstration,
you will create the fill-in for future use. This fill-in
document will be used with the shell document named
Final Decree Shell that you created for Segment 1.
Create the following document:
Document name: Final Decree Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Type the following variable names and variable
information:
Variable Name
gender
last name
number
husband
wife
new name

Variable Information (1)
girl
Anderson
23,456
Thomas Werner
Roberta
Sarah Elaine Werner

Since you are creating more than one fill-in, press
PAGE END before you begin the second fill-in.
Remember to type the variable names again on page
two. When you have completed the second fill-in, press
END.
Print a copy of your fill-in document and compare
it with the printed copy of the shell document. Then
compare it with the fill-in copy in the Feedback section.
Correct any errors now. Remember, your fill -in will
print on two sheets of paper.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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Barber
38,524
Miller Lawton
Heidi
James Lawton
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FEEDBACK
Your fill-in document should look like this.
Proofread the document carefully. The variable
names must match exactly so you can create the
finished document in the next segment.
Fill-in page 1

Vge nd e rVgirl
Vla s t narne VAnd erson
VnurnberV 23 ,4 56
Vhusb a ndVTh ornas Werner
Vwif eVRob e rta
Vnew narneVSara h Elaine Wern e r

Fill-in page 2

Vgende rVb oy
Vlas t narneVBarber
VnurnberV38,524
Vhusb an dlfMill er Lawton
Vwif eVH eid i
Vn ew narneVJarnes Law t on

If your document does not look like the illustrated
documents, did you remember:

D Not to space beore typing the variable information?
D To press RET after the variable information?
D To press END, not PAGE END after the second
page of variable information?
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all previous segments in
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The purpose in creating a shell document
(Segment 1) and a fill-in document
(Segment 2) is to be able to merge, or
combine, them. Recall from the previous
segment that a fill-in document may consist
of more than one page. That is, it may
consist of more than one set of variable
information. During the merge operation,
the D isplaywriter combines the shell with
each page of the fill -in automatically.
During the merge operation you have
three choices:
1. You can print merged documents
without storing them on a diskette.
2. You can store merged documents
without printing them.
3. You can do both - print and store
merged documents.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to perform all three of these tasks.
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MAIN IDEA
To merge a shell and a fill-in document, follow these
steps:
1. Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.
2. Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.
3. Choose Shell Document Name and type the name
of the shell document. Choose Diskette Name if
not already complete.
4. Choose Fill-in Document Name and type the name
of the fill-in document. Choose Diskette Name if
not already complete.
To print the finished document only:
5. Press ENTER.
To store the finished document only:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document. Choose Diskette Name
if not already complete.
6. Set Print Merged Document to No.
7. Press ENTER.
To print and store the finished document:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the new document. Choose Diskette name if not
already complete.
6. Press ENTER.

If you have enough information about merging a shell
and a fill-in document, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.
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HELP
Here is additional information useful when merging
a shell and a fill -in document:

TASK SELECTION
10

ITEM

d
e
I
g

Typing Tasks:
Create, Revise or Paginate Documents
Work Diskette Tasks:
Delete or Duplicate Documents,
Duplicate, Condense or
Erase/Initialize (Name) Diskette,
Print Index 01 Diskette Contents, Change
Document or Diskette Name , Recover Documents,
Display or Convert Final-Iorm Documents
Program Diskette Tasks
Delault Formats, Duplicate Setups,
Printer and Work Station Description,
Duplicate and Erase Program Diskette,
Feature Program Diskette Tasks,
Create and Update Combined Program Diskette
Spelling Tasks
Feature Tasks
Key-To-Print Task
Merge Tasks

1. Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.
The Merge Tasks menu displays.

IType to letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
2. Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.
The Merge with Named Variables Setup menu
displays.

MERGE TASKS
10

ITEM
Merge with Named Variables
Merge with Switch Codes
Go to Task Selection

IType ID letter to choose ITEM; pres~ ~
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3. Choose Shell Document Name and type the name
of the shell document.
Choose Diskette Name, if not already complete.

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a Shell Document Name
D Diskette Name

Credit Shell
RAIN 3

c FiII·ln Document Name
d Diskette Name
e System Page Number (s)
f
g

Merged Document Name
Diskette Name

h

Print Merged Document
Cancel On Enor
Paper Handling

1
1
2

Change Pagination Choices

1 =Yes 2 =No
1 =Yes 2 =No
1 =Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 =Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 =Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter_~_choose ITEM; press ENTER:
4. Choose Fill-in Document Name and type the name
of the fill-in document.
Choose Diskette Name, if necessary.
To print the finished document without storing it:
5. Press ENTER.*
This starts the merge operation and prints the
finished document without storing it on diskette.

IlJ

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskette Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

Fill-In Document Name
Diskette Name
System Page Number (s)

f
g

Merged Document Name
Diskette Name

h Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling
k

Change Pagination Choices

1
1
2

1 =Yes 2 =No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 Continuous Paper

=
=
=

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter_1!' choose ITEM; press ENTER~ IlJ
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To store the finished documents without printing
them:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document.
Choose Diskette Name, if not already complete.

1·3

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Credll Shell
TRAIN 3

Shell Documenl Name
Diskette Name

c Fill-In Documenl Name Credil Fill-In
d Diskette Name
TRAIN 3
e Syslem Page Number (s)
f
9

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3

h

Print Merged Documenl
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling

k

1

1
2

Change Pagination Choices

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 = Conlinuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
6. Set Print Merged Document to No.
This prevents the D isplaywriter from printing the
merged document or documents.
7. Press E NTER.
This starts the merge operation and stores the
finished document on diskette.

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
ID ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskette Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

Fill-In Document Name Credit Fill-in
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (s)

I
g

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
TRAIN 3
Diskette Name
Pri nt Merg ed Do cument
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling
Change Pagination Choices

2
1
2

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 = Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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To print and store the finished document:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document.
Choose Diskette N ame, if necessary.
6. Press ENTER.
This starts the merge operation, prints the finished
document, and stores it on diskette.

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
ID ITEM

YDUR
PDSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskette Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

Fill-In Document Name Credit Fill·in
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (s)

,
g

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3

h

Print Merged Document
Cancel Dn Error
Paper Handling

k

Change Pagination Choices

1
1
2

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 = Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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Note: If you are using Textpack 6, notice that the
Merge with Named Variables Setup menu contains the
option Change Pagination Choices. For more
information about the first three items in the Change
Pagination Choices menu, see Starting Your Training,
Lesson 3. For the fourth item, Collect Footnotes in
Merged Document, the following applies:
• If the shell document contains footnotes, the merge
operation will resolve the footnote instructions. You
do not have to paginate to resolve them.
• If your shell document has footnote text stored on
System Page Number 9,000 or greater, or if footnote
text is stored in a separate document, you may want
to store the footnote text in the merged document.
Choose Change Pagination Choices in the Merge
with Named Variables Setup menu. Then set Collect
Footnotes in Merged Document to Yes.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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CHANGE PAGINATION CHOICES
ID ITEM
Paginate On Exact Line Count
Adiust Line Endings
Adlust Page Endings
Collect Footnotes in Merged
Document

YOUR
CHOICE
2
1
1
1

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

I

[ Type ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTER: ~

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No

1·3
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will use the shell document
named Adoption Order Shell that you created in
Segment 1. You will merge it with the fill-in document
named Adoption Order Fill-in that you created in
Segment 2. You will print the finished document
without storing it.
Steps to assemble this sample document follow.
Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.
Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.
Choose Shell Document Name.
Type Adoption Order Shell
Type the diskette name, if necessary.
Choose Fill-in Document Name.
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Type Adoption Order Fill-in
Type the diskette name, if necessary.
Press ENTER twice.
Notice the word Merging in the left corner of the status
line. The Merge with Named Variables Setup menu
remains on the screen while the document prints.
Compare the printed copies with the examples on the
next page.
If you receive an error message, refer to the discussion
on error messages following the example.
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Your finished document should look like the
illustration shown.

IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby girl Williams, a Minor
No . l2,234

ORDER
This matter coming on for hearing upon the petition of John Smith
and Elizabe th, his wife, say ing that St. Mary ' s Hospital be directed to
surrender custody of the above-mentioned minor to the petitioners and
the answer of St . Mary's Hospital from all of which the Court doth find
that Charlotte Williams should be ordered to surrender custody of the
above-mentioned minor to the petitioners.
IT IS, THEREFORE, BY THE COURT, CONSIDERED AND ORDERED th at St .
Mary's Hospital surr ender custody of Baby girl Williams to the
petitioners, John Smith and Elizabeth , his wife, or their attorney,
Charles Wallace.

JUDGE:
~ATE :
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IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby boy Pippin, a Minor
No . 17,008

ORDER
This matter coming on fo r he a ring upon the petition of James Worthy
and Beverly , his wife, s aying that Ge neral Ho s pital be directed t o
s urrender custody of th e above -men t ioned minor to the petitioners and
the answer of General Hospit a l from all of which th e Court do th find
that Mary Pippin sho uld be o rd e r e d t o s urr en der cu s t ody of th e
above - mention ed minor t o the petitioners .
IT IS , THEREFORE, BY THE COURT, CONSIDERED AND ORDE RED that General
Hospit a l sur rend er custody of Baby boy Pippin t o the petitioners, James
Worthy and Beverly, his wife, or their atto rn ey, C. A. Darrow.

JUDGE:
DATE:
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Error Messages
If something goes wrong during the merge process,
the Displaywriter gives you an error message.
If the message appears on the screen, it will say:
"Merge unsuccessful. Output contains (number)
messages." Or:
"Merge ended. No variables found in text."
If the message appears on your printed document, it
will say:
"No. (number) variable not found ."
You may get a combination of screen and printed
messages. To decide what action to take, refer to the
Reference Book, Prompts and Messages section.
If you used the default for Cancel on Error (Yes) in
the Merge with Named Variables Setup menu, the
Displaywriter stops the merge process on the first error.
You do not know at this time if there are other errors.
If you set Cancel on Error to No, the Displaywriter
does not stop on the first error, but processes the entire
document and notes each error where it occurs.

For a Self- Test, go on to the next page.

-
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered the material in this segment.
Merge the shell document named Final Decree Shell
that you created in Segment 1 and the fill-in document
named Final Decree Fill-in that you created in Segment
2. Print one copy and store the finished document
on your TRAIN3 diskette under the name Final Decree
Merged.
Compare your finished , printed copies with the
Feedback section.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your first document should look like this:

IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby girl Anderson, a Minor
No. 23,456

FINAL DECREE
This cause comes on for hearing, the petitioners, Thomas Werner and
Roberta, his wife, appearing in person and by their at t orneys, Jones,
Anderson & Jones, with the child to be adopted present in Cour t, and
this cause is submitted to the Court upon application for final decree
of adoption .
Upon testimony taken ore t enus, the Court doth find that a
temporary decree of adoption, whereby Baby girl Anderson was adopted by
the petitioners, was entered in this ca use more than six month s prior to
this date.
IT IS, THEREFORE, CONSIDERED, ORDERED AND DECREED that the child
named in the petition as Baby gi rl Anderson shall, t o all legal intents
and purposes, be the child of the petitioners; that the name of the said
ch ild sha ll be Sarah Elaine Werner.
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Your second document should look like this:

IN THE MATTER OF THE ADOPTION OF
Baby boy Barber, a Minor
No . 38,524

FINAL DECREE
This cause comes on for hearing, the petitioners, Miller Lawt on an d
Heidi, his wife, ap pearing in person and by their attorneys , Jones,
Anderso n & Jones , with the child t o be adop t ed presen t in Co u rt , a nd
thi s cause is submitt ed to th e Court upon applica ti on fo r final decree
of adop ti on.
Upo n testimony taken ore tenus, th e Cou rt doth find tha t a
t emp orary decree of adop tion, whereby Baby boy Barber wa s adop t ed by the
petitioners, was entered in this cause more th an six months prior to
this date .
IT IS , THEREFORE, CONS ID ERED , ORDERED AND DECREED t hat the child
named in th e petition as Baby boy Barber s hall, t o all legal i nt e nt s a nd
purpos es , be th e child of the petitione rs; that th e name of the sai d
child shall be James Law t on.

If your documents did not look like the documents
illustrated you may have received error messages to help
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you resolve the problem. You may have to correct the
shell or the fill-in and try the merge operation again.
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Suppose you have a shell document that
you use quite frequently. When you create
a multipage fill-in document, you could find
yourself typing the same variable names
over and over again. The task would be
very time consuming, and it would be easy
to make mistakes while typing them.
Remember that the variable names in the
shell and in the fill-in document must
always match - otherwise an error will
occur.
The shortcut discussed in this segment
shows you how to type the variable names
just once, then get the list for each page
of the fill-in document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use this shortcut to type multipage fillin documents.
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MAIN IDEA
To create a shortcut document to type multipage fillin documents, follow these steps:

1. Create and name a document and set Display Codes
to Yes.
2. Type the variable names that appear in the shell
document.
3. Press END.
To use the shortcut document when creating a
multipage fill-in document, follow these steps:
4. Create a fill-in document and set Display Codes
to Yes.
5. Get the document you created in Steps 1 through
3 above.
6. Press NEXT VARIABL and type the variable
information.
7. Repeat Step 6 for each variable name. If the fillin document contains only one page, skip to Step
9.
8. Press lC and PAGE END and repeat Steps 5
through 7.
9. Press END.

If you have enough information about using a shortcut
to type multipage fill-in documents, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.
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H E LP
Here is additional information on using a shortcut to
type multi page fill -in documents. Follow these steps
to create a shortcut document:
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the variable names that appear in the shell
document.
Type all the variable names that you used in your
shell document. Press RETUR N after you type each
variable name. Make sure that they match exactly.
This document contains only variable names.
3. Press END.
When you have typed all the variable names exactly
as they appear in your shell, press END.
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To use the shortcut document:
4. Create and name a fill-in document and set Display
Codes to Yes.
5. Get the document you created in Steps 1 through

3.
Press GET. Type the name of the documen t you
want, then press ENTER.

6. Press NEXT VARIABL and type the variable
information.
When you press NEXT VARIABL, the cursor
moves to the carrier return after the first variable
name. Type the variable information for that name.
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7. Repeat Step 6 for each variable name.
When you finish typing the variable information
for each name, press NEXT VARIABL. The cursor
moves to the end of the next variable name.
Continue to type variable information for variable
names until you've typed information for all variable
names. If the fill-in document contains only one
page, skip to Step 9.
8. Press ~ and PAGE END and repeat Steps 5
through 7.
Pressing ~ moves the cursor to the bottom of the
page. You do this to avoid having an extra carrier
return print on the last page of your finished
document. Pressing PAGE END brings a new page
to your screen. After pressing PAGE END, you
must press G ET again. The Get menu should
already be filled out for you, so press ENTER.
9. Press END.
When you have finished with your last fill-in
document, press END. If you press PAGE END,
you will get an extra blank page when you merge.

Go on to the Dem onstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create multipage fillin documents to go with the shell document named
Adoption Order Shell from Segment 1 of this lesson.
You will type the variable names from that shell in
your shortcut document. Then, using two sets of
variable information, you will create a two-page fillin document using the shortcut.
Create the shortcut document:
Document name: Help
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Type the variable names from your shell document,
pressing RETURN after each variable name.
The variable names are listed below.
gender
last name
number
husband
wife
hospital
mother
attorney
When you have typed all the variable names, press
END.
The shortcut document is complete.
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To use the shortcut document when you create the
fill-in document:
Create a fill-in document, go to the typing area, and
set Display Codes to Yes.
Document name: Help Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Press GET.
You will get a copy of the shortcut document.
Choose Document Name and type Help. Type the
diskette name, if necessary. Press ENTER to return
to the typing area.
Look at the screen. Your list of variable names appears.
Press NEXT VARIABL.
Note that the cursor moves to the Carrier Return code
following the variable name tr gendertr .
Without spacing, type boy
Note that the Carrier Return code is automatically
moved to the right to make room for the variable
information you type.
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Press NEXT VARIABL.
The cursor moves to the Carrier Return code following
the next variable name, t:Hast_name"i::t.
Without spacing, type Thompson
Continue pressing NEXT VARIABL and typing
variable information.
Use the following:
Variable Name
number
husband
wife
hospital
mother
attorney

Variable Information
98,765
Robert Brown
Mary
Doctor's
Marianne Thompson
Charles Markus

Press PAGE END.
You have finished the first page of your fill-in, and
are now ready for the next page, with the second set
of variable information.
Press GET.
Note that the menu is already filled out.
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Press ENTER.
Your list of variable names is once again displayed
on the screen.
Press NEXT VARIABL.
This moves the cursor to the Carrier Return code
following the first variable name, if genderif.
Without spacing, type girl
Continue pressing NEXT VARIABL and typing
variable information.
Use the following:

Variable Na me
last name
number
husband
wife
hospital
mother
attorney

Variable Information
Ross
53,283
Joseph Bridge
Gayle
General
Barbara R oss
C. B. Wilson

Press END.
Do not press PAGE END. If you do, you will get
an extra blank page when you merge.
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Print your document and compare it with the following
example.
You can merge the shell, Adoption Order Shell, with
the fill-in, Help Fill-in, to see the finished documents.

\l gender \lb oy
\ll ast_na me \lTh omp so n
\l number \l 98 , 765
\lhu s band \lRober t Brown
\lwif e \lMary
\lh ospi t a l\lD oc t or ' s
Vmo th e r\lMarianne Th omp so n
\l a tt o rn ey \l Cha rl es Marku s

\l gende r\l gi rl
\l las t na me \lRo ss
\lnumb-er\l53 , 283
\lhu sband \lJ oseph Bridge
\lw ife \lGay l e
\lhospi t al \lGene r a l
\lmo th er \lBarbar a Ros s
\l a tt o rn ey \l C. B. Wil so n

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment.
Using the variable names from the shell document
you created for Segment 1 of this lesson (stored under
the name of Final Decree Shell), create a shortcut list
of variable names. These variable names are also listed
below. Name the shortcut document Template.
Then create a fill-in document with the following
variable information. Name the fill-in document
Template Fill-in.
Variable Name
gender
last name
number
husband
wife
new name

Page 1
girl
Chalker
58,338
John Mills
Martha
Jo Ella Mills

Page 2
boy
Patton
29,124
Robert Bruce
Judy
Robert Lee Bruce

Print a copy of each page and compare them with
the examples in the Feedback section.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK

Your fill-in document, which will print on two separate
pages, should look like this.
You can merge the shell, Final Decree Shell, and
the fill-in, Template Fill-in, if you want to see the
finished document.

VgenderVgirl
Vla s t nameVCha lke r
VnumberV 58 , 338
VhusbandVJ ohn Mill s
VwifeVMartha
Vnew nameVJo Ella Mills

-

VgenderVboy
Vla s t nameVP a tt on
VnumberV29,124
VhusbandVRobert Bruce
VwifeVJudy
Vnew nameVRobert Lee Bruce
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, L esson 1 and
L esson 2, Segments 1,2,4,
and 5 and all previous
segm ents in this lesson

5

r-----+-.. . . - r.rm=r----...J

r========l

¥NAME ¥ JOHN SMlnl
>oj CDI'I1PANY ¥ ABC
'f DOCTOR ¥

~~~~~ R.M . ..lONe;, M.D.

The Merge function can also be used with
preprinted forms. You create a shell
document with tabs and returns to match
your preprinted form and enter variable
names where the variable information is
to be inserted. Then you can create a fillin document and merge it with your shell.
You can store your fill- in document with
its list of variable names, and use GET to
access it. Then, each time you must
complete that particular form, you can get
your fill-in, type only the new variable
information, and merge it with your shell.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to complete a preprinted form using Merge.
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MAIN IDEA
Measuring the Form
To measure the form, use the IBM conversion ruler
and follow these steps:
1. Measure the form horizontally for margins and tabs
and write the measurements on a copy of the form .
2. Measure the form vertically for line positions,
including first and last typing line. Write the
measurements on a copy of the form.
3. Measure the form vertically and horizontally using
the millimeter (mm) scale for the paper size. Write
the measurements on a copy of the form.
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Creating the Shell Document

To create the shell document, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and go to the Create or Revise
Document menu.
2. Set up the document format using the
measurements you made earlier.
3. Go to the typing area.
4. Set Display Codes to Yes.
5. Press CHG FMT on the first typing line. Set the
tab positions for the first line and return to the
typing area.
6. Tab to each position for variable information and
type a Variable code.
7. Press RETURN the appropriate number of times
to go to the next typing line on the form.
8. Repeat Steps 5 through 7 for each line of the form .
Press RETURN at the end of the last line on the
form .
9. Press CHG FMT and return to the original format.
10. Press END.
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Creating the Fill-in Document
To create the fill-in document, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and go to the typing area.
2. Type the variable names exactly as they appear in
the shell document, followed by the variable
information. If you are completing only one form,
skip to Step 5.
3. Press PAGE END.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until you have created one
page of the fill-in document for each copy of the
form.
5. Press END.
Note: You can create a shortcut document for
multipage fill-in documents.
Creating the Finished Form
Merge the shell and fill-in documents and print.

To learn more about completing preprinted forms using
Merge, go on to the Help on the next page.
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HELP
Measuring the Form
To measure the form, use the IBM conversion ruler
and follow these steps:
1. Measure the form horizontally for margins and tabs
and write the measurements on a copy of the form.
Use the Pica (10) or Elite (12) scale to determine
left and right margin positions. Align the "0"
position on the scale with the left paper edge of
the form. Use the same scale to determine tab
settings for each line on the form.
Write the measurements on a copy of the form .
2. Measure the form vertically for line positions,
including first and last typing line. Write the
measurements on a copy of the form.
Use one of the vertical spacing scales to measure
the line positions. If you have a 5215 Selectric
Element Printer, use the Proportional Vertical
Spacing (6) scale. Either the Proportional Vertical
Spacing (6), Vertical Spacing (8), or Vertical
Spacing (24) scale can be used if you have a 5128
or 5228 Printwheel Printer. The Vertical Spacing
(24) scale allows for the most accurate positioning
of typed information.
Write the measurements on a copy of the form.
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3. Measure the form vertically and horizontally using
the millimeter (mm) scale for the paper size. Write
the measurements on a copy of the form.
Creating the Shell Document
To create the shell document, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and go to the Create or Revise
Document menu.
2. Set up the document format using the measurements
you made earlier.
• Set line spacing to single spacing.
• Set margins.
• Set first and last typing lines.
Set the last typing line one whole number greater
than the last line on the form to allow for a
Format Return code.
• Set paper or envelope size.
• Set lines/cm. or in. to match the vertical spacing
scale you used to measure the form .
• Set Adjust Line Endings to No.
• Set printing paper source to manual feed.
3. Go to the typing area.
4. Set Display Codes to Yes.
5. Press CHG FMT on the first typing line. Set the
tab positions for the first line and return to the
typing area.
6. Tab to each position for variable information and
type a Variable code.
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7. Press RETURN the appropriate number of times
to go to the next typing line on the form.
Watch the scale line to determine when you are
on the correct line. Refer to the measurements
you made earlier for line positions. If a line has
the same tab positions as the previous line, do not
press CHG FMT. Tab to the correct positions and
type the variable names. For lines with different
tab settings, always press CHG FMT and set the
new tab positions. Then tab and type the variable
names necessary.
Note: If the vertical measurement for a line is
halfway between two lines, press ~ to move the
cursor one-half line down.
8. Repeat Steps 5 through 7 for each line on the
form. Press RETURN at the end of the last line
on the form.
9. Press CHG FMT and return to the original format.
10. Press END.
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Creating the Fill-in Document
To create the fill-in document, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and go to the typing area.
2. Type the variable names exactly as they appear
in the shell document, followed by the variable
information. If you are completing only one form,
skip to Step 5.
3. Press PAGE END.
This takes you to the next page for the next fill-in
page.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until you have created one
page of the fill-in document for each copy of the
form.
5. Press END.
Creating the Finished Form
Merge the shell and fill-in documents and print.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In this demonstration you will use the New Employee
Data Sheet form. To save time it has been premeasured
for you. You will create a shell document, with these
measurements. Then you will create a fill -in document.
Finally, you will merge the shell and fill-in.
Make several photocopies of the blank New Employee
Data Sheet on the next page. Cut them out along the
indicated paper edges, and use the photocopies, rather
than plain paper, when you print this Demonstration .
Note: Because copying an original always distorts the
size of the copy, the forms you print may not appear
to be aligned correctly. The small percentage of
distortion will probably appear towards the bottom
of the form . When you do your own real work, always
work with originals of the form. Do not make
photocopies.
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NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

NAME

-------------------------------------------------------------------FIRST
MIDDLE
LAST

ADDRESS
STREET

CITY/STATE

HOME PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY ----------------

------------------------------

DATE OF BIRTH

--------------------MARITAL

NAME OF SPOUSE

-------------------------

ZIP CODE

STATUS

------------------------

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

-------------

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:
RELATIONSHIP

--------------------------

PHONE #

-------------------------

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)

EMPLOYMENT DATE

STARTING SALARY

JOB TITLE

DIVISION

CIiI

-----------------

------------------------
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Create the following document:
Document name: New Data Shell.
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the Create or Revise Document menu and choose
Change Document Format.
Choose Change Line Format and change Adjust Line
Endings to No.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs and set the margins.
The left margin is 4 and the right margin is 78 .
Delete all tabs.
Choose Change Page Format and set the first and last
typing lines.
The first typing line is 8. The actual last typing line
is 36. However, you must set the last typing line to
37 to allow for a Format Return code at the end of
the document.
Choose Printing Paper Source and set to Manual Feed.
You must load the forms manually to print.
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Choose Paper or Envelope Size and set to Other.
The width is 182 mm and the length is 176 mm.
Go to the typing area.
Set Display Codes to Yes.
Press CHG FMT on the first typing line.
Look at the scale line for the line number.
Choose Change Margins and Tabs and set the tabs
for the first line.
The tabs are 12, 34, and 61. Set flush left tabs.
Tab to the position of the first variable name (tab 12).
Type the first variable name.
Use last for the first variable name.
Tab to the position of the second variable name (tab
34).
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Type the second variable name.
Use first for the second variable name.
Tab to the position of the third variable name (tab
61).
Type the third variable name.
Use middle for the third variable name.
Press RETURN enough times to go to the next typing
line.
The next typing line is 12. Watch the status line to
determine when you are at the correct line number.
Press CHG FMT, delete all tabs, and set the new
tabs as indicated on the premeasured form.
For the second typing line, set your tabs at 14, 41 ,
and 63.
Type the variable names for the second line.
Continue with the steps to move to the remaining lines
and repeat the process of changing line formats,
deleting and inserting tabs, and typing variable names
until you have completed the form .
After typing the last variable name, press RETURN.
Press CHG FMT, return to the original format, and
press END.

Do not paginate the shell document.
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PAPE.R \\.JlDTH = 1~2. mm
PAPER LE~brH= 176 MM
NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

2>4-

12

B

NAME

¥ LAST +

61

FIRST

LAST

MIDDLE

ILf
J:2..

ADDRESS

+ MI DDLE It:j-

VFIRST+
tj,1
-V-CITY STATE

v- STREET ~
STREET

+

.63
lV- ZI P"V-

CITY/STATE

ZIP CODE

17
It; HOME PHONE ¥-

63

HOME- p.f-tO~E ~

SOCIAL SECURITY

20
{Cf

56

DOB 'tj-

DATE OF BIRTH -\f

+- SOC Sa:l.f

MARITAL...Jr;f

MARITAL STATUS .!f

-'------"'-~-'------

b7

Z-l

2-2

NAME OF SPOUSE

¥-SPOUSE.~

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

VcH/LDRE~V-

2:6

?.5

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY:

¥- EtvlE.R6Et-JC:Y V

20
2.~

RELATIONSHIP.v-

RSLATIOfJ -V-

~
PHONE 11 +

PHONE-\j-

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)

62

~~

lJ EMPLOY DArE t:JTITLE '$ T ITL£ -V------------

3J.I.-

EMPLOYMENT DATE

STARTING SALARY

3b

JOB

DIVISION

V- SALARY ¥-

~DI\J IS ID~ +
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Now you will create a fill-in document for this shell.
Create a fill-in document and name it New Data
Fill-in.
Go to the typing area.
Type the variable names exactly as they appear in the
shell. Type the variable information after each variable
name.
The variable names and variable information are listed
below.

Variable Name
last
first
middle
street
city state
zip
home phone
socsec
dob
marital
spouse
children
emergency
relation
phone
employ date
salary
title
division
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Variable Information
Barnes
Wanda
Jean
28 Howse Street
Dallas, Texas
76023
(816)293-1709
123-45-6789
1/11/43
married
Franklin
2
Franklin Barnes
husband
(816)684-2993
9/ 22/ 82
$13,928.50
Displaywriter Operator
Word processing
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Press END.
If you were filling out more than one form, you would
press PAGE END and type the next set of variable
names and variable information.
Now you are ready to merge the shell and fill-in .
Merge the shell (New Data Shell) and the fill-in (New
Data Fill-in) and print. (Remember to print on the
copy of the form that you cut out.)
Compare your finished document with the completed
example.

Go on to the Self- Test.
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NEW EMPLOYEE DATA SHEET

NAME

Wanda

Barnes

Jean

--~LA
~
ST
~--------------~F~I~R~S~T--------------------7M=I~
D~D~L~
E-----------

Dallas, Texas
CITY /STATE

ADDRESS 28 Howse Street
STREET
HOME PHONE (816) 293-1709

76023
ZIP CODE

SOCIAL SECURITY 123-45- 6789

DATE OF BIRTH 1/11/43

MARITAL STATUS

--------------------

NAME OF SPOUSE Franklin

-------------------------

Married

------------------------

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

2

-------------

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY NOTIFY: Franklin Barnes

--------------------------------------------

RELATIONSHIP

Husband

--------------------------

PHONE # (816) 684 - 2993

*************************************************************************
(for Personnel use only)
EMPLOYMENT DATE 9/22/82

STARTING SALARY $13,928 . 50

JOB TITLE Displaywriter Opera t or

DIVISION Word Processing
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SELF-TEST
Make copies of the blank Patient Information form
and cut out the copies.
Create a shell document and name it Patient Info
Shell. Use the premeasured form for format
information and the variable names.
Create a fill-in document and name it Patient Info
Fill-in. The variable names and variable information
are listed below:
Variable Name
last
first
init
street
city
state
zip
socsec
tele
marital
sex
age
weight
height
emerg
relation
telph
dr
drno
drteleno
insur
address

Merge the Patient Info Shell and the Patient Info
Fill-in to create your finished document. Compare it
with the illustrated copy.

Variable Information
Turn er
Robert
T
342 First Ave
Flagstaff
AZ
86001
987-65-4321

774-0019
single
male
38

160
5 ' 10"
J. B. Turn er
father
774-9392

A. Israel
AZ12-986
774-1384

Grey Cross
22 Sitgreaves Rd.

Go on to the Feedback

~
~
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PATIENT INFORMATION

Last Name

Street

Social Security Numb er

Se x

/First Name

/ Middle Initial

/
/

/
/

/Cit y

/S t a t e

/Zi p Code

/
/

/
/

/
/

/ Telephone Number

/

Marital St a tu s

/
/

/
/

/Age

/Weight

/Height

/
/

/
/

/
/

Eme rg e nc y Con t ac t

Physician

Insurance Company

/ Relationship

/Telephone Number

/
/

/
/

/Phys ician Number

/Telephone Numb e r

/
/

/
/
/Address

/
/
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FEEDBACK
Your finished document should look like this:
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PATIENT INFORMATION

Last Name
Turner
Street

1 Middle Initial
1
1 T.

1

1 Flagst aff
ITelephon e Number

1
IAge

IWeight

I Height

1
1 38

1

1

J.B. Turner
Physician
A.Isreal
Insurance Company
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1 AZ
1 86001
1 Marital Status

1
1 single

1774-0019

male
Emergency Con t act

Grey Cross

IZi p Code
1

IStat e
1

ICity

342 Firs t Ave.
Social Security Number
987-65-4321
Sex

IFirst Name

1
1 Robert

15 ' 10"
1 160
ITelephone Number
1 Relationship

1
1 fa ther

1

IPhysician Numb er

1774 - 9392
ITelephone Number

1

1

1774 -1 384

1 AZ 12- 986

IAddress

1

122 Si t greaves Rd .
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This lesson discusses the concept of
document assembly - creating unlike
documents from stored paragraphs using
the Merge function. This feature allows you
to create finished documents with minimal
additional typing. In this lesson you will
learn to store paragraphs, then "mix and
match" them to create finished documents.

Document Assemblv

Let's assume you produce many similar documents
- letters in response to questions about charge
accounts, for example. Each letter must respond to
specific questions. Therefore, each letter must be
different. Over a period of time you discover that there
are common answers that you can use in the majority
of these letters.
You can create a paragraph library of paragraphs
that answer these questions. Then, rather than typing
the necessary paragraphs each time you create a letter,
you can choose the paragraphs JOU want from the
library to build your letters.
Your paragraphs will consist mostly of text that
does not change when it is used in different documents.
This unchanging text is called constant text. The
constant text is shown as horizontal lines in the
paragraph library illustrated on the right.
But some information in your paragraphs may
change from document to document. This changing
text is called variable information. You tell the
Displaywriter to save a place for the variable
information in the constant text.
To do this you type the name of the variable
information to be inserted, called a variable name.
Variable names are shown within the Variable codes
-t:t in the paragraph library.

FILL-IN DOCUMENT #1
r,;KATCtlINr. NA1"El,I fT ndudl",R-R6 9 . IlOCS . l . ) . 51
\l DAn \!

-

-

-

-

-

-

\l TJ M ~:\I
\lRAn:\l 8 . 2%
II N10UN TV ) , 000 . 000

SHELL DOCUMENT
VMATCHING NAMElJ

+
FILL-IN DOCUMENT #2
"'"MATCIIiNG NAM~:r,; /ln c lud c . R- 8 69 . [)(lCS . 2 ,1.1

+

" !JATE\I .l.~ n;.1 ry 3 J ,
I,I TI I1 [ \l 91'11
IOlV\n:\I
I,I AMOUN TV

198 ~ -

-

- -
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PARAGRAPH LIBRARY
o~

0

VDATEV

0

VRATEV

0

VTIMEV

0

VAMOUNTV

FINISHED DOCUMENT #1

8.2 %
3,000,000

FINISHED DOCUMENT #2
January 31, 1985
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You also create a shell document, usually called a
"shell." The shell has two functions. First, it sets the
format for your finished documents. Second, it serves
as a link between your shell and the fill-in document.
A fill-in document specifies the paragraphs you want
included in your finished document. It also fills in the
variable information in your paragraphs.
The first item in the fill-in document links the shell
and the fill -in. Then the fill-in instructs the
Displaywriter which paragraphs from your library to
include in each document. The fill-in document also
includes the variable names used in the paragraphs
and the variable information that goes with them. The
fill-in document in the illustration shows the include
instruction, the variable names and the variable
information.
When you merge the shell and the fill-in, the
Displaywriter automatically locates and includes
specified paragraphs from your library. The system
then inserts the variable information at the correct
places and prints your finished documents.

Document Assembly

The segments in this lesson take you through the
process of creating a paragraph library, printing a
reference copy of the library, creating the shell
document, creating the fill-in, and creating the finished
document. You will also learn a shortcut for creating
multipage fill-in documents.
The final segment in this lesson shows you how to
use merge with preprinted forms.
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To create a document using stored
paragraphs, you must first decide what
information will go in the paragraphs. You
must decide how many paragraphs you will
need, how they will be formatted, and if
you will need variable names.
Once you have decided all of the above
points, you can begin typing and storing
your text to build your paragraph library.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to type and revise paragraphs in a
paragraph library.

2·1
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MAIN IDEA
Before you learn the procedure for inserting variable
names in a paragraph library, there are some rules
you must know about choosing names for your
variables.
Variable Names:

• Must be unique.
• Should be descriptive.
• Can be no longer than 16 characters, including
spaces.
• Can contain no punctuation marks.
• May contain letters, numbers, spaces, symbols on
your keyboard module ($, for example), or
underlines.
• Must start with a letter.
• Are uppercase and lowercase sensitive.
• May be used several times in the document if variable
information is identical.
The system prompts you if you type an unacceptable
character. You must then correct the name.
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To type paragraphs in a paragraph library, follow
these steps:
1. Create a document and set Preserve Page Numbers
and Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type constant text until you reach the point where
the first piece of variable information will be
inserted.
3. T ype the variable name.
4. Continue typing constant text until you come to
the next point where variable information will be
inserted.
S. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary.
6. Type the number of carrier returns you want to
follow the paragraph in the finished document.
7. Press PAGE END.
8. Type the remaining paragraphs using Steps 2
through 7.
9. After typing the last paragraph, press END.
To revise or change a variable name:
1. Place the cursor beneath the Variable code and press
ENTER.
2. In the Variable menu, choose Variable Name, type
your choice, and press ENTER.

If you have enough information about typing paragraphs
in a library, go on to the Demonstration. If you would
like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Variable Names:
• Must be unique.
For example, if you have several different dates do
not name them all date. For the Displaywriter to
know which date to use, each must have a unique
name, such as shipment date, contract date , and so
on.
• Should be descriptive.
Select a name that describes the type of information
that will be added to the shell.
• Can be no longer than 16 characters, including
spaces.
• Can contain no punctuation marks.
The name cannot contain punctuation marks.
However, it can contain alphabetic and numeric
characters, spaces, symbols on your keyboard
module ($, for example), or underlines.
• Must start with a letter.
The name can contain numbers, spaces, symbols,
or underlines, but it must start with a letter.
• Are uppercase and lowercase sensitive.
If you use both uppercase and lowercase letters in
your variable name, you must type it exactly that
way whenever you use it.
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• May be used several times in the document if the
variable information is identical.
If you use the same variable information several
places in the document, you may use the same
variable name.

VARIABLE NAMES
• UNIQUE
• DESCRIPTIVE
• 16 CHARACTERS
• NO PUNCTUATION
• START WITH LETIER
• CASE SENSITIVE

To type paragraphs in a paragraph library, follow
these steps:
1. Create a document and set Preserve Page Numbers
and Display Codes to Yes.
You set Preserve Page Numbers to Yes in the Create
or Revise Document menu. When you set Preserve
Page Number to Yes, you cannot paginate the
document. If you do not set Preserve Page Numbers
to Yes and paginate the document, more than one
paragraph would wind up on each page. You could
not select the paragraph you wanted by system page
number. You set Display Codes to Yes so you can
see the entire variable name on the screen.

2 ·1

CREATE OR REVISE OOCUMENT
10 ITEM
a
b
c
d

YOUR
CHOICE

Document Comment
Change Document Format
Change Alternate Format
Preserve Page Numbers

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1 = Yes 2 = No

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: II!
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2. Type constant text until you reach the point where
the first piece of variable information will be
inserted.
Type the information that does not change (the
constant text) until you come to the first piece of
information that will change from copy to copy
(variable information).

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX VARIABLE

3. Type the variable name.
Press VARIABL. The prompt "Type variable name;
press ENTER" appears. Type your variable name
and press ENTER.

4. Continue typing constant text until you come to
the next point where variable information will be
inserted.
After you have typed your first variable name, type
constant text until you get to the next variable name.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XX -Ijname-lj, XXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX -Ij date-lj. XX
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5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4, as necessary.
Type the constant text and variable names until
you have completed the paragraph.
6. Type the number of carrier returns you want to
follow the paragraph in the finished document.
Carrier returns that fall between paragraphs in the
finished document must be typed in the paragraph
library.
7. Press PAGE END.
This takes you to the next page on the screen so
you can type the next paragraph. After you press
P AGE END, the page number on the status line
corresponds to the number of the paragraph you
are typing.
8. Type the remaining paragraphs using Steps 2
through 7.
9. After typing the last paragraph, press END.
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To revise or change a variable name:

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXX ~nationality~ XXX

1. Place the cursor beneath the Variable code and
press ENTER.
Place the cursor as shown in the illustration on
the right, then press ENTER. The Variable menu
displays.

2. In the Variable menu, choose Variable Name, type
your choice, and press ENTER.
When you press ENTER, you return to the typing
area, and your revised or new variable name is
inserted.

VARIABLE
10 ITEM

YOUR POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a

country

Variable Name

b Output Format

Variable Name,
Field Name or Field Number

o= Active Format lor math answers
or No Format lor Ileid values
1·4 = Format Number

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXX ~country~ XXXX

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a paragraph
library that you will use for all other Demonstrations
in this lesson.
Steps to type this sample document follow.
Create the following document:
Document name: Ruby Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Stop at the Create or Revise Document menu and set
Preserve Page Numbers to Yes.
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
The handwritten paragraph numbers are for your
reference only. Do not type them.
The first paragraph contains only a variable name.

\ldate.

2

3
J.l

Vinside_address\l
Dear . salutation 'il ;
Thank you for your letter conce r ning employment
Ruby Corpora t ion.

.... ith the

5'" Thank you

for your r~cent telephone call conce
Lng employment
opportunities with the loI d i vislon l,l Oiv1sic. _. the Ruby Corporation.

h
1

«
q
,0
/1

12

I.'e have received your letter requesting an interv!e .... when our r ecruiter
comes t o \l un i versi t y\l.
Ou r recruiter is SCheduling appointment s during the .... eek of \l week_date \l on:

13

Monday

8:00 -

Tuesday

8:00 - 11:00

1\:00

Thursday

1:00 -

3:00

At the present time ....e have no openings and we cannot be en<::ou r aging
about employment oppo r tunities in the future.
Ho .... ever. if you are still
inte r ested . please feel free to contact us again in six months.
Please comple t e the enclosed application and return it with a current
resume.
As soon as .... e receive these documents .... e wi 11 forward them to
the head of the Vdivisi o nV Division for review.

"'e wish you success in the future .
Your i n terest in the Ruby Corpo r ation is ap p reciated .
to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely .

C. Farley
Employment Officer
Since r ely .

T . M. Jones
Employment Officer
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Creating the Paragraph Library / Demonstration

Press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.
Type the variable name date and press ENTER.
Look at your screen. You should see this:
1:t date 1:t.

You want three blank lines following the date in your
finished document.
Press PAGE END.
You are now ready to type the second paragraph. Note
that it, too, is composed of only a variable name. Notice
that the status line also indicates Page 2.

Press RETURN four times.

-

L/ RE.T'S

I

VdateV

2

Vinside addressV

3

Dear Vsa hrt a ti onV :

4

Thank you for your l e tter concerning employmen t op por tuniti es with th e
Rub y Corpora ti on. ~ ~~lr~

2 RE.T'S
2

Re:, 's.
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Press VARIABL.
Type the variable name inside address and press
ENTER.
Look at your screen. You should see this:
tfinside_ addresstf.
Press RETURN twice, then press PAGE END.
Type Dear and space once.
Press VARIABL.
Note the prompt.
Type salutation and press ENTER.
Your screen should show: Deartfsalutationtf
Without spacing, type a colon after the final Variable
code.
You should now see: Dear tfsalutationtf:
Press RETURN twice, then press PAGE END.
Type the fourth paragraph, which contains no variable
names.
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Press RETURN twice, then press PAGE END.
Continue to type the constant text and variable names.
Type two carrier returns after each paragraph and
press PAGE END.
Do not press PAGE END after the last paragraph.
When you have finished typing the last paragraph
check to make sure that each paragraph was placed
on a separate page using PAGE END, not REQ PAGE
END.
Press GO TO
Type 1 and Press ENTER.
Continue to Press GO TO and ENTER. Your
paragraphs should be stored on thirteen separate pages.
Press END.
Do not press PAGE END after the last paragraph.
You will not print this Demonstration.
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Thank you for your recent telephone call concerning employment
oppo rtunities with the VdivisionV Division of the Ruby Corporation.

b

We have received yo ur letter requ es ting an interview when our recruiter
comes t o Vunive r si t y V.

7

Our re cruiter is scheduling appointment s during the wee k of Vweek dateV on:
Monday

8:00 - 11 : 00

Tuesday

8 : 00 - 11 : 00

Thursday

1 : 00 -

3 :00

At the presen t t ime we have no openings and we ca nn o t be enco ur aging
about employment opp o rtunitie s in th e future . However, if yo u are s till
interested, plea se fee l f ree t o contact u s aga in in six mon th s .
Please compl e t e the enclosed application and return it wit h a c urrent
resume. As soon as we receive th ese documents we will fo rwa rd t hem t o
the head of th e Vdi visio nV Division for review.

/0

We wish you success in the f uture .

If

Your interes t in the Ruby Corporation is appreciated .
t o hearing f r om yo u soon .

/2

Since r ely,

C. Fa rle y
Employment Officer

13

Sin ce r e l y ,

T . M. Jones
Employment Officer

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment. You will create a
paragraph library that you will use for all other SelfTests in this lesson.
Create the following document:
Document name: Credit Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Type the following paragraphs using the same rules
that you practiced in the Demonstration.
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I

"'date'"

Z

"'inside add re ss'"

'3

Dear "' salu t a t ion"':

~

Thank you for yo ur "'cont a ct'" co nc e rning yo ur c r e dit card account.

~ We hav e r ece ived your application for a credi t card.
~ We are process ing yo ur a pplicati on now, and yo u s hould receive yo ur
credit card within thre e weeks. If you have no t r ece i ved it by then,
please con t ac t yo ur bank acco unt representative .

j7

Processing of your applica ti on has been delayed because additional
informa ti on is necessary . Please fill out th e a tt ached form, and return
it t o me as soon as possible .

~ The limit se t on your c redit will be $1 ,000 .
You may shop a t the follow in g s t ores with ou t paying a service c harge:
Haroldsons

q

Kramers
Jacob s

/0

En c l osed i s a s t a tement that lists all tran sac ti on s which have occurred
since your las t b illing da t e , "'b illing_date"' .
Ve r y truly yo ur s,

/1
Adeline Garrity
Credit Manager
I L lvery truly yours,

VsignatureV
Credit Representative

Go to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK

You will receive your printed feedback in the Self-Test
for the next segment.

o
o
o

Did you remember to press PAGE END between
the paragraphs?
Did you remember to set Preserve Page Numbers
to Yes?
Did you check to make sure each paragraph is on
a separate page?
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1 in this lesson
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Once you have created the paragraph
library, you should create and print a
reference copy of this library.
This reference copy is necessary so that
the originator of a document can tell you
which paragraphs to insert in a document,
and what variable information each should
include.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create and print a reference copy of the
paragraph library.

2·2
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MAIN IDEA
To create and print a reference copy of the paragraph
library, follow these steps:
1. Duplicate the paragraph library.
2. Set Preserve Page Numbers to No in the duplicate
copy.
3. Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy and
press END.
4. Paginate and print the reference copy.
5. Delete the reference copy from your diskette.
6. Hand-number the paragraphs on your printed
reference copy.

If you have enough information about creating and
printing a reference copy of a paragraph library, go
on to the Demonstration. If you would like more detail,
read the Help that follows.

Creating Documents Using Merge
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H ELP
To create and print a reference copy of the paragraph
library, follow these steps:
1. Duplicate the paragraph library.
Go to the Work D iskette Tasks menu and choose
Duplicate Document. Because you will be making
some modifications to the library that you do not
want to be permanent, you must duplicate the
library and make the changes to the duplicate.

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT
YOUR
CHOICE

10 ITEM
a
b

Documenl Name
DiskeHe Name

c
d

New Oocument Name
DiskeHe Name

When linished with Ihis menu , press ENTER.

IType to letter to choose ITEM ; press ENTER : IIII

2. Set Preserve Page Numbers to No in the duplicate
copy.
You do this so you can paginate your library before
printing. This prevents your paragraphs from
printing on separate pages. You don't need separate
pages for the reference copy; in fact, you want to
print this document on as few pages as possible.
3. Go to the typing area of the duplicate copy and
press END.
You do not have to make any other changes to
the paragraph library.
4. Paginate and print the reference copy.

Creating Documents Using Merge

CREATE OR REVISE DOCUMENT

to ITEM
a
b

Documenl Comment
Change Document Format
Change Alternate Format
Preserve Page Numbers

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

1

=Yes 2 =No
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S. Delete the reference copy from your diskette.
Once you have your printed reference copy, you
no longer need the duplicate on your diskette. Go
to the Work Diskette Tasks menu and choose Delete
Document.

DELETE DOCUMENT
YOUR
CHOICE

ID tTEM
a
b

Document Name
Diskette Name

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.
Type ID leiter to choose ITEM; press ENTER:

6. Hand-number the paragraphs on your printed
reference copy.
The paragraphs in your library are now printed,
one after the other, on the page. On the diskette,
however, each paragraph is still on a separate page.
By numbering the paragraphs on your reference
copy, you identify the system page number for each
paragraph. You also make it easier for an author
to tell you which paragraphs to include in the
finished document.

REFERENCE COpy

~
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Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a reference
copy of the paragraph library you created for the
Demonstration in Segment 1. It is stored on your
TRAIN3 diskette under the name Ruby Library.
Choose Work Diskette Tasks in the Task Selection
menu.
Choose Duplicate Document.
Duplicate your paragraph library.
Name the duplicate copy Ruby Library Dup.
Go to the Typing Tasks menu.
Choose Revise to access Ruby Library Dup.
In the Create or Revise Document menu, set Preserve
Page Numbers to No.
Press ENTER to go to the typing area, then press
END.
Paginate and print the document.
Delete Ruby Library Dup from your diskette.
Hand-number the printed copy.
Compare your copy with the following example.
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Your finished document should look like this:
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I

VdateV

~

Vinside addressV

3
l/-

Dear VsalutationV:

~

Thank you for your recent telephone call concerning employment.
opportunities with the VdivisionV Division of the Ruby Corporation.

~

We have received your letter requesting an int e rview when our recruiter
comes to VuniversityV.

Thank you for your letter concerning employment opportunities with the
Ruby Corporation.

Our recruiter is scheduling appoin tment s during the week of Vweek dateV on:

7

Monday

8 :00 - 11 :00

Tuesday

8: 00 - 11 :00

Thursday

1:00 -

3:00

At the present time we have no openings and we cannot be encouraging
about employment opport unities in the future. However, if you are still
interested, please feel free to contact us again in six months.

q

Please complete the enclosed application and return it with a current
resume. As soon as we receive these documents we will forward them to
the head of the VdivisionV Division for review.

10

We wish you success in the future.

1/

Your interest in the Ruby Corporation is appreciated.
to hearing from you soon.

12.. { SincerelY,
C. Farley
Employment Officer
SinCerel Y,

13

!

T. M. Jones
Employment Officer

Go on to the Self-Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determ ine if you
have mastered this segment. Using the information
below, create and print a reference copy of your
paragraph library.
Document name: Credit Library
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Remember: You are creating a duplicate of the
original paragraph library. Name the duplicate C redit
Library Dup.
Compare your results with the example in the
Feedback section.

Go on to the Feedback.
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FEEDBACK
Did you:
D Set Preserve Page Numbers to No and paginate?
D Double-space between each paragraph?
D Properly space between punctuation and variable
names?
D Remember to delete Credit Library Dup after you
printed the reference copy?
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I

IJdatelJ

2

lJinside addresslJ

~ Dear VsalutationV:

~ Thank you for your VcontactV concerning your credit card account.
~ We have received your application for a credit card.
~

We are processing your application now, and you should receive your
credit card within three weeks. If you have not received it by then,
pleas e contact your bank account repre s entative.

~ Proces s ing of your application has been delay ed because additional
information is necessary. Please fill out the attached form, and return
it to me as soon as possible.

~ The limit s et on your credit will be $ 1,000.
You may shop a t th e f o llowing s tores without paying a s ervice charge:
Haroldsons
Kramers
Jacobs

10 Enclosed is a statement that list s all transactions which have occurred
since your las t billing date, Vbilling_datelJ.

/1

{ er

Y

truly yours,

Adeline Garrit y
Credit Manager
Very truly your s,

12
VsignaturelJ
Credi t Representative
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lesson 1,
and Lesson 2, Segments 1
and 2, and all previous
segments in this lesson
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Once you have created your paragraph
library (Segment 1) and printed a reference
copy (Segment 2), you must create a shell
document. This shell tells the Displaywriter
what format your finished document will
take, and serves as a link to the fill-in
document you will create in the next
segment (Segment 4).
Look back to the illustration in the
Introduction to this lesson. Notice that the
shell you are about to create serves as a
link to your fill-in documents. Without the
shell to tell the Displaywriter what to do,
the merge operation could not take place.
In most cases, all that is needed in this
shell is one variable name.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a shell document for document
assembly.

2·3
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MAIN IDEA
To create a shell document for document assembly,
follow these steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create and name the document.
Make any format changes desired.
Set Display Codes to Yes.
Type the variable name.
Press END.

If you have enough information about creating a shell
for document assembly, go to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Here is some additional information useful when
creating a shell document for document assembly.
Follow these steps:
1. Create and name the document.
2. Make any format changes desired.
Make your changes in the main document format
by using the Create or Revise Document menu. If
you do not make any changes, the Displaywriter
uses the default format settings. Remember that the
document format you use for the shell will be the
format of the finished document.
3. Set Display Codes to Yes in the Screen Format
menu.
This allows you to see the variable names on the
screen as you type them.
4. Type the variable name. (Press VARIABL and
follow the prompt.) You must use a unique variable
name different from any you used in the paragraph
library. You will repeat this unique name in the
fill-in document.
5. Press END when you have completed your shell.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will create a shell
document that you will use throughout the remainder
of this lesson. Steps to create this sample document
follow.
Create the following document:
Document name: Ruby Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Make no format changes.
You will use the default format setting for this
document. If you did have format changes to make,
you would make them now in the Create or Revise
Document menu.

Vruby_p a r ag r a phs V
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Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Press VARIABL.
The prompt "Type variable name; press ENTER"
appears.

Type ruby paragraphs and press ENTER.
Look at the screen.
It should appear as illustrated.
Press END.
Your shell is finished.
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Print one copy.
Compare your copy with the example below. Keep
this copy for use in the next segment.

Vrub y_ pa r ag r aphs V

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment. As in the Demonstration,
you will create a shell document, which you will also
use in the following segments.
Create the following documen t:
Document name: Credit Shell
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Use the standard format settings. The variable name
will be paragraphs.
Print a copy of the shell, and compare it with the
one in the Feedback section. Keep the copy you print.
You will need it in the next segment.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK

Your shell document should look like this:

"'pa r ag r a ph s '"
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson
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In Segment 3 you created a shell document
with one variable name. That shell serves
two purposes. First, it sets the format for
your finished documents. Second, it serves
as a link to the document you will create
in this segment - a fill-in document.
This fill-in document tells the
Displaywriter which paragraphs from
which library or libraries (you may use
several) to put into your finished document.
It also specifies the order in which the
paragraphs are to be used.
Finally, the fill-in lists the variable names
in each of the paragraphs, and supplies the
necessary variable information for those
names.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to create a fill-in document for document
assembly.
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MAIN IDEA
To create a fill-in document for document assembly,
follow these steps:
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the variable name exactly as it appears in
the shell document.
3. Press INSTR and go to the Include Instruction
menu.
4. Type the name of the paragraph library you are
going to use and the name of the diskette on which
it is found.
5. Type the paragraph numbers you want to include
in the document, in the order in which you want
them to appear.
6. Type the variable names from the paragraph library
you are using, and the variable information for those
names.
7. Press PAGE END if you are creating more than
one fill-in. Otherwise, go to Step 9.
8. Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for each set of variable
information.
9. After you have typed the last set of variable
information, press END. Do not paginate.

If you have enough information about creating a fillin for document assembly, go on to the Demonstration.
If you would like more detail, read the Help thatfollows.
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HELP
To create a fill-in document for document assembly,
follow these steps:
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the variable name exactly as it appears in
the shell document.

SHELL

"'pa ragraphs'"

FILL-IN

"'paragraphs'"
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3. Press INSTR and go to the Instructions menu.
You now tell the Displaywriter which paragraphs
from which library to use, and in what order to
arrange them. To do this, press INSTR. Choose
Include in the Instructions menu.
4. Type the name of the paragraph library you are
going to use and the diskette name.
Choose Document name and type the name of the
paragraph library.

ID

e

I

g

h

L
I

m
n

o

INSTRUCTIONS
ITEM
Begin Keep
End Keep
Include
Math
Add , Subtract, Multiply. Divide
File Report Instructions
Multi-column File Listing
Summary Math
Total, Average , Highest, Lowest, Count
Conditional Text: Field or Variable Empty
Conditional Text: Field or Variable Not (mpty
End 01 Conditional Text
Skip to line
Begin Spelling Check
End Spelling Check
Language For Spelling Check
Footnote

IType ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTER: Itl

5. Type the paragraph numbers (system page numbers)
you want to include in the document in the order
you want them to appear in your finished document.
As you type the paragraph numbers, separate each
by a space.
Note: Each Include instruction can contain a
maximum of ten paragraphs. To include more than
ten paragraphs, or paragraphs from different
paragraph libraries, you must type additional
Include instructions.

INCLUDE INSTRUCTION
ID ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

a
b

Document Name
Diskelle Name

Credit Library
TRAIN 3

c

System Page Number (s)

4629

When linished with this menu, press ENTER .

IType ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTER Itl
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6. Type the variable names from the paragraphs you
are using, and the variable information for those
names.
Make sure that you type the variable names in the
fill-in document exactly as they appear in the
paragraph library. Type each variable name on a
separate line, followed by the variable information.
If the variable information must appear on separate
lines in the finished document, such as the inside
address, press RETURN after each line.
7. Press PAGE END if you are creating more than
one fill-in. Otherwise, go directly to Step 9.
Pressing PAGE END brings a blank page to the
screen so that you can create the next fill-in .
8. Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for each set of variable
information.
If you are creating more than one page of a fillin, go back and repeat Steps 2 through 7 for each
page.
9. After you have typed the last set of variable
information, press END. Do not paginate.
If you press PAGE END before pressing END,
you will get an extra blank page at the end of the
merge operation.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will create a fill-in document
for the shell you created in Segment 3 of this lesson
(Ruby Shell). You will use the paragraph library you
created in the Demonstration for Segment 1 of this
lesson (Ruby Library). Steps to create this sample
document follow.

¥ru by pa r agraphsVtlnclude,Ruby Library~TRAIN3~l~2~3~6~8~lO~l3t
VdateVSep t ember 26 , 1982Vins id e a ddre ss VMr . Ed Jenkens
28 Village Gr ee n
Durham, NC 277 10
Vsa l u t a t ionVl'1r . J en kens
Vuni ve r s it yVEastern Ca r o l ina Un iv ers it y
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Create the following document:
Document name: Ruby Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Press VARIABL.
Now you will type the variable name from your shell
document.
Type ruby paragraphs exactly as it appears in the shell.
Press ENTER.
Do not space.
Your screen should appear as shown.
Now you will tell the system which paragraphs from
which paragraph library you want to include in your
finished document.
Press INSTR.
The Instructions menu appears.
Choose Include, then press ENTER.
The Include Instruction menu appears.
The paragraphs are in the paragraph library named
Ruby Library.
Choose Document Name and type Ruby Library
Choose Diskette Name and type TRAIN3, if necessary.
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Select System Page Number(s) and type 1 2 3 6 8
10 13. Separate each number by a space.
To see which paragraphs you are including in your
document, refer to the reference copy of your
paragraph library (Ruby Library).
In the last three steps you have told the Displaywriter
which paragraph library to use, which diskette it is
stored on, and which paragraphs to use (as well as
the order you want them arranged.)
Press ENTER.
Your screen should appear as shown.
The r is the Include code. Notice that it surrounds
your Include instruction.
Take a moment to proofread the screen. If you have
made any errors in your Include instruction, you can
correct them by placing the cursor under the Include
code ( r ) and pressing ENTER. Make the necessary
corrections in the Include Instruction menu.

i:t rubLparagraphs i:t>"' lnclude.Ruby Library.TRAIN3. 1. 2. 3. 6. B. 10. 13>"'
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Press RETURN at the end of the Include instruction.
The paragraphs you have included contain variable
names. You will now begin typing your variable names
and variable information to be inserted.
Press VARIABL.
The prompt appears.
Type date and press ENTER.
Without spacing, type September 26, 1982
Press RETURN.

Creating Documents Using Merge
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Type the rest of the variable names, followed by the
variable information.
Use the following information:
Variable Name
inside address
salutation
university

Variable Information
Mr. Ed Jenkens
28 Village Green
Durham, N C 27710
Mr. Jenkens
Eastern Carolina University

Look at the fill-in document at shown. Notice the way
the inside address appears. Did you remember to press
RETURN after each line of the inside address?
Press END.
Do not paginate this document.
This is only a one-page fill-in. Had it been more than
one page, you would press PAGE END after each
page, then END after the final page.
Print one copy and compare it with the example on
the next page.
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Your fill-in document should look like this:

Vru by paragraphsV/lnclude,Ruby Libra r y~TRAIN3~1~2~3~6~8~10~131
VdateVSeptember 26 , 1982Vinside addressVMr. Ed Jenkens
28 Village Green
Durham , NC 27710
Vs alu t a t ionVMr . Jenkens
Vuniversi t yVEas t e rn Ca r olina Univers it y

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you determine if you
have mastered this segment. As in the Demonstration,
you will create a fill -in document for the shell you
created in Segment 3 of this lesson (Credit Shell).
Use the following information for this Self-Test:
• Create the following document:
Document name: Credit Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
• The variable name from the shell document is
paragraphs.
• Use the library you created in Segment 2 of this
lesson (Credit Library).
• Include paragraph numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, to, and 12.
Use the following variable names and information:
date
May 1, 1983
inside address
Ms. May Poole
24 L ea Court
Dallas, TX 76092
salutation
Ms. Poole
letter
contact
billing date
April 19, 1983
E. Rentz
signature
If you wish, look at the document in the Feedback
section as you do this Self-Test. Print a copy of your
fill-in and compare it with the one in the Feedback
section.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK
Your fill-in document should look like this:

Vp a r ag r a ph s Vfln c lud e , Cr edi t Lib ra r y , TRAIN 3 , 1, 2 , 3 , 4 ,IO, 12f
Vd a t e VM ay I, 1983
- - - -- Vin side a ddre ss VM s . May Poo l e
24 Lea Co u r t
Da llas , TX 76092
Vsa lu t at io nVM s . Po ol e
Vco nt a ctVl e tt er
Vbillin g_dat e \lApr il 19 , 1983
Vs igna t ure VE. Ren t z

o

Did you press RETURN after each line of the inside
address?
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Creating the Finished Document

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
all previous segments in
this lesson

5

Once you have created a paragraph library
(Segment 1), a shell document (Segment
3), and a fill-in (Segment 4), you can
assemble, or merge, them. Recall from the
previous segment that a fill-in document
may consist of more than one page. That
is, it may consist of more than one set of
variable information. During Merge, the
Displaywriter merges the shell with each
page of the fill -in automatically.
During the merge operation you have
three choices:
1. You can print the new document, but

--

-

not store it on diskette.
2. You can store the document, but not
print it.
3. You can both print and store the
document.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to perform all three of these tasks.
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MAIN IDEA
To assemble the final document, follow these steps:
1. Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.
2. Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.
3. Choose Shell Document Name and type the name
of the shell document. Choose Diskette Name if
not already complete.
4. Choose Fill-in Document Name and type the name
of the fill-in document. Choose Diskette Name if
not already complete.
To print the finished document only:
5. Press ENTER.
To store the finished document only:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document. Choose Diskette name
if not already complete.
6. Set Print Merged Document to No.
7. Press ENTER.
To print and store the finished documents:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document. Choose Diskette name
if not already complete.
6. Press ENTER.

If you have enough information about assembling the
final document, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
To assemble the final document, follow these steps:
1. Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.
The Merge Tasks menu displays.

TASK SELECTION
10

ITEM

a

Typing Tasks:
Create, Revise or Paginate Documents
Work Diskette Tasks:
Delete or Duplicate Documents,
Duplicate, Condense or
Erase/Initialize INa me) Diskette,
Print Index 01 0 skette Contents, Change
Document or Diskette Name, Recover Documents,
Display or Convert Final-Iorm Documents
Program Diskette Tasks
Delault Formats, Duplicate Setups,
Printer and Work Station Descri¢.ion,
Duplicate and Erase Program Diskette,
Feature Program Diskette Tasks,
Create and Update Combined Program Diskette
Spelling Tasks
Feature Tasks
Key-To-Prlnt Task
Merge Tasks

b

d
e
I
g

IType ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: IIII
2. Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.
The Merge with Named Variables Setup menu
displays.

MERGE TASKS
10

ITEM
Merge with Named Variables

b

Merge with Switch Codes
Go to Task Selection

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press OOERJ III
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3. Choose Shell Document Name and type the name
of the shell document.
Choose Diskette name if not already complete.

_

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

ID ITEM
Shell Docum ent Name
Diskelle Name
c
d
e

FiII·ln Document Name
Diskelle Name
System Page Number (s)

f
g

Merged Document Name
Diskette Name

h

Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

1
1

2

Change Pagination Choices

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manuat Feed
2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 =Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu , press ENTER.
Type ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER:

4. Choose Fill-in Document Name and type the name
of the fill-in document.
Choose Diskette Name if necessary.
To print the finished document without storing it:
5. Press ENTER.
This starts the merge operation and prints the
finished document without storing it on diskette.

J;CI

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
ID ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskette Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

Fi 1I·ln Document Name Credit Fill·in
Diskelle Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (s)

f
g

Merged Document Name
Diskelle Name

h

Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling
Change Pagination Choices

1
1

2

1 =Yes 2 =No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 =Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 =Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.
Type ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER:

J;CI
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To store the finished document without printing it:
5. Choose Merged Document Name and type the name
of the finished document. Choose D iskette name
if not already complete.

2·5

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
10 ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskelle Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

e

Fill·ln Document Name Credit FiII·in
Diskel\e Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (sl

f

g

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3
Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling

1
1

2

Change Pagination Choices

1=
1=
1=
2=
3=

Yes 2 = No
Yes 2 = No
Cut Paper, Manual Feed
Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
Continuous Paper

When linished with this menu , press ENTER .

IType ID leller to .choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
6. Set Print Merged Document to No.
This prevents the Displaywriter from printing the
merged document or
7. P ress ENTER.
This starts the merge operation and stores the
finished document on diskette.

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
ID ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Document Name
Diskelle Name

Credit She It
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

FiII·ln Document Name Credit FIII·ln
Diskelle Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (sl

f
g

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
Diskelle Name
TRAIN 3
Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling
Change Pagination Choices

2
1
2

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed

2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 = Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID leller to .choose ITEM; press ENTER]
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To print and store the finished document:
S. Choose Merged Document Name and name the new
document.
Make sure that Print Merged Document is set to
Yes.
6. Press ENTER.
This starts the merge operation, prints the finished
document, and stores it on diskette.
Note: If you are using Textpack 6, notice that the
Merge with Named Variables Setup menu contains
a Change Pagination Choices option. For more
information about the first three items in the Change
Pagination Choices menu, see Starting Your
Training, Lesson 3. For the fourth item, Collect
Footnotes in Merged Document, the following
applies:
• If the shell document contains footnotes, the
merge operation will resolve the footnote
instructions. You do not have to paginate to
resolve them.
• If your shell document has footnote text stored
on System Page Number 9,000 or greater, or if
footnote text is stored in a separate document,
you may want to store the footnote text in the
merged document. Choose Change Pagination
Choices in the Merge with Named Variables
Setup menu. Then set Collect Footnotes in
Merged Document to Yes.

MERGE WITH NAMED VARIABLES SETUP
ID ITEM

YOUR
POSSIBLE
CHOICE CHOICES

a
b

Shell Documenl Name
Diskette Name

Credit Shell
TRAIN 3

c
d
e

Fill-In Document Name Credit Fill-in
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3
System Page Number (s)

f

Merged Document Name Finished Credit
Diskette Name
TRAIN 3

g
h

Print Merged Document
Cancel On Error
Paper Handling

k

Change Pagination Choices

1
1
2

1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2 = No
1 = Cut Paper, Manual Feed
2 = Cut Paper, Automatic Feed
3 = Continuous Paper

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

I

LType ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: ~

CHANGE PAGINATION CHOICES
ID ITEM
a Papinate On Exact Line Count
b Adlust Line Endings
c Ad/ust Page Endings
d Co lect Footnotes in Merged
Document

YOUR
CHOICE
2
1
1
1

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 =Yes 2 = No
1 = Yes 2=No
1 = Yes 2=No
1 = Yes 2=No

When finished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER:1~
Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration you will use the shell document
named Ruby Shell you created for Segment 3 and
merge it with the fill-in document named Ruby Fillin you created for Segment 4. Merge and print the
finished document without storing it.
Steps to assemble this sample document follow .

S~' 1l1 c mb"T

Mr.

~d

UI \'1 I Iage l;rccli
DUTh.lm , Nt J.17 10
Ih:.1 1 :-11.

Choose Merge with Named Variables in the Merge
Tasks menu.

Jcnkcn.s :

W.· h.• Y.· H '(l- i v,'d l/our l ... tt~· r rt.'quc !' t Ing an int"fvicw ... hen our r ec ruit er
Ulmt'"

Choose Merge Tasks in the Task Selection menu.

1;.. . 1981

J~'nkcl1~

t tl

~,l"'f('rn

L.trnlillol lnlve r si t v.

At the prC"t'l1t Uml' .... l' hav t' lW openings and 1.' (' c ann o t hc cnco\lfllging
.lh"U I ,·mplvvmt.'nt uppurtunil l .... In tla' Suture .
1I0,","'''''''f, if yuu are stili
iT H"'-,,:.I .·d . pIC.IM' fccl I fCC t o ltHltac t u.s again In six munths.

Choose Shell Document Name.
r . M. Jun ... "

Type Ruby Shell
Type diskette name if necessary.
Choose Fill-in Document Name.
Type Ruby Fill-in
Type diskette name if necessary.
Press ENTER.
Compare the printed copy with the following example.
If you receive an error message, refer to the discussion
on error messages following the example.
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Your finished document should look like this:

Sep t ember 26 , 1982

11r . Ed Je n ke n s
28 Vil l age Green
Durham , NC 27710
Dear Mr. Jenken s :
Ve have r eceived yo u ~ let t e r r eq uesting a n i nt e r view when our r ec ru i t er
comes to Eas t ern Carolina Unive r s it y .
At th e p r esen t t ime we have no openings a nd we ca nno t be en cour aging
abo ut empl oyme nt opp o rtunit ies i n the f utur e . Howeve r, i f you a r e s t i l l
i nt e r ested , please feel f r ee t o con t ac t u s aga in in six mon t hs .
We wish you s u ccess in the fu tu re .
Sincerely ,

T. M. J ones
Employme nt Officer
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Error Messages

If something goes wrong during the merge process,
the Displaywriter gives you an error message.
If the message appears on the screen, it will say :
"Merge unsuccessful. Output contains (number)
messages." Or:
"Merge ended. No variables found in text."
If the message appears on your printed document, it
will say:
" No. (number) variable not found ."
You may get a combination of a screen and printed
messages. To decide what action to take, refer to the
R eference Book , Prompts and Messages section.
If you used the standard setting for Cancel on Error
(Yes) in the Merge with Named Variables Setup menu,
the Displaywriter stops the merge process on the first
error. You do not know at this time if there are other
errors.
If you set Cancel on Error to No, the Displaywriter
does not stop on the first error, but processes the entire
document and notes each error where it occurs.

Go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST

The Self-Test that follows will help you determine if
you have mastered the material in this segment.
Merge the shell document you created for Segment
3 (Credit Shell) and the fill-in document you created
for Segment 4 (Credit Fill-in). Print one copy and store
the finished document on your training diskette under
the name Credit Final.
Compare your finished, printed copy with the one
in the Feedback section. Then choose Revise to access
the finished document named Credit Final.

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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FEEDBACK

Your finished, merged document should look like this:

May 1, 1983

Ms. May Poole
24 Lea Court
Dallas, TX 76092
Dear Ms. Poole:
Thank you for yo ur lett e r concerning your credit ca rd account.
Enclosed is a statement that lists all t ransac tions wh ich have occurred
since your last billing date, April 19, 1983.
Very truly yours,

E. Rentz
Credit Representative

D Did you remember to press RETURN after each
line of the inside address?
D Did you remember to select Merged Document
Name and Diskette Name?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, L esson 4,
Segment 2, and all
previous segments in this
lesson

1""'---'---< ...
¥ PARAGRAPH "f
'I DATE ¥
"' AMOUNT ",

v ITEM-v

'f PLA CE ¥
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Assume that you have ten responses to
create in answer to some complaint letters.
You will use paragraphs from your
standard Complaint Letter library to
answer the letters. All ten responses will
be typed in one multipage fill-in document.
When you create a multipage fill-in
document, you could find yourself typing
the same variable names that go with the
paragraphs over and over again. The task
could be very time consuming, and it would
be easy to make mistakes while typing
them. Remember that the variable names
in the paragraphs and in the fill-in
document must always match-otherwise
an error will occur during merge.
The shortcut discussed in this segment
shows you how to type the variable names
used with the paragraphs just once, and
then get the list for each response you
create.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use this shortcut to type multi page fillin documents.
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MAIN IDEA
To create a shortcut document to type multipage fillin documents, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the variable name that appears in the shell
document, then all the variable names from the
paragraph library you plan to use.
3. Press END.
To use the shortcut document when creating a
multipage fill-in document:
4. Create a fill-in document and set Display Codes
to Yes.
5. Get the document you created in Steps 1 through
3 above.
6. Press NEXT VARIABL.
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7. Press INSTR, and type the Include instructions
following the variable name from the shell.
8. Continue to press NEXT VARIABL and type the
rest of the variable information for the appropriate
variable names.
Note: The variable names with no information will
be disregarded during Merge. If the fill-in
document contains only one page, skip to Step
10.
9. Press PAGE END and repeat Steps 5 through
8.
10. Press END.

If you have enough information about using a shortcut
to type multipage fill-in documents, go on to the
Demonstration. If you would like more detail, read the
Help that follows.
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HELP
To create a shortcut to type multi page fill-in
documents, follow these steps:
1. Create a document and set Display Codes to Yes.
2. Type the variable name that appears in the shell
document, then all the variable names from the
paragraph library you plan to use.
Press RETURN after you have typed each variable
name.
3. Press END.
When you have typed all the variable names exactly
as they appear in your shell and paragraph library,
press END.
To use the shortcut document:
4. Create a fill-in document and set Display Codes
to Yes.
5. Get a copy of the document you created in Steps 1
through 4.
Press GET, type the name of the document you
created in Steps 1 through 3, and press ENTER.
6. Press NEXT VARIABL.
NEXT VARIABL moves the cursor to the Carrier
Return code after the first variable name.
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7. Press INSTR, and type the Include instructions
following the first variable name.
Type your Include instruction.
8. Type the rest of the variable information.
Using NEXT VARIABL, type the rest of the
variable information for the rest of the variable
names. The variable names for which you type
no information will be ignored during Merge.
9. Press PAGE END and repeat Steps 5 through

8.
10. Press END when you have finished the last page
of your fill-in document.
If you press PAGE END before you press END,
you get an extra blank page when you print your
document.

Go on to the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
For this Demonstration, create a multipage fill-in
document to go with the shell document from
Segment 3 of this lesson (Ruby Shell). Type the
variable name from that shell in a shortcut document.
Then, using two sets of variable information, create
a fill-in document using the shortcut.
Create the shortcut document:
Document name: Shortcut
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Press VARIABL.
Notice the prompt.
You type the variable name from the shell document.
Type ruby paragraphs, and press ENTER.
Press RETURN.
The cursor moves to the next typing line.
Now you type the variable names from all the
paragraphs in the paragraph library.
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Type the variable names below, remembering to press
RETURN after each one.
date
inside address
salutation
division
university
week date
Proofread the variable names on your screen and
correct any errors.
Press END.
The shortcut document is complete.
To use the shortcut document when you create the
fill-in document create the following fill-in document:
Document name: Employment Fill-in
Diskette name: TRAIN3
Go to the typing area and set Display Codes to Yes.
Press GET.
You will get a copy of the shortcut document.
In the Get menu, type Shortcut for Document Name.

Creating Documents Using Merge
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Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
The variable names are correct. All you have to type
now is the variable information.
Press NEXT VARIABL.
This places the cursor under the Carrier Return code
followingthuby _paragraphs1;;r.
The first variable information is the Include instruction.
Press INSTR.
Choose Include, then press ENTER.
For Document Name, type Ruby Library
Type diskette name if necessary.
Type 1 2 3 4 9 II 12 for System Page Number(s).
Be sure to separate each paragraph number with a
space.
Press ENTER.
Look at the screen. It should appear as shown.
Press NEXT VARIABL.
The cursor moves to the Carrier Return code at the
end of1;;rdate1;;r.

ttruby_paragraphstt >",lnclude.Ruby Library.TRAIN3.1.2.3.4.9.11.12>'"
ttdale 1;1
tt inside_addresstt
ttsalutationtt
ttdivlsiontt
ttuniversitytt
ttweek_datett
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Type the following variable information opposite each
variable name:

Variable Name
date
inside address
salutation
division

Variable Information
October 24, 1982
Mrs. Jane Nicholson
11355 Height St.
Williams, AZ 85293
Mrs. Nicholson
Product Development

Notice that you did not type variable information for
two of the variable names. The system will ignore those
variable names during merge.
Press j( , then press PAGE END.
You have completed the first page of your fill-in.
Press GET.
The Get menu is already filled out.
Press ENTER.
Press NEXT VARIABL to place the cursor under the
Carrier Return code after the variable name from the
shell.
Press INSTR and type your Include instructions.
The document and diskette names are correct.
For this page of your fill-in, you want paragraphs
2 3 6 8 10 13.
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Using NEXT VARIABL, type the following variable
information:

Variable Name
date
inside address
salutation
university

Variable Information
November 3, 1982
Mr. Jim Brown
1825 Apex Way
Del Mar, CA 92196
Mr. Brown
Pan-American University

Be sure you placed the university name next to the
correct variable name.
Notice that you did not type variable information for
two variable names. The system will ignore those
variable names during merge.
Press END.
You have completed both pages of your fill-in and
are now ready to print a copy of each.
Print one copy of each page and compare them with
the following examples.
You can merge the shell, Ruby Shell, with this fillin, Employment Fill-in, if you want to see the finished
documents.
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Your first page should look like this :

Vruby paragraphsV/lnclude,Ruby Libra r y ,TRAIN3,1,2,3,4,9 , 11,12/
VdateVOctober 24, 1982
- -- - - - Vinside addressVMrs . Jane Nicholson
11355 Height St.
Williams , AZ 85293
VsalutationVMrs. Nicholson
VdivisionVProduct Development
VuniversityV
Vweek dateV
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Your second page should look like this:

Vrub y parag r a ph sVf l nc lude ,Ruby L ib r a r y~TRAIN3~1~2~3~6~8~l O~1 3 f
Vd a t eVNov ember 3 , 1982
Vinsid e a ddress VM r . Jim Brown
1825 Apex Way
De l Ma r, CA 92 196
Vsa luta ti onVMr . Br own
Vdiv i s i onV
Vunive r s it yVP an-Ame r ica n Unive r s it y
Vweek da t eV

Go on to the Self- Test.

Creating Documents USing Merge
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SELF-TEST
The following Self-Test will help you to determine if
you have mastered the material in this segment.
Using the paragraph library you created for the SelfTest in Segment 2 (Credit Library) and the shell
document you created in Segment 3 (Credit Shell),
create a three-page fill-in document using the shortcut
described in this segment. Name the shortcut document
Credit Shortcut. Name the fill-in Credit Shortcut FiIIIn. The information you need for your fill-in document
is shown on the opposite page.
When you have finished, print a copy of each page
and compare them with the ones in the Feedback
section.
You can merge the shell, Credit Shell, and the fillin document, Credit Shortcut Fill-In, if you want to
see the finished document.
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Name of parag r a ph library:
Va riabl e name from shell :

Credit Library
paragraphs

I, 2, 3 , 5, 7 , II

I, 2, 3 , 4, 6, 12

date
inside address

May 14, 1983
Mrs. Jane Rule
33 Lorna Court
Esco nd ido, CA 92189

June 12, 1983
Mr . Bob Jones
8-B Raye Road
Raleigh, NC 26399

salutation

Mrs . Rule

Mr. Jo nes

Ms . Finney

lett er

t ele phone call

Paragrap hs

2·6

I, 2, 3, 4 , 10, II

Variab le names

contact

Se ptember 15, 1983

billing da t e
signature
Hint:

Be sure to press

Go on to the Feedback on the next page.
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Oc tober 3, 1983
L. Finney
28 del Dios Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85923

~ls .

R. Heinline
before yo u press PAGE END .
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FEEDBACK
Your documents, which will print on separate pages,
should look like this:

VparagraphsV/lnclude,Credit Library,TRAIN3,1,2,3,5,7,11/
Vdate¥May 14,1983 -----Vinside address¥Mrs . Jane Rule
33 Lorna Court
Escondido, CA 92189
Vsalutation¥Mrs. Rule
VcontactV
Vb illing_dateV
VsignatureV

Vparag raphsV/lnclude,Credit Library~TRAIN3~1~2~3~4~6~12/
VdateVJune 12, 198 3Vin s ide address¥Mr . Bob Jones
8- B Raye Road
Raleigh, NC 26399
Vs alu ta t ion¥Mr . Jones
VcontactVletter
Vb illing da teV
Vsignatur~VR. Heinline

VparagraphsV/lnclude,Credit Library,TRAIN3,1 , 2 , 3 ,4 , 10,11/
VdateVOctober 3 , 1983
- - - - - Vinside address¥Ms . L. Finney
28 del Dios Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85923
Vsalutation¥Ms. Finney
VcontactVtelephone call
Vbilling_dateVSepternber 15, 1983
VsignatureV
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Advanced Time Savers

.

This lesson introduces you to several
Displaywriter functions designed to save
you time in your daily work. Segment 1
teaches you to use the Global Replace/
Delete function. You can use this function
when you want to make the same change
many times throughout a document.
Segment 2 (for Textpack 4 only) shows you
how to save and play back a series of
keystrokes. Segments 3 and 4 (for Textpack
6 only) show you how to store and revise
keystrokes. Finally, Segment 5 shows you
how to go quickly from one menu to
another by using shortcuts. The training
documents for this lesson are found on
MASTR2. If you have not already done
so, duplicate MASTR2 onto TRAIN2. If
you have forgotten how to duplicate, refer
to the Job Aids, Tab 7, Diskettes.

at
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1
AINAACE.O S'tSTEMS AND

SiRVICES COR~T1ON

AlN,.,.cm
SYSTEMS AND
SERVICES CORPORATION

~===

Suppose you have been asked to revise a
document in which a company name has
to be changed due to a recent merger. The
name appears frequently throughout the
document.
With the Displaywriter, you can make
the change just once. The remaining
changes will be made for you automatically.
Using Global Replace/Delete, up to
three different changes can be made at once
throughout your document. Each change
can be up to 60 characters long. You can
choose to have all the changes made at once
automatically, or you can oversee the
changes one at a time.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use Global Replace/Delete to make
changes in a document .
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MAIN IDEA
To use Global Replace/Delete, follow these steps:
1. Press GLOBAL.
2. Determine Kind of Search desired and indicate your
choice, as necessary.
3. Detennine Kind of Match desired and indicate your
choice, as necessary.
4. Indicate the searched-for character string.
5. Indicate the replacement character string.
6. Press ENTER to begin search.
7. If in automatic mode, go to Step 8. If in prompted
mode, respond to the prompts as follows:
a. To replace or delete, press ENTER. Then press
ENTER again to continue the search.
b. To leave the item unchanged, press CANCL.
Then press ENTER to continue the search.
8. Press END when finished with the document.

..
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To interrupt an automatic search while the search
is taking place, press CANCL.
To interrupt a prompted search while the search
is taking place, continue the steps until the prompt
"Press ENTER to continue search" appears. Then you
can do either of the following:
• Press ENTER to restart the search.
• Press CANCL to cancel the function.
• Press GLOBAL to change menu items.

If you have enough information about using Global
Replace/Delete, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.

Advanced Time Savers
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HELP
Global Replace/Delete allows you to repeat the same
revision throughout a document. Follow these steps:
1. Press GLOBAL.
Use your template to locate this key.
You must be in the typing area when you press
GLOBAL.

The Global Replace/Delete menu appears on the
screen.
2. Determine Kind of Search desired and indicate
choice, as necessary.
The two choices for Kind of Search are:
• Prompted
The system stops at each occurrence of the searchedfor character string. Choose Prompted if you want
to double-check each change as you go through the
document.
• Automatic
The system searches through the entire document,
making all changes without stopping. Automatic is
the system default.

GLOBAL REPLACE/OELETE
ID ITEM
b

Kind 01 Search
Kind 01 Match

c
d

Search For:
Replace With:

e
1

Search For:
Replace With:

~

Search For:
Replace With:

a

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

2

1 = Prompted
1 =Word

1

2 =Automatic
2 =Exact Character

When linished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType ID leller to choose ITEM; press ENTE!l: I~
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3. Determine Kind of Match desired and indicate
choice, as necessary.
The two choices for Kind of Match are:
• Word
An occurrence is considered a match if the
characters match, uppercase and lowercase agree,
and the string of characters is not within another
word.
• Exact Character
An occurrence is considered a match if the
characters match and uppercase and lowercase
agree. Occurrences can be within another word .
4. Indicate the searched-for character string.
You can choose up to three Search For/Replace
With pairs.
You can type up to 60 characters. The characters
can be any alphabetic or numeric characters, both
uppercase and lowercase. The following codes and
instructions can also be included: Tab; Required
Tab; Space and Required Space; Carrier Return and
Required Carrier Return; Half Index Up; Half
Index Down; Center; Format Change; Instruction;
Word Underline; Stop; Index; Spell; Switch;
Variable; Overstrike; and Column Layout.
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5. Indicate the replacement character string.
The same number and type of characters can be
included here as in the searched-for character string.
If you want to delete the searched-for character
string within the text, leave Replace With blank.
6. Press ENTER.
The search begins from the location of the cursor
when you pressed GLOBAL. Global searches in a
forward direction only.
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7. If in automatic mode, go to Step 8. If in prompted
mode, respond to the prompts.
The system stops for every occurrence of the
searched-for character strings. The cursor is on the
first character of the character string and the
character string is highlighted. The prompt "Press
ENTER to replace or delete, or press CANCL"
appears.
a. To replace or delete, press ENTER. The
character string is replaced or deleted. The
system then displays the prompt "Press ENTER
to continue search." Press ENTER again. This
sequence continues until the system reaches the
end of the document.
b. To leave the item unchanged, press CANCL.
The character string is not replaced or deleted.
Press ENTER to continue the search.
When the system reaches the end of the document,
the prompt "Global Replace/Delete completed.
(number) phrases changed" appears on the screen.
8. Press END when finished with the document.
The Typing Tasks menu appears.
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Interrupting a Search
You can interrupt a search while the search is taking
place.
To interrupt an automatic search, press CANCL.
The system stops at either the next searched-for
character string or at the end of the current page. The
system then changes to a prompted search.
To interrupt a prompted search, do one of the
following when the prompt "Press ENTER to continue
search" appears:
• Press ENTER.
This causes the search to restart. If you were
originally in automatic search, the search continues
as a prompted search.
• Press CANCL.
This cancels the Global Replace/Delete function .
• Press GLOBAL.
This causes the Global Replace/Delete menu to
appear with the current entries.

To practice using Global Replace/Delete, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
In this Demonstration you will revise a document with
changes due to a change in marital status. Three items
must be changed: Doe to Smith, Family to Marital,
and father to husband. For this Demonstration you
will use the prompted search and word match.

T1{Famila r'.Lsl

Agrccment, ent e red into by and b etloleen

lan~

lind ABC T ru st Company. W1 TN t SSETH :

1.

JanB as

TRllST ESTATL

transferrt:d and delivered to thl!

TI<L'Sl

~.S1.\n. 1.1 1 Smith} !>

triln .. :t.·rrcd ,lnd d"lin'n'd

t

tb,·

ABC Tru .. t f"nmpan"l.' , in trtl!>t . cto rt,Jln lile In .. llr1lI1C(· p('lili,· ...

on ner 1 ill: payable to the ARC Trus t tem pan)' the " Trus t

nn ht.r It l t· pa\"ablc tn the ,\Bf T ru .. t ('''Mpan\" the "lrll"1

[scate ," whi c h are itetlized on Sc hedule A atta ched t o and
;'I

part of

tl~rust

J:",;'I~ (,

Ag r eement , the receipt of whi ch

the Trustee hereb ... ack.nowledges.

The entire Trust Estate

shall he managed and admini s tered by the Trustee and the

2.

I.

MK Trust Company , in tr ust, ce rtain life insurance policies

rs tat e ," which n r c itemi7ed nn SC!\ec!ll!l' "
a Pilrt of

tf Mari t al l .. t

t"

-Itt.1(·hl"d

the Trustee hercbv acknowledges .

The l'ntirc Tru<;t

l"'I,1IC

,;hall bl' managed .lnd adminiStered b\' the T r u!>tee <lne! tht:

principlll thereof and the Incolllt' therefToli1 held and

principal thereof and th<" incnme thl'rt'lr om h.dd and

distributed in accordance with the follo wing pr(\ \'ls1ons and

distribu t ed in acco r dance Wit h the

for the followi ng purposes.

lor the frd 1o",'ing pllrpo!,l'!>.

PAYMEt;T OF PREHI Ul1S.
pay all premiums ,

Althou gh J ar J nOeJ .n tends pro t:lptly to

a~se!'Osments.

o r o ther charges necessar y to

,lnl1 m;I<I,·

,\gTl"cmC!lt . the rerdpt ,'1 ...'h1l.:11

PAY~1-_:';T

OF

1'~[~lIr~'5 .

il\th(lugh

pay all premiums , assessmentS,

fC'lll'wl n~

pr"vI';ion<; :lnd

la~ Smi thlltend~
('f

prompt I\-

n ther charge!> necessa r \' t C'

keep the poli Cies 1n force . she shal l bt' under nn du t )· tn

keep the policies in toree . she .. !tall be under no dUt\' tf'

anyone to do so and shall be under n O liabili t y t o any o ne if

anyone t o do so and shall be under n("l liahilitv t ("l an\·('n ... It
shl' shou ld permit the poi i ci('S Ilr ,1nv lot

n{"ln-pit\"nlen t of prem ium s . assessmcn t s , co r <' [he r C"h,1qu.·!'O .

o thervlse pe r mit the policle!'; o r any o f them t o become

o ther ...·ise p{' rl'1 it the pili ieies or an\' of th em

uncollectible.

unc(lllect ible.

~ust
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Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Trust Agreement
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Go to the typing area.
Press GLOBAL.
The Global Replace/Delete menu appears.
Change Kind of Search to Prompted.
You will use word match, so you don't have to change
Kind of Match.
Set the first Search For to: Doe

GLOBAL REPLACE/OELETE

Set the first Replace With to: Smith
10 ITEM

Set the second Search For to: Family
Set the second Replace With to: Marital
Set the third Search For to: father
Set the third Replace With to: husband

YOUR
CHOICE

a
b

Kind 01 Search
Kind 01 Match

c
d

Search For:
Replace With:

Doe
Smith

e
I

Search For:
Replace With:

Family
Marital

~

Search For:
Replace With:

lather
husband

POSSIBLE
CHOICES
1 = Prompted
1 = Word

2=Automalic
2 = Exact Character

When linished with this menu, press ENTER.

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: I~
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Press ENTER.
The system begins searching and stops at Family, with
the cursor under the F and Family highlighted. The
prompt "Press ENTER to replace or delete, or press
CANCL" appears.
Press ENTER.
Family changes to Marital. The prompt " Press
ENTER to continue search" appears.
Press ENTER.
The search resumes and the word Doe is highlighted.
Press ENTER.
Doe changes to Smith . The prompt "Press ENTER
to continue search" appears.
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Continue to press ENTER until all of the words have
been found and changed.
The prompt "Global Replace/Delete complete. 9
phrases changed" appears.
Return to page 1 of the document and look at the
changes.
Press END.
Note: In the Demonstration above, you could have
made changes to the menu when the prompt "Press
ENTER to continue search" appeared. If you had
wanted to change the menu, you would have pressed
GLOBAL, which would have interrupted the search
and displayed the menu.
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DEMONSTRATION 2
In this Demonstration you will delete an asterisk
marking words you wanted to check for capitalization.
You will use automatic search and the kind of match
will be exact character.

p{'npl~'.

'lost

Io'h('o tht'v hf'olr the

Oefl ....1! ivf'.

dcrivat lve.

very hot

11 ve r v hot

gas , perhaps millions of degrN>s In temperature.
possibl.· to fu<;e together atoms ('If hvdrogen. Io'\[ h a great

it

IS

of

eneq~v.

Io't'

.... ould

it is possible t o fuse together atomS of hydrogen. loIith a great release

rt'le.1St'

o f energy.

If the process c.," bl' successful Iv sustained and cnntrn\ll'd.

have

abundance of hydrogen \n thE' \Jo rld's oceans.

One of

ther.;;.
" ;.;I.;.I;..
1 _ _,

unre<loivf'd problems IS how tn m('<I"llr(' till' tt'mp.'ratuf., o t

TIll' conce pt 01

abundance o f hvdrogen In the 1oI0rld's oceans.

p lasma * ~

t .. mpt:ratures

.

One of the

unresolved problems is ho .... t o mt'a ... urt' th(· tempt'ratur<.' o f

tempt:'rature i'i ba .. ed nn the ;werage amount ('If (·nerg ... of

the mol,'c\des tll.1t have been loyn .1part bv the high

If the process can be successful Iv sus tained and controlled .

we 1oI0uid have a virtually limitless source of po.... er . because there is an

vinualiv limitless source o f pnwer. because there is an

11

At these tempera t u r es ,

5,-'_il_I_ _.,

~ pl as m a

Faced

the mole c ules that have been l o rn apart bv the high tempe r atures.

with these conditions . scientists mu<;t turn t o nel.' conc epts and perhaps

faced

.... itl1 these conditions . scientists must turn to new concepts and perhaps

nt' .... definirionl'o of temperature<; before the\' can devise methods for

nc\oJ definitions of temperatures befo re they can devise methods for

measurlnRl pl as maS * ~ hev

measuri l P l a s m a s )

arc successful . the ....arld m.w IICV.,r .lga!n

have t,l .... o r rv ahllut ll.1vinp, enough I"nergv and p0wer .
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Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Plasma
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Go to the typing area.
Look through the document. Notice the asterisk that
follows each occurrence of the word plasma. Assuming
you have decided you do not want to capitalize plasma,
do the following to remove the asterisks:
Press GLOBAL.
The Global Replace/Delete menu appears.
Your choice for Kind of Search is Automatic, so this
choice doesn't have to be changed.
Set Kind of Match to Exact Character.
Set Search For to: *
Because you just want to delete the asterisk, leave
Replace With blank.
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Press ENTER.
The system searches the document and deletes the
asterisks.
The message, " Global Replace/ Delete completed. 4
phrases changed" appears when all the asterisks have
been replaced.
Move the cursor to the top of the page and check
the changes made.
Press END.

To practice using Global Replace/ Delete on your own,
go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST 1
In this Self-Test the word receivable was misspelled
as receiveable throughout the document. Because the
word also appears capitalized and in plural form, you
can use an exact character match to search for and
replace a portion of the word.

Ass ns IN A BA I. t\NCF SUE FT
~he('t
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cost t o th e business o r their mar kf't value .
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Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Balance Sheet
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Use the Global Replace/Delete function to search
for ceiveable and replace it with ceivable, checking
each change before you make it.
Complete the Self-Test and compare your finished
document with the one illustrated.
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For some feedback on how you did, go on to the next
page.
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FEEDBACK 1
If your document was different from the one on the
previous page, check the following:
D Did you select the following:
• Kind of Search: 1 = Prompted
• Kind of Match: 2 = Exact Character
• Search For: ceiveable
• Replace With: ceivable
D Did you press ENTER to begin the search?
D Did you press ENTER to replace each occurrence
of the word?
D Did you press ENTER to continue the search?

To practice using Global Replace/Delete on your own
again, go on to the next Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST 2
When the rough draft of the illustrated document was
prepared, the lengthy phrase Management by
Objectives was abbreviated MBO . For this Self-Test
you are to replace the abbreviation with the phrase
in every occurrence using the Global Replace/Delete
function in the prompted mode.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Management by Objectives
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Note: As you replace the words, the replacement string
may extend past the right margin. Paginating the
document with Adjust Line Endings set to Yes will
adjust the lines to fit within the margins.
After completing the Self-Test, paginate and print
the document, and compare your document with the
one illustrated.
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Go on to the Feedback.
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FEEDBACK 2
If your document was different from the one on the
previous page, check the following :

D Did you select:
• Kind of Search: 1 = Prompted
• Kind of Match: 1 = Word
• Search For: MBO
• Replace With: Management by Objectives
D Did you press ENTER to begin the search?
D Did you press ENTER to replace each occurence
of the word?
D Did you press ENTER to continue the search?
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Using Kevstroke Save /Plavback (Textpack 4J

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lesson 1,
and L esson 2, Segments 1
and 2, and Printing,
L esson 1, Segment 3

2

This segment is for Textpack 4 users only.
Suppose a company's name is repeated a
number of times throughout a quarterly
report. The name is unusual and quite long.
If you were using a typewriter, you could
flag the name so you could take special
care each time you typed it.
On the Displaywriter, however, you can
save the name as you type it, then repeat
it as many times as necessary by pressing
a single key - KEY PLA YBCK.
Using the K ey Save and Key Playback
function, you can save up to 250 keystrokes
at a time. The keystrokes may consist of
text, codes, menu selections, or even format
changes.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use Key Save and Key Playback to save
and play back keystrokes as you type a
document.
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MAIN IDEA
To save one set of keystrokes while typing a document,
follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Press
Press
Type
Press

KEY SAVE to begin saving keystrokes.
MSG to view the message.
the keystrokes to be saved.
KEY SAVE to stop saving keystrokes.

To play back keystrokes while typing a document,
press KEY PLA YBCK at any location in the document
where you want to use the saved keystrokes.
Note: To stop playback, press CANCL.

If you have enough information about using Keystroke
Save/Playback, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Saving Keystrokes
To save one set of keystrokes while typing a document,
follow these steps:

1. Press KEY SAVE to being saving keystrokes.
KEY SAVE is located on the left side of your
keyboard. Use the Textpack 4 keyboard template
to locate this key.
The word Save appears on the first status line. This
code remains on the screen as long as you are in
the Save mode.
The message symbol begins to flash .
2. Press MSG to view the message.
The message "When finished saving keys, press
KEY SAVE again" appears on the message line.
3. Type the keystrokes to be saved.
With Key Save you can save up to 250 keystrokes
at a time. In addition to saving text keystrokes and
codes, Key Save can save the keystrokes offunctions
such as Find, Delete, or Change Format.
4. Press KEY SAVE to stop saving keystrokes.
This ends the saving of keystrokes. Keystrokes
remain in the keystroke memory until you replace
them with other keystrokes, turn off the power, or
until you load another task. Only one set of
keystrokes can be saved at a time.
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Playing Back Keystrokes
To play back keystrokes, press KEY PLA YBCK. KEY
PLAYBCK is located on the top of the KEY SAVE
key on the left side of your keyboard. Use the Textpack
4 keyboard template to locate this key. Note that
keystrokes play back continuously.
The message "Playback completed" appears on the
message line.

To practice using Keystroke Save/Playback, go on to
the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
For this Demonstration you will type a letter and save
the name and address using Key Save. You will then
play the keystrokes back for the envelope.
Create the following document:
Document name: Gould Letter
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Go to the typing area.
Type today's date on the first typing line.
Press RETURN until the cursor is on line 20.
Press KEY SAVE.
A blinking arrow appears, indicating a message
waiting.
Press MSG.
The message "When finished saving keys, press KEY
SAVE again" appears.
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Now you will begin saving the inside address
keystrokes.
Type the name and address as they appear below.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------.-----,
Mrs. Sha r on Go uld
500 Elm S tr ee t
Frankfort, New Jersey

07458
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Press KEY SAVE.
The keystrokes are saved and the Key Save mode is
ended.
Type the remainder of the illustrated letter.
Since Key Save is no longer in effect, these keystrokes
will not be saved.

Mrs. Sharon Gould
500 Elm Street
Frankfor t, New Jersey

07458

Dear Mrs . Gould:
We a r e very interested in your invention idea a nd would like to di scuss
your id ea i n more detail at yo ur co nvenience.
We have studied yo ur specifications and fee l that our company could make
use of thi s idea for fu t ure products .
Please con t act me to set up an appointment.
Sincerely,

John Flood
Development Engin eer
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Press PAGE END.
PAGE END takes you to a new page for the envelope.
Now you are ready to change the format to one for
the standard-size envelope.
Press CHG FMT and change the page format settings
to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

First Typing Line to 14
Last Typing Line to 20
Paper or Envelope Size to 7
Printing Paper Source to Manual Feed
Left Margin to 55

Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
Press KEY PLAYBCK.
The saved keystrokes are played back. The message
"Playback completed" appears.
Press END.
Print the letter and envelope and compare them with
those illustrated on the next page.
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Mrs . Shar on Go uld
500 Elm S tr e et
Frank fo rt, New Je r sey

07458

Dear Mrs . Go uld :
We a r e very int e rested in you r invention idea and would lik e t o discuss
your idea in more detail a t you r conven i ence .
We have s tu died your specifications and feel that our company could make
use of t his idea for f utu re products .
Ple ase contac t me t o se t up an appo i ntmen t.
Si ncerely ,

John Flood
Deve lopment Engineer

Mrs . Sharo n Gou ld
500 El m Street
Frankfort, New Jersey
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DEMONSTRATION 2
For this Demonstration you will save the keystrokes
to find and delete underlines in a document, and then
play the keystrokes back throughout the document.
Choose Revise to access the following document:
Document name: Key Save Delete
Diskette name: TRAIN2

Da t a p r ocessing can and ~ng used i n jus t a out ~ l d . I t
aids ma ny businesses by main t aining corn lete nven t ories, ordering
ma t erials , and adjusting work schedu e . Engineers , with the help of
compu t ers , a r e ab l e to make corn lex athema t ical calc u la t ions in just a
fraction of t he time required by people using slide r u les or pencil and
pape r. Th r ough the
ed and the abili t y to handle comp
data ,
comp ut ers ro u tinel
olve problems which were unso l vable wen t y years
ago . As a result, the world has a new record of t otal achievement in
scie n ce , medicine, governmen t, and indus t ry .
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Go to the typing area.
Press KEY SAVE.
A blinking arrow appears, indicating a message
waiting.
Press MSG.
The message "When finished saving keys, press KEY
SAVE again" appears.
Press FIND.
The prompt "Find what?" appears.
Press WORD UND, then press ENTER.
The system finds the first Word Underline code in the
document and the cursor appears under the code.
Press DEL.
Press ENTER.
The system saves the keystrokes FIND, WORD UND,
DEL and ENTER.
Press KEY SAVE again.
Each time you press KEY PLA YBCK, the system
finds and deletes the next Word Underline code.
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Press KEY PLA YBCK until each remaining Word
Underline code in the document is deleted.
If the system cannot find the desired characters, Key
Playback is terminated.
Compare your document with the one illustrated.

Da t a p r ocess in g ca n a n d i s b e ing u sed in j u s t a b o ut e v e r y f i el d .
It
a i ds ma n y bu s in esses b y ma int a ining compl e te i nve nt o ri es , o rd e ri n g
Engin ee r s , wi th th e h e lp of
materi a l s , a nd a dju s ting wo rk sc h e dul es .
comput e r s , a r e a b le t o ma k e compl ex ma th e ma t ica l ca l c ul a ti o n s in ju s t a
f r ac ti o n o f th e time re qui re d by peo pl e u s in g s l ide rul e ~ o r pe n c i l and
pa pe r.
Thr o u gh th e s pe e d a nd th e a bilit y t o h a ndl e comp lex da t a ,
comput e r s r o u t i nely so l ve p ro bl e ms wh i c h we r e un solvabl e twe nt y yea rs
a go . As a r es ult, t h e wo r l d h as a n ew reco rd o f t o t al ac hie vemen t i n
sc i e n ce , medicine , gove rnme nt, a n d indu s tr y.

To try K eystroke Save/Playback on your own, go on
to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST 1
In the document below, Amalgamated Petroleum
Products of America, Inc. , is repeated several times.
For this Self-Test, type this document, using Key
Save to save the words Amalgamated Petroleum
Products ofAmerica, Inc., and play back the keystrokes
as necessary.
Create the following document:
Document name: Amalgamated Petroleum
Diskette name: TRAIN2

The antitrust suit
to trial
th
presented its case .
ama t ed Petrole um Pr od u t
expects t o s t ar t its defense this year , and will need conside rab le time
to present it s side .

Uii:£J went

ust charges brought against f Amal gama t ed
The District Cou r t hearin a
Pe t roleum Prod u c t s of America Inc . , by ABC Compa ny dismisssed t he
acti on at the close of the presenta t ion of its case;
The ~ o u rt ordered
a directed verdict in favor of l Am al ga mated Petroleu _ Pr od u . t s of]
E merica , Inc. )

For some feedback on how you did, go on to the next
page.
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FEEDBACK 1
Compare your document with the one on the next
page.
If your document is different from the one below,
check the following:

o
o
o

Did you begin saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Did you end saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Was your cursor at the correct location when you
pressed KEY SAVE (after any appropriate
punctuation or spaces)?
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The antitrust suit against Amalgama t ed Pe t roleum Products of America ,
Inc. went to trial in May, 1982 , and so far only the plaintiff has
presented its case.
Amalgamated Petroleum Products of America, Inc .
expects to start its defense this year , and will need considerable time
to present its side.
The District Court hearing antitrust charges brought against Amalgamated
Petroleum Produc t s of America , Inc ., by ABC Company dismisssed the
action at the close of the presentation of its case . The cour t or d ered
a directed verdict in favor of Amalgamated Petroleum Produc t s of
America, Inc.

For more practice on using Keystroke Savel Playback,
go on to the next Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST 2
Look at the following document. Notice that the same
format change is required in two places in the
document. For this Self-Test, save the keystrokes for
the Line Format Change code and play them back
as needed. You will not be able to save keystrokes to
return to the original format, since you can save only
one series of keystrokes in a document.
Create the following document:
Document name: Bicycle Program
Diskette name: TRAIN2
When you reach the point to save the Line Format
Change code, use the following settings:
• Line Spacing to 2
• Adjust Line Ending to No
• Tabs at 28, 51, and 69
Be sure to return to the original format after typing
the columns.
When you have completed the document, print it
and compare it with the one in the Feedback section.

Using Keystroke Save/Playback (Textpack 4J/ Self-Test

NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR BICYCLE RIDERS
Because the council deemed it proper to refuse the Parks and Recreation
Department the necessary monies last year to begin an instruc t ional
program for bicycle rider s, a comprehensive study was completed during
the past six months to substantiate the need for such a ~rogram. The
study has been completed and the results are con t ained in this report.
Number

Percent

756

42 %

No license

1044

58%

Total

1800

100%

Response
Have license

Separating t he above data into fema l e and male responses, it was
determined t hat 500 (62 . 5%) hold valid city licenses .
Response

Percent

Have license

500

62.5%

No license

300

37.5%

Total

800

100.0%

For some feedback on how you did, go on to the next
page.
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NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR BICYCLE RIDERS
Because the council deemed it proper to refuse the Parks and Recreation
Department the necessary monies last year to begin an instructional
program for bicycle riders, a comprehensive study was completed during
the past six months to substantiate the need for such a program. The
study has been completed and the results are contained in this report.
Number

Percent

756

42%

No license

1044

58%

Total

1800

100%

Response
Have license

Separating the above data into female and male responses, it was
determined that 500 (62.5%) hold valid city licenses.
Response

Number

Percent

Have license

500

62 . 5%

No license

300

37.5%

Total

800

100.0%
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FEEDBACK 2
If your document is different from the one on the
previous page, check the following:

o
o
o
o

Did you begin saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Did you press KEY SAVE before you pressed CRG
FMT?
Did you stop saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Did you press KEY PLA YBCK after you typed
two carrier returns?
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Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, Lesson 1,
and Lesson 2, Segments 1
and 2, and Printing,
Lesson 1, Segment 3

3
~

eJ

This segment is for Textpack 6 users only.
Suppose a company's name occurs several
times throughout a quarterly report. This
repetition occurred in the last quarterly
report and is likely to occur in future ones.
You can save the name as you type it,
then repeat it as many times as necessary
by pressing a single key - KEY
PLAYBCK. You can then store the name,
and use it in the next report or in any other
document.
You can save up to 500 keystrokes at a
time, store the keystrokes indefinitely, and
recall and revise them as needed.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to save, play back, store, and recall
keystrokes.
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MAIN IDEA
To save keystrokes, follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Press
Press
Type
Press

KEY SAVE to begin saving keystrokes.
MSG to view message.
the keystrokes to be saved.
KEY SAVE to stop saving keystrokes.

Note: You can press KEY PLA YBCK to temporarily
stop saving keystrokes. This causes the system to
pause in a sequence of keystrokes. To start saving
keystrokes again, press KEY SAVE.
To play back keystrokes, follow these steps:
1. Press KEY PLA YBCK.
2. Play back keystrokes:
a. All at once by pressing KEY PLA YBCK a
second time.
b. One at a time by pressing ENTER for each
keystroke.
Note: To stop playback, press CANCL.

-
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To store the saved keystrokes for future use, follow
these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

After the keystrokes are saved, press REQST.
Choose the item to Store Saved Keystrokes.
Follow the prompt to name the saved keystrokes.
Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
To recall stored keystrokes, follow these steps:

1. Press REQST.
2. Choose the item to Recall Saved Keystrokes.
3. Follow the prompt to type the name of the saved
keystrokes.
4. Press ENTER to return to the typing area.

If you have enough information about using Keystroke
Save and Store, go on to the Demonstration. If you
would like more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Saving Keystrokes
The Key Save mode saves keystrokes as you type them.
Follow these steps:
1. Press KEY SAVE to begin saving keystrokes.
Use the Textpack 6 keyboard template to locate
the key.
The word Save appears on the first status line. This
remains on the screen as long as you are in the
Save mode.
2. Press MSG to view message.
The message "When finished saving keys, press
KEY SAVE again" appears.
3. Type the keystrokes to be saved.
With Key Save you can save up to 500 keystrokes
at a time.
The keystrokes can be text or codes. You can also
save the keystrokes of functions such as Change
Format, Find, and Delete.
This function is available for all operations in any
task or feature.
4. Press KEY SAVE to stop saving keystrokes.
This stops the saving of keystrokes.
The keystrokes remain in the keystroke memory
until you either replace them with other keystrokes,
or turn off the power.
Note: Storing Keystrokes does not delete them from
the keystroke memory.
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Press KEY PLA YBCK to pause from saving
keystrokes. You may want to stop saving keystrokes
in the middle of a sequence of keystrokes, type
keystrokes you do not want to save, and then save
more keystrokes. You can do this in the following way:
1. Press KEY SAVE to start saving keystrokes.
2. Type the keystrokes you want saved before the
pause.
3. Press KEY PLA YBCK to temporarily interrupt the
saving of keystrokes.
4. Type anything you don't want saved.
5. Press KEY SAVE to start saving keystrokes again.
6. Type the remaining keystrokes you want saved.
7. Press KEY SAVE to end saving keystrokes.
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Playing Back Keystrokes
Key Playback allows you to play back keystrokes as
if you were typing them.
1. Press KEY PLAYBCK.
Use the Textpack 6 keyboard template to locate
this key.
The message " Press KEY PLA YBCK to play all
keystrokes; or press ENTER to single-step" appears.
The word Play appears on the first status line.
2. Play back keystrokes:
a. All at once by pressing KEY PLAYBCK a
second time.
b. One at a time by pressing ENTER for each
keystroke.
The message "Playback completed" appears.
If you no longer want to play back keystrokes
one at a time, press KEY PLAYBCK. The
remaining keystrokes will play back all at once.
If you want to stop playing back keystrokes, press
CANCL. The next time you press KEY PLA YBCK,
the keystrokes start over.
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Storing Keystrokes
You can store saved keystrokes on a diskette to be
recalled and played back later. Keystrokes stored from
one document can be played back in any document.
You can store as many sets of saved keystrokes as
you wish. After you save keystrokes:

1. Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
2. Choose the item to Store Saved Keystrokes.
3. Type the name of the saved keystrokes after the
prompt "Type name of saved keystrokes; press
ENTER" appears.
4. Press ENTER to return to the typing area.

TEXTPACK REQUEST TASKS
10

ITEM

a
b
c

Print Document
Display Print Queue or Cancel Print Job
Change Printing Order

d

Display Index 01 Diskette Contents

e

Continue Printing With Element Now on Printer

I

Request Printer
Release Printer
Start Printer
Store Saved Keystrokes
Recall Saved Keystrokes

~

Type name 01 saved keystrokes ; press ENTER:
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Recalling Stored Keystrokes
1. Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
2. Choose the item to Recall Saved Keystrokes.
3. Type the name of the saved keystrokes after the
prompt "Type name of saved keystrokes; press
ENTER" appears. Type the Diskette name if
necessary.
4. Press ENTER to return to the typing area.
The message "Saved keystrokes recalled from
(document name)" appears.
The next time you press KEY PLA YBCK, the
recalled keystrokes will play back.

TEXTPACK REQUEST TASKS
10

ITEM

a

Prinl Document
Display Print Queue Dr Cancel Print JDb
Change Printing Order

b

c

d

Display Index 01 DiskeHe Contents

e

Continue Printing With Element Now on Printer

I

Request Printer
Release Printer
Start Prinler
Siore Saved Keystrokes
Recall Saved Keystrokes

~

I Type name Df saved keystrokes; press ENTER: I

To practice using Keystroke Save and Store, go on to
the Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
For this Demonstration you will type a letter, saving
the name and address using Key Save. You will then
play the keystrokes back for the envelope.
Create the following document:
Document name: Gould Letter
Diskette name: TRAIN2

Go to the typing area.
Type today's date on the first typing line.
Press RETURN until the cursor is on line 20.
Press KEY SAVE.
A blinking arrow appears indicating a message waiting.
Press MSG.
The message "When finished saving keys, press KEY
SA VE again" appears.
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Now you will begin saving the inside address
keystrokes.
Type the name and address as they appear below.

Mrs . Sharon Go uld
500 Elm Str ee t
Frankfort , New Je rs ey

07458
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Press KEY SAVE.
The keystrokes are saved and the Key Save mode is
ended.
Note: Be sure to press KEY SAVE and not KEY
PLAYBCK.
Type the remainder of the letter.
Since Key Save is no longer in effect, these keystrokes
will not be saved.

Mrs. Sharon Go uld
500 Elm Str ee t
Frankf o rt. New J erse y

0745 8

Dear Mrs. Gould:
We are very interested in your invention idea and would like to discuss
your idea in more detail at your convenience .
We have studied your specificati ons and feel that our company could make
use of this idea for future products.
Please contact me t o set up an app o intment .
Sincerely.

Jo hn Flood
Development Engineer
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Press PAGE END.
PAGE END takes you to a new page for the envelope.
Now you are ready to change the format to one for
a standard-size envelope.
Press CHG FMT and change the settings to the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

First Typing Line to 14
Last Typing Line to 20
Paper or Envelope Size to 7
Printing Paper Source to Manual Feed
Left Margin to 55

Return to the typing area.
Press KEY PLAYBCK.
The message "Press KEY PLAYBCK to play all
keystrokes, or press ENTER to single-step" appears.
Press KEY PLAYBCK again.
The saved keystrokes are played back on page 2. The
message "Playback completed" appears.
Press END.
Print the letter and envelope and compare them with
those on the next page.
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Mrs . Sha r on Gould
500 Elm Str ee t
Frankfort , New Jersey

I

07458

Dear Mrs. Gould :
\,e are very int erested in your invention idea and ,;ou 1 d like to discuss
your idea in more detail a t your conven ien ce .
We have s tudied your specifications and feel th at our company could make
use of this idea for future products .
Please con t act me t o se t up an appo i ntment .
Sincerely ,

John Flood
Development Engineer

Mrs . Sharon Go uld
500 Elm Street
Frankfor t, New Je r sey
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DEMONSTRATION 2
In this Demonstration use Key Save to save keystrokes
and codes. Look at the sample document below.
Notice that the same format change is required in two
places in the document. You will be using Key Save
to save and play back the keystrokes and codes for
the address shown.

The following report is issued on behalf of:
Research Foundation of America
789 California Street
San Francisco , California 94104
We believe that in a high-technology, rapidly developing industry
such as ours , the necessary worldwide coordination of research,
development, manufacturing, sales and service can best be carried out
with full ownership of subsidiaries .

Sub ject to the approval of other

governments, we can receive authorized requests for our products and
services throughout th e world.
For fur th er additional information regarding this year ' s
international business activi ti es, contact the Overseas Operations
Department of:
Research Foundation of America
789 Californ i a Street
San Francisco, California 94104

CD
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You will save the keystrokes as you create the Format
Change code, the company name and address, and the
Format Return code. You will then store the codes
for use later. After you type the remainder of the
document, you will recall the stored keystrokes and
use them to create the last portions of the document.
Create the following document:
Document name: Annual Report
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Set up the document format for double spacing.
Go to the typing area.
Type the first line of the document below.
Be sure to press RETURN only once after the colon,
since the document is double-spaced.

~

Press Tab

-+------",
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Now you will save the keystrokes for the format
change, the address, and the return to format.
Press KEY SAVEe
The message symbol appears.
Press MSG.
The message "When finished saving keys, press KEY
SAVE again" appears.
Press CHG FMT.
The Format Selection menu appears.
Select the item to Change Margins and Tabs.
The Margins and Tabs menu appears.
Set the left margin at 40, then press ENTER.
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Select the item to Change Line Format.
The Line Format menu appears.
Set Line Spacing to Single.
Return to the typing area.
Type the company name and address.

Be sure to press RETURN twice after the zip code.

The following rep ort is issued on behal f of:
IE Research Foundation of Ameri ca
789 Califo r nia Str ee t
San Francisco , California 94104 ~
~
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Press CHG FMT.
The Format Selection menu appears.
Select the item to Return Line Format, Margins and
Tabs to Starting Choice.
The system returns to the typing area.
Press KEY SAVE.
The system stops saving keystrokes.
Now you will store the saved keystrokes for use at a
later time.
Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
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Choose the item to Store Saved Keystrokes and press
ENTER.
The prompt "Type name of saved keystrokes; press
ENTER" appears.
Type RFA and press ENTER.
The prompt "Type diskette name; press ENTER"
appears.
Type TRAIN2, if necessary, and press ENTER.
The message " Saved keystrokes stored in (RFA)"
appears.
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Type the next two paragraphs of the report.
Be sure to press RETURN only once after of.

We believe that in a high-technology, rapidly developing industry
such as ours, the necessary worldwide coordination of research,
development, manufacturing, sales and service can best be carried out
with full ownership of subsidiaries .
For further additional information regarding this year's
international busines s activities, contact the Oversea s Operations
Department of : ...
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Now you will recall the stored keystrokes.
Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
Choose the item to Recall Saved Keystrokes.
The prompt "Type name of saved keystrokes; press
ENTER" appears.
Type RFA and press ENTER.
The prompt "Type diskette name; press ENTER"
appears.
Type TRAIN2, if necessary, and press ENTER.
The system returns to the typing area and the message
"Saved keystrokes recalled from (RFA)" appears.
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Now you have recalled the stored keystrokes. You are
ready to play them back. In Demonstration I you
learned to play them back all at once by pressing KEY
PLAYBCK twice. In this Demonstration you will play
them back one keystroke at a time.
Press KEY PLAYBCK.
The message "Press KEY PLA YBCK to play all
keystrokes; or press ENTER to single-step" appears.
Press ENTER.
The first keystroke for changing the format is played
back and the Format Selection menu appears.
Continue pressing ENTER to play back some of the
keystrokes, then press KEY PLA YBCK to play back
the remainder of the keystrokes all at once.
Look at your document, then press END.
Print the document if you wish.
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DEMONSTRATION 3
This Demonstration reviews recalling stored
keystrokes. You will recall keystrokes that have already
been stored.
Create the following document:
Document name: Greetings
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Go to the typing area.

Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
Choose the item to Recall Saved Keystrokes and press
ENTER.
Follow the prompts to name the stored keystrokes.
The keystrokes you want are Time Savers on the
TRAIN2 diskette.
After you have returned to the typing area you will
see the message "Saved keystrokes recalled from (Time
Savers)."
Press KEY PLAYBCK.
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Press MSG.

The message "Press KEY PLAYBCK to play all
keystrokes; or press ENTER to single-step" appears.
Press KEY PLA YBCK again.
The keystrokes play back just as they were created.
You receive a message like the one below.

WELCOME TO TIME SAVERS
I hope you a r e having fun
while yo u are learning
wh en and how t o use

TIM E S A V E R S.
You can do fun things
with time save rs, but
most import a nt, th ey help
you be more efficient.
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Press END. Print the document if you wish.

To practice using Keystroke Save and Keystroke Store
on your own, go on to the Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST
Look at the document on the next page. Notice that
the format changes and tables are identical. In this
Self-Test you will:
• Save the keystrokes for the Format Change code,
the table, and the Format Return code.
• Play back the keystrokes where needed.
• Store the keystrokes for future use. Name the
keystrokes Bicycle Tables. You will use them in the
next segment.
Create the following document:
Document name: Instructional Program
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Type the heading and first paragraph. Change the
format using the following settings:
• Line Spacing to 2
• Adjust Line Endings to No
• Tabs at 30, 50, and 70
Remember to return to the original format.
Complete the document, playing back the keystrokes
as needed. When you have completed the document,
print it and compare it with the one on the next page.
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NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR BICYCLE RIDERS
Because the co uncil deemed it proper t o refuse the Parks and Recreation
Depar t ment the necessary monies last year to begin an instructional
program for bicycle riders, a comprehensive study was completed during
the past six months to substantiate the need for such a program. The
study has been completed and the result s are contained in this report.
Res ponse

Number

Percent

Have license
No license
Total
Se para t ing the above data into female and male respon ses, it was
determined that 500 (62 . 5%) hold valid city licenses.
Response
Have license
No license
To t a l

To find out how you did, go on to the Feedback.
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FEEDBACK 1
If your document is different from the one on the
previous page, check the following:

o
o

o
o

o
o

Did you begin saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Did you press KEY SAVE before you pressed CRG
FMT?
Did you include the Format Return codes in your
saved keystrokes?
Did you stop saving keystrokes by pressing KEY
SAVE?
Did you press KEY PLA YBCK twice?
Did you press REQST to store the keystrokes?

For more practice using Keystroke Save and Store on
your own, go on to the next Self- Test.
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SELF-TEST 2
In this Self-Test, you will recall keystrokes that have
been stored.
Create the following document:
Document name: Keystrokes
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Recall the following stored keystrokes:
Name: Farewell
Diskette name: TRAIN2
When you have completed playing back the
keystrokes, compare them with the document below.

I hope yo u have enjoyed
learning abou t
keystroke
save
and
P
1
a
Y
b

a
c

k.

For some feedback on how you did, go on to the next
page.
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FEEDBACK 2
If your document is different from the one on the
previous page, check the following:

o
o

Did you recall the keystrokes by pressing REQST
and giving the name for the keystrokes?
Did you play back the keystrokes by using KEY
PLAYBCK?
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You must have completed
Diskettes, Lesson 2,
Segment 1, and Segment
3 in this lesson

4
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~e.STORED

FOR t.e.1TER
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o
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This segment is for users of Textpack 6
only.
Assume you have saved a series of
keystrokes and have stored them for future
use. Now you find that you must change
some of the keystrokes. Instead of
completely retyping the keystroke
sequence, you can revise the stored
keystrokes. The Displaywriter allows you
to add or delete keystrokes as you play
them back.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to revise keystrokes.
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MAIN IDEA
To add keystrokes, follow these steps:
1. Press KEY PLA YBCK.
2. Press KEY PLAYBCK again, then ENTER when
you approach the point where you want to add
keystrokes.
3. Continue to press ENTER until you reach the point
where you want to add keystrokes.
4. Press KEY SAVE.
5. Press MSG.
6. Type the keystrokes to be added.
7. Press KEY SAVE.
8. Press KEY PLAYBCK or ENTER to play back
the remainder of the keystrokes.
To delete keystrokes, follow these steps:
1. Press KEY PLA YBCK.
2. Press KEY PLAYBCK again, then ENTER when
you approach the point where you want to delete
keystrokes.
3. Continue to press ENTER until you reach the point
where you want to delete keystrokes.
4. Press DEL.
5. Press ENTER.
6. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the desired keystrokes
are deleted.
7. Press KEY PLAYBCK or ENTER to play back
the remainder of the keystrokes.
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To store the revised keystrokes:
• Store just as you stored the original keystrokes. Your
revised version will replace the original version.

If you have enough information about revising Keystroke
Store, go on to the Demonstration. If you would like
more detail, read the Help that follows.
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HELP
Adding Keystrokes
To add keystrokes:
1. Press KEY PLAYBCK.
2. Press KEY PLAYBCK again, then ENTER when
you approach the point where you want to add
keystrokes. Watch the far right of the first status
line to see the next keystroke to be played back.
3. Continue to press ENTER until you reach the point
where you want to add keystrokes.
4. Press KEY SAVE to begin saving keystrokes.
5. Press MSG.
6. Type the keystrokes to be added.
7. Press KEY SAVE to stop saving keystrokes.
8. Press KEY PLAYBCK or ENTER to play back
the remainder of the keystrokes.

Create Document
1AXXXA I TRAIN I

I Practice
I Ins I
I Page End
I
I
I Ln. 7
I Kyb 1 I Pitch 12
I PJ. 1
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Deleting Keystrokes
To delete keystrokes:
1. Press KEY PLA YBCK.
2. Press KEY PLA YBCK again, then ENTER when
you approach the point where you want to delete
keystrokes. Watch the far right of the first status
line to see the next keystroke to be played back.
3. Continue to press ENTER until you reach the point
where you want to delete keystrokes.
4. Press DEL to delete a keystroke.
5. Press ENTER.
6. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the desired keystrokes
are deleted.
7. Press KEY PLA YBCK or ENTER to play back
the remainder of the keystrokes.
You can also press CANCL if you do not want
to play back the remaining keystrokes.
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Storing Revised Keystrokes

When you recall stored keystrokes and then revise
them, you can store the revised keystrokes and replace
the keystrokes that were originally stored. You store
revised keystrokes just as you store original keystrokes.
You store them with the same name, replacing the
previous unrevised version. Follow the same steps to
store the revised keystrokes you used to store the
original keystrokes.
You will find the stored keystrokes listed in the Index
of Diskette Contents under the name that you have
given them. Stored keystrokes differ from documents
in that typing tasks do not apply to them. That is,
you cannot create, revise, or print keystrokes using
the typing tasks. Work diskette tasks, however, do
apply to stored keystrokes. For example, you can
change a keystroke name, duplicate keystrokes to
another diskette, or delete keystrokes.

To practice revising Keystroke Store, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION
In this Demonstration you will revise keystrokes that
have been stored for you. The keystrokes are similar
to the ones you saved in the previous segment. In the
text below, notice that the indented text is somewhat
different from the keystrokes you stored earlier.
California (the state name, not the street name) is
abbreviated rather than spelled out. In this
Demonstration you will revise the state name to look
like the one shown.

The fo l lowing re po rt i s fo r the peri od J ul y , 198 3 , thr ough Sept ember,
19 83 . Ad dition al co pi es of th is rep o rt can be obtained f r om the Public
Re l a tion s and Adv e rtising Department :
Res earch Foundation of America
789 Califo rni a St r eet
San Fra ncisco, CA 94104
Selling, dev elopmen t and enginee ring, and ge neral and administrative
expenses inc r ea s e d 12.0% in th is qu ar t e r. This increase was in li ne
with the growth in the bu siness, and reflects higher costs of empl oyee
comp e ns a ti on and benefit s , and a continued buildup of re s ources t o meet
in c reased busine s s demands. An additional discussion of these inc r eases
ca n be obt a ined by writing :
Researc h Foundation of Ameri ca
789 California Stre e t
Sa n Francisco, CA 94104
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Create the following document:
Document name: Quarterly Report
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Go to the typing area.
Type the paragraph below.

The following report is for the period July, 1983, through September,
1983. Additional copies of this report can be obt~ined from the Public
Relations and Advertising Department: ~
~
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Now you will recall the saved keystrokes for the
Format Change code, company name and address, and
Format Return code.
The name of the stored keystrokes is Address, which
is stored on the TRAIN2 diskette.
Recall saved keystrokes named Address.
Press KEY PLA YBCK once.
The message "Press KEY PLA YBCK to play all
keystrokes, or press ENTER to single-step" appears.
Look at the highlighted area on the first status line.
The words Change Format appear. This is the first
keystroke to be played back.
Now you want to play back the keystrokes until the
first a in California (the state, not the street) appears
highlighted on the first status line.
To do this you will press KEY PLAYBCK to begin
playing back all keystrokes, then press ENTER when
you approach the first a.
Press KEY PLA YBCK then ENTER when you
approach the a in California (state).
Continue to press ENTER until you reach the first
a in California (state).
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Now you will delete the keystrokes alifornia .
Press DEL.
The prompt "Press ENTER to delete the next
keystroke or press CANCL" appears.
Press ENTER.
The character a is deleted.
Press DEL.
Press ENTER.
Continue to delete the characters until SPA CE appears
on the first status line.
To add the letter A:
Press KEY SAVE.
The system begins saving keystrokes.
Press MSG.
The message "When finished saving keys, press KEY
SA VE again" appears.
Type A
Press KEY SAVE.
The system stops saving the keystrokes.

~
~
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Press KEY PLA YBCK to play back the remaining
stored keystrokes.
The zip code plays out.

~

Advanced Time Savers

Research Foundation of America
789 Californi a Stre e t
San Francisco, CA 94104 ~
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Type the second paragraph.

Selling, development and engineering. and general and admini stra ti ve
expenses increa se d 12.0% in this quarter. This increase was in line
with the growth in the bu siness, and reflects higher cos t s of employee
compensation and benefits , and a con tinued buildup of resources t o meet
increased bu siness demands. An addi t ional discussion of these increases
can be obtained by writing:~
~

Press KEY PLA YBCK twice.
The revised keystrokes play back for the bottom part
of the document.

~

Research Foundation of America
789 California St r eet
San Francisco, CA 94104 ~
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Now you will store the revised keystrokes for future
use.
Press REQST.
The Textpack Request Tasks menu appears.
Choose Store Saved Keystrokes.
The name of the original stored keystrokes is Address.
You will replace the original keystrokes with the
revised version.
Type Address and diskette name if necessary
The message "(Address) already exists" appears.
The prompt " Press ENTER to continue or press END"
appears.
Press ENTER to continue.
The revised keystrokes replace the original keystrokes
named Address.

To revise Keystroke Store on your own, go on to the
Self-Test.
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SELF-TEST
The illustrated document is a revision to the document
named Instructional Program that you created in the
previous segment. There are two revisions to the
keystrokes that you saved and stored. One is to delete
the third column heading and the other is to change
Have to Current.
Create the following document:
Document name: Instructional Program Update
Diskette name: TRAIN2
Type the heading and first paragraph.
Recall and revise the keystrokes named Bicycle
Tables. Play back the revised keystrokes as needed.
Then store the revised keystrokes for future use.
Complete the Self-Test, then compare your
document with the one in the Feedback section.
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NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR BICYCLE RIDERS
Because the council deemed it proper to refuse the Parks and Recreation
Department the necessary monies last year to begin an instructional
program for bicycle riders. a comprehensive study was completed during
the past six months to substantiate the need for such a program. The
study has been completed and the results are contained in this report.
Response

Number

Cvrrent
~~ icense
No license
Total

Separating the above data into female and male responses. it was
determined that 500 (62.5%) hold valid city licenses .
Response

Current
7\license

No license
Total

To see how you did. go on to the Feedback.
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FEEDBACK

If your document is different from the one illustrated
on the next page, check the following:

o
o

o
o

Did you recall the keystrokes by pressing REQST
and giving the name of the keystrokes?
Did you play back the keystrokes by using ENTER?
Did you revise the keystrokes by using DEL to
delete and KEY SAVE to add?
Did you press REQST and store the revised
keystrokes replacing the original version?
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NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR BICYCLE RIDERS
Because the council deemed it proper to refuse the Parks and Recreation
Department the necessary monies last year to begin an instructional
program for bicycle riders, a comprehensive study was completed during
the past six months to substantiate the need for such a program. The
study has been completed and the results are contained in this report.
Response

Number

Current license
No license
Total

Separating the above data into female and male responses, it was
determined that 500 (62.5%) hold valid city licenses.
Response
Current license
No license
Total
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Using Menu Shortcuts

Prerequisites:
You must have completed
Common Text
Applications, L essons 1
and 2, Segments 1 and 2,
and Diskettes, L esson 2,
Segment 2

5
CHANGE DOCUMENT
NAME: MENU

When you have worked with the
Displaywriter functions, you will become
familiar with the sequence in which menus
appear.
The Displaywriter has three functions
that help you to move more quickly
through the menus. These functions are
Menu Bypass, Batch Menu Access, and
Prompt Line Shortcuts.
Your goal for this segment is to be able
to use the three menu shortcuts.
To complete this segment, you must use
the Abbreviations for Menu Bypass card
supplied with your Displaywriter.

Advanced Time Savers
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MAIN IDEA
The three shortcuts that can speed your progress
through the Displaywriter menus are:
• Prompt Line Shortcuts
• Batch Menu Access
• Menu Bypass
Prompt Line Shortcuts

To A void the "Type YOUR CHOICE; press ENTER"
Prompt:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type the letter of the item.
Type one space.
Type the choice.
Press ENTER.

To A void the "Type document name; press ENTER"
Prompt:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type the letter of the item.
Type one space.
Type the document name.
Press ENTER.
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To A void the Prompt for Document Name and Diskette
Name:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Type the letter of the item.
Type one space.
Type the document name.
Type the separator character
Type the diskette name.
Press ENTER.

~

(CODE

+

M).

Batch Menu Access
If you know the order of the menus you want and
the selections in each menu, you can make all the
selections at once.

1. Type the item.
2. Press ENTER.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you reach the desired
point.

Menu Bypass
You can access a menu or function directly without
going through the standard sequence of menus.
1. Press MENU BYPASS.
2. Respond to the prompt by typing the keyword or
short form of the menu or function desired. Then
press ENTER.

If you have enough information about using menu
shortcuts, go on to the Demonstration.
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HELP
As you become familiar with the system, and do certain
jobs often, you may find yourself wishing to move
through menus faster. You can do so by using the
following three shortcuts.
Using Prompt Line Shortcuts
Shortcut for Your Choice Menus. Menus with Your
Choice selections prompt "Type ID letter to choose
ITEM; press ENTER. " You can respond by typing
both the menu item and choice.

CREATE OR REVISE DOCUMENT
10 ITEM

YOUR
CHOICE

POSSIBLE
CHOICES

a
b
c
d

2

1

Document Commenl
Change Document Format
Change Alternate Format
Preserve Page Numbers

=Yes 2 =No

When finished with Ihis menu, press ENTER.
1

Type ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: la Correspondence 10/15/82
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Shortcut for Naming Document. You can save time
by typing the task item, a space, and the document
name all at once after the prompt "Type ID letter to
choose ITEM; press ENTER" appears.

1·5

TYPING TASKS
10
a
b
c
d
e
1

ITEM
Create Document
Revise Document
Paginate Document
Print Document
Display Indel 01 Diskene Contents
Go 10 Task Selection

IType 10 letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER:la Randall lener

Shortcut for Naming Document and Diskette. When
you specify the document and diskette names, you can
save time by selecting the task item, naming the
document, and naming the diskette all at once.

TYPING TASKS
ID
a
b
c
d
e
I

ITEM
Create Document
Revise Document
Paginate Document
Print Document
Display Indel 01 Diskene Contents
Go to Task Selection

IType ID letter to choose ITEM; press ENTER: la Randall letter ! TRAIN
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.

When the prompt "Type ID letter to choose ITEM;
press ENTER" appears:
Type the letter of the item.
Type one space.
Type the document name.
Type the separator character , (CODE + M).
Use the keyboard template to locate this character.
S. Type the diskette name.
6. Press ENTER.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Using Batch Menu Access
TYPING TASKS

Batch Menu Access allows you to make selections in
menus before the menus appear on the screen. Instead
of waiting for each menu to appear before making your
choice, you can enter all your selections in sequence.
The menus begin to appear as soon as you enter your
first selection. All of the menus will appear in the
proper sequence, but the process is completed in less
time.
You may not want to use Batch Menu Access when
you first begin doing your own work, because you may
not remember the order in which the menus appear.
After some practice, however, you may remember the
order of the selections and may be able to use Batch
Menu Access easily.

ID ITEM
a Create Document
b Revise Document
c Paginate Document
d Print Document
e Display Index 01 Diskette Contents
Go to Task Selection

TASK SELECTION
10

ITEM

a

Typing Tasks:
Create, Revise or Paginate Documents
Work Diskette Tasks:
Delete or Duplicate Documents,
Duplicate, ~ndense or
Erase/Initialize (Name) Diskette,

b

WORK DISKETTE TASKS
10

ITEM

a
b

Delete Document
Duplicate Document
Change Document Name

d
e

Change Diskette Name
Duplicate Diskette

CHANGE DOCUMENT NAME
YOUR CHOICE
10 ITEM

a
b

Advanced Time Savers

Document Name
Document Comment

Letter
Word Processing Slides lor Melrose
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Using Menu Bypass
Menu Bypass allows you to type a menu abbreviation
on the prompt line to directly access a menu, function,
or typing area.
1. Press MENU BYPASS.
The prompt "Type abbreviation; press ENTER"
appears.

.,~

II YPA SS
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2. Respond to the prompt by typing the keyword or
short form of the menu or function desired. Then
press ENTER.
A reference card with Abbreviations for Menu
Bypass lists the keywords and short forms that the
system recognizes. This reference card is included
in your training materials. You can use either the
keyword or the short form. Keep the reference card
in a convenient place and refer to it when necessary.
You can also create your own abbreviations for the
Menu Bypass items. To learn how to do this, see
Diskettes , Lesson 3, Segment 1.
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ABBREVIATIONS FOR MENU BYPASS

KEYWORD

SHORT
FORM

TYPING TASKS
Create Doc ument

create

c

Display Index 01
Diskett Contents

Not all Menu Bypass options are recognized at all
times. When you type an abbreviation that is not
allowed, the message "(abbrv) not allowed at this time"
appears. Menu Bypass cannot be used:

index

Pagi nate Document

paginate

pg

Print Document

pr int

p

Revise Document

revise

DOCUMENT OPTIONS

• From the Task Selection menu.
• From the Textpack Program Diskette Tasks menu.
• To access items in the Textpack Program Diskette
Tasks menu.
• To access Feature Diskette Tasks.

Alternating Header and Footer

althl

B egin Keep

beg keep

ahl
bk

Begin Using Alternate Format

altlmt

al
dcl

Begin Using Document Format

docfmt

Display Codes = No

code no

cdn

Display Codes = Yes

codeyes

cdy

End Keep

e nd keep

ek

Get

get

g

Global Replace/Delete

global

gl

Header and Footer

hi

hi

Include

inc lude

inc

line Format

linelmt

If

Margins and Tabs

martab

mt

Mid·line Typestyle

type

ty

Page Format

pglmt

pi

Page Number

pgnum

pn

retlmt

rl

retlinelmt

rll

Return All Formats to
Starting ChO ice
Return line Formats , Margin s
& Tabs to Starting Choice

To practice using menu shortcuts, go on to the
Demonstration.
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DEMONSTRATION 1
In this Demonstration you will use Prompt Line
Shortcuts and Batch Menu Access. You will add a
document comment, and change line spacing from
single spacing to double spacing.
To revise the document named Menu Shortcuts using
the shortcut for naming the document:
Type the letter in the Typing Tasks menu for Revise
Document.
Type one space.
Type Menu Shortcuts
Press ENTER.
If necessary, type diskette name, TRAIN2

Press ENTER.
The Create or Revise Document menu for menu
shortcuts appears.
Now you will add a document comment using the
shortcut for Your Choice menus.
Type the letter for the document comment item.
Type one space.
Type ABC Company
Press ENTER.
ABC Company appears under the YOUR CHOICE
column.
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DEMONSTRATION 2
This portion of the Demonstration teaches you to make
a line format change using Batch Menu Access.
Because you probably don't remember the exact
selections from each menu, the selections are provided.
When you reach the step to type the selections, read
the list first. Then, following the list, type the selections
one right after the other. Do not pause or wait for a
menu to appear before typing the next selection.
Go to the typing area.

Leave the cursor under the T in The ABC Company.
Read the following list of keys. Then press each key
in the sequence listed without pausing.
• CHG FMT

• a
• ENTER
• a
• Space

•
•
•
•

2
ENTER
ENTER
ENTER
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TIle ABC Company Is organized to conduct bulness lllrougbout lIIe
iorld. We are organized Into Ibe "following areas:
Real Estate:
TIlls area manages Ibe selection and acquisition of slles. tile
design and construction of buildings. and lIIe purchase or lease of
facilities for all operations lllroughout lIIe world. Members of IIIls
staff are highly trained and qualmed to assess real estate projects
In lIIe United Statei. 81 well as our worldwide environmental
programs and provide facility services to selected headquarters
locations.
Marketing:
TIlls area Is responsible for lIIe marketing of our wide range of
products In lIIe United States and Its terrftorles. An Internal
function of IIIls area Is to provide maintenance and related
services for customers.
Development and Manufacturing:
TIlls area has world-wide development and U.S. manufacturing
responsibility for lIIe technology requirements of all products.
TIle three areas operate a. Independent units and are coordlnlted
by corporate headquarters In New York City.
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Each of the keys you pressed was a step in the sequence
of steps to create a line format change. Even though
you typed them very quickly, the system remembered
the sequence and then caused the correct menus to
appear in order. After all the menus appeared, the
system returned to the typing area.
N ow you will return to the original format.

Place the cursor under the Required Carrier Return
code that appears on the line below areas:.

The ABC Company is organized to conduct business throughout the
world. We are organized Into the lollowing areas: ..,
i,!

Press CHG FMT.
Type c
Press ENTER.
The typing area appears.
Press END.

Real Estate:
This area manages the selection and acquisition 01 sites, the
design and construction 01 buildings, and the purchase or lease 01
lacilities lor all operations throughout the world. Members 01 this
staft are highly trained and qualified to assess real estate projects
in the United States, as well as our worldwide environmental
programs and provide lacillty services to selected headquarters
locations.

Marketing:
This area is responsible lor the marketinp' of our wide range of
roducts in the United States and its temtories. An internal
Cunction 01 this area is to provide maintenance and related
services for customers.
Development and Manufacturing:
This area has world-wide development and U.S. manufacturing
responsibility lor the lechnology requirements of all products.
The three areas operate as Independent units and are coordinated
by corporate headquarters in New York City.
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DEMONSTRATION 3
In this Demonstration you will use Prompt Line
Shortcuts and Menu Bypass. You will change line
spacing from single spacing to double spacing and
change the document name.
You will choose Revise to access the document named
Menu Shortcuts using the shortcut for naming
document and diskette.
Type the letter in the Typing Tasks menu for Revise
Document.
Type one space.
Type Menu Shortcuts
Type the ! separator character (CODE
Type TRAIN2
Press ENTER.
Press ENTER.
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Now you will make a line format change using Menu
Bypass.
Place the cursor under the Tab code ( ~ ) in front
of The three areas.
Press MENU BYPASS.
The prompt "Type abbreviation; press ENTER"
appears. Now you will go to the Line Format menu.
Type If, then press ENTER.
The Line Format menu appears.

/

Type a
Type one space.
Type 2, then press ENTER.
The 2 appears under the YOUR CHOICE column.
Press MENU BYPASS.
The prompt "Type abbreviation; press ENTER"
appears. Now you will return to the typing area.

TIle ABC Company Is orglnlzed to conduct business Ibroughout Ibe
world. We Ire organized Into Ibe following areas:
Rell Estate:
TIlls arel manages Ibe selection and acqulslUon 01 slles, Ibe
deslun Ind construction 01 buildings, and Ibe purchase or lease 01
lacilities for all operallons Ibroughoutlbe world. Members 01 ibis
stall are highly trained and qualified to assess real estate projects
in Ibe United States, as well as our worldwide envlronmlJltal
rogramS and provide lacillty services to selected headquarters
OCIlions.

e

Marketing:
TIlls area Is responsible lor Ibe markellng 01 our wide range 01
products In Ibe United States and Its terrftorles. An Internal
function 01 ibis area Is to provide maintenance and related
services lor customers.
Development and Manufacturing:
TIlls area has world-wide development and U.S. manufacturing
responsibility lor Ibe technology requirements 01 all products.
~ The

three areas operate as Independent units and are coordinated

by corporate headquarters In New York City.

Type rt, then press ENTER.
You are now back in the typing area.
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Now you will return the line format to the starting
choice.
Place the cursor under the Required Carrier Return
code on the line after City.
Press MENU BYPASS.
Type rlf, then press ENTER.
To see the Line Format Return code, move the cursor
to the left.
Now you will go to the Change Document Name menu
using Menu Bypass.
Press MENU BYPASS.

Real Estate:
This area manages the selection and acqulsHion of sites, lite
design and construction of buildings, and the purchase or lease 01
facilities for all operations IItroughout the world. Members of litis
stan are highly trained and qualffied to assess real estate projects
In the United States, as well as our worldwide environmental
programs and provide facility services to selected headquarlers
locations.
Marketing:
This area Is responsible lor the marketing 01 our wide range 01
products in the United States and lis territories. An Internal
function 01 this area Is to provide maintenance and related
services lor customers.
Development and Manulacturlng:
This area has world-wide development and U.S. manutacturlng
responsibility lor the technoiovy requirements of all products.
The IItree areas operate as independent units and are coordinated
by corporate headquarters In New York City. l.J

Type dcn, then press ENTER.
Load the program diskette, if necessary.
Type Menu Shortcuts

'='

Press ENTER to go to the Change Document Name
menu.
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The ABC Company Is organized to conduct business IItroughout lite
world. We are organized Into lite following areas:

GO
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.

Now you will change the document name and
document comment using the shortcut for Your Choice
menus.
Type a
Type one space.
Type ABC Company.
Press ENTER.
Type b
Type one space.
Type Menu Shortcuts
Press ENTER.

There is no Self- Test for this segment.
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